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['l'HUW 01"1<'Il;IAL COpy KhWKLN'l'] 

SENATE, No. 112 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
 
PRE-FTLED FOR INTRODUCTION IN THE 1982 SESSION 

By Senators RUSSO and EW ING 

AN ACT concerning capital punishmcnt lI111l amending N. J. S. 

2C:11-3 -and N. J. S. 2():1J-7·. 

1 BE IT ENACTED by the Senate and GC11"t·'L!. Assembly of the State 

2 of New Jersey: 

1 1. N. J. S. 20 :11-3 is amended to read all follows:
 

2 2C :11-3. Murder. a. Except as providcd ill section 2C :11-4
 

3 criminal homicide constitutes murder whcn:
 

4 (1) The actor purposely causes death or serious bodily injury
 

;) resulting in dcath; or 

G (2) The actor knowingly causes death or 8Cl'ious bodily injury 

7 resulting in death; or 

8 (3) It is committed when the actor, act.ing either alone or with 

9 one Or more other persons, is engaged in the commission of, or 

10 an attempt to commit, or /light aftcr committing or attempting to 

11 commit robbery, sexual assault, arson, burglary, Iddnapping or 

12 criminal escape, and in the course of such crime or of immediate 

13 flight therefrom, any person causes the death of a person other 

14 than one of the participants; except that in any prosecution under 

15 tbis subsection, in which the defendant was not: thc only participant 

16 in the underlying crime, it is an affirmatil'c defense tbat the 

17 defendant: 
18 (a) Did not commit the homicidal act. or in any way solicit, 

19 request, command, importune, cause or aid the commission thereof; 

20 and 
~1 (b) Was not armed with a deadly weapon, or any instrument, 

22 article or substance readily capable of cnusing death or serious 
ExJ'u.'UTIOI'I-ftbller	 endoaed In bold-fa<.ed braekel. [Ihuol ill Ih~ .bov~ bill 

b ,Dol eDacied and itt inh~Ddcd 10 be onullccJ in tho law. 
Malter printed In llali~1 ,lIuJ I. ncW' moller. 

MaUer enclosed jn •••erilk. or ,lnra hal been adoprw 1:18 folioWI: 
• -S.~nQte ~om.miUcc antcntlmr.nta adopted Mur£h It J982. 

"-Sen·.,e "mendm~nl .doplcd MMeh IS, 1982. 
,. --Senate aJl1~udmenta adopted MarC"h 29, 1982. 

;.----_............._~-~----_.
 
I
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23 physical injury and of a ~orl not ordinarily carried in public places 

:J.4 by law-abiding persons; and 

2::> (c) Had no reasonable ground to helieve toal any other par

26 ticipant wus armed with such a weapon, instrument, article or 

27 substance; and 

2R (d) Had not rellsonable ground lo believe Ihn t nny other partid

29 pant intended to engage in conduct likely lo result in death or 

30 serious physical injury. 

31 •[If a person is convicted under this section, the jury shall specify 

32 in w7'iting by its verdict, whether the per.son 1("(IS convicted under 

:l:l sllbsection a. (1), (2), Or (3), and if u?IJer subsections a. (1) or (2), 

34 the j'ury shall also specify if the defendant ?/:ns convicted as a 

:35 perpetrator or as an accomplice pursuant to ,?(: :2-6'r;. (1) (a.).]" 

'!() h. Murder is a crime of the first degrce hut a pcrsoll convicted 

:H of murder may be scntenced·[, eXCel)! f1S p7'orided in subsection 

38 (;.,] ...., ~:L(:elJI as ll?'u?,idcd ,in sU{J.se/;tion c. of Ihis .,/:ctiOIl,"H hy 

38/\ the cOllrt ·"[(ll]"·· ·[to a l!!]'11\ of ,lil years of which the person 

39 must serve 15 years before being eligible for l';1role, or (2) as in a 

40 crime of tbe first degree except tllUl ti,e maximum term for such a 

41 crime of the first degree shall be 30 years. Nothing conlailled in this 

42 subsection shall prohibit the court from imposing an extended term 

43 pursuant to 2C :43-7 for the crime of murder]· ···[·to death, or 

44 (2)]·'· to a term of 3U y~ars, dur'iny which the per'son shall not be 

44A eligible for parole<··[; provided, howeve?', that nothing co'ntained 

44H in this subsectiun shall prohibit the coud from imposing an 

44c extended term l!Urstlant to 2C :43-7 for the. c?'ime of murder.•] ••• 

44lJ •• ·01' to a .specific term of years which shall be between 30 yean 

44E and life imprisonment of which the IJerson shall serve 30 yeaTS 

44Y before being eligible f or· parole'· •. 

44u c. Any pe?'son cO'nvicted under' sttbsation u. (1) or' (2) .U[as a 

45 perpetrator or]'" • ··whu committed the homicidal ad lJy his own 

45A conduct or who as ••• an accompl·ic(' '[11~tr8urmt to 2C :2-61'.(1)(a)]" 

4GJJ .U[·wlw]··· lHO(;'It'I'cd the CO"/l/./II;ssi'lil of tit" oD',,",,/: I);ii puyoL/'ol 

45c or promise of 1)01/?1I1":111, of al1vthi·,19 of pec?f?I;m'y value' shall he 

46 sentenced "[tu death or {·ife ·imprisonment]·· as provided here

46A after: 

47 ·[(1) The court shall conduct a sepamte sentencin.q proceeding 

48 to determine whether the defendant should be sentenced to death or 

49 to life imprisonment. Where the defenda?ll hilS ueclI tr'ied b.'l a jury 

50 the pruceeding shall be conducted by Ihe judge 1(:ho presided at the 

51 trial and before the trial jury which dete"mined the defendant's 

,',2 .Quilt vr before a ju,ry empaneled for the purpose of the proceedi11.Q 

53 if the jury which deterlll:.i.1ted_t~e defendant'S guilt has been dis-

r
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:').~ charf/ed by the court. Where thue hos 1"'I'tl, no jury trial I·he 

J" proceeding shall be conducted by the )//1"'1' 11:110 accepted the 

f,G defendll'ld's plea and by a jury empalleled [0,. t1w purpose of the 

57 proceedinp, 

;,K The court may conduct the proceedin.1J Il'il hout a jlL1'y upon the 

;',!I motiolt- of the defe11dant and with the IIJlI"'IJ'/ Jol of the court and 

(iO of the State, 

61 (2) In the scntencin,q proceeding the roud shalt disclose 10 the 

62 defendant or his c01t1lsel all material contllined in any prese11tence 

li:l reliort, if OfJe ILIIS bee11 prepared, excepl "1/1'1>. moterial liS the court 

64 determines is required to be withheld for the prol.ection of human 

65 life. P1'esentence reports shall not be gi.ven to the jury. Any evi

G6 dence relevant to Q11y of the mitigating fllctors set forth in pam

67 gmph ([;) may be prese11ted by eilher the State or the defendant, 

68 regardless of its admissibili.ty under the ntles gOllerning admission 

69 of evidence at criminal trials; but the adm.issibility of evidence 

70 relevant to any of the aggravating factors set forth in pamgraph 

71 (0) sholl be governed by the rules ,qolJemiu,fJ the admission of 

7;l evidence at criminal trials; except that e1'ide1ll;e determined by the 

n court to be relevant to both an ag,qrat:ating and a mitigal,ing factor 

74- shall be admissible regardless of its admissihility under the Rules of 

75 Evidence. The State and the defendomt Shall lie permitted to rebut 

76 any evidence received at the sentetlcing proceeding, and shall be 

77 given fair opportunity to present argumt:nt as to the adequacy of 

'18 I,he evidence to establish the existence of ony of the factors set 

79 forth in pamgraph (5) 01' (6). The burde1l of establishing beyond 

80 a reasonable doubt the existence of any of the factors set forth in 

I'll paragraph (6) is 011 the State. The burden of establishing by a 

~:~ pn.'jlon.deronce of the evidence the existen"" of any of the factors 

~;; set forth in paragraph (5) is atl I,he deftlldolll, 

H4 (3) The jury, 01' if there is no jU1'Y, 1/", I'IJlld shall return a 

~,) slJl<cilll verdict specifically settin,q forth i1l ""1'ilin,1J ils findings as 

tili to Ihe existence 01' none;t·istence of eal;h 0[1I1f' [odors sd [ol'th ill 

~7 /lril'agl'aph (5) and as to the existenc,' Ill' ,//o'l1c1'istwr;e of each of 

tlH the [actors set forth in paragraph (6). -ils 1'!'I/Sons for so find'in,q, 

titl I//Ld ils ilele1'mination after wei.r;hing ils filldil1,fJ" whether the pen

~jll oily s],oldd be death 01' imp1'·isonme1,t, 

91 (4) If the jm'y 01', if there is 110 jury, Ihr lonrt finds that 011e 01' 

9:! mon; of the [actors set forth in parag1'Oph (Ii) exisls and that any 

~):l o[ the factors set forth in paragraph (:;) whil'il it finds exists do 

!I-+ /Lot sulJiciently outweigh I,he factors O[//(IIII.'Iro/Jh (G) and, there

!/;, [ore, rccommends that the sentence shot/ld I/(: ,1,,(/.111., thp. r:oud shall 

!l!i set/tence the di:{endant 10 death, If the jur!!. 01' if there is no jury, 
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:17 lhe wud firlds that none of the aggravatillg fl/rlurs sct forth in 

!)H pIlrugra]lh (6) exists, or finds that onp- or 1II0rc of lite mitigllli719 

~I~I [",t"r,< sd fllrtlt i.n paHlgrallh (:;) ":rist8 ,"'Jiil·i,·,,'I.,/ I" IIOIII'I'i!./It 

llill I/"y fadors mul"r pa.mgraph (6) wllich all' fau'lId 10 c,Tist, (lnd 

tol therefore "ecom'mends imprisorlment, or if Ihe ju.ry is unable to 

102 "each a It'll(lnimo"s lI«'rdiet, the court shallnof, ge,tl~nl:r. the defen, 

J();l dont 10 dellth hut shall impose a sen/enee of rife imprisonme'lt, 

104 (5) 'I'he miJi.1"lin.1 fll.ctors wilidl lIIlIy be fOltnd. hll /lle ':Ollr! or 
II!:. til" jlf."ry if proven hy a preponde,'alll:e of til" I'lIitip-nce are: 

I\)lj (u) Tlw defnull/lIl was under the i'lJluellrc IIf e:J:!,,'rmr. mental or 

107 <''IIIuti01/(/1 d,islu1'/Jll1lce but not such dis/,u,'boltr., ,'s to constitute a 

1(J;:; d,Il'lisG to pros('9utionj 

lO!) (Ii) The vict-i'tr/ was (l. parl-it:ipanl in the defendant's conduct or 

l\ () cOllsented to the act; 

UJ (c) The defendant was under the a.Qe oflfi; 

112 (d) The defendant's capacity to allil/wiole Ihe wrongfulness of 

l1:l hi.s conduct or to conform his cond'uct to the "equirements of law 

114 wo·s significan.tly impaired, but not so i1/l.1J1lired liS to constitute a 

11:1 defense to prosecution;
 

11(; (e) The defendant was under u'lUs'lLal lind substantial duress,
 

117 although not such duress as to constitllte 1/, defense to prosection;
 

118 or 

119 (f) The defendant has no significant hiS/MY of pri.or criminal 

120 activity, 

121 (6) The aggravating factors which may be found liy the court or 

122 the jury if proven beyond a reasonable doubt are:
 

123 (a) The defendant has previously been cOllvicted of murder for
 

1:24 which a sentence of life imprisonmwt 0" IIp-ath was imposable, or
 

12:> murder under 2C:11-3a(3);
 

J2(j (b) In the commission of the offense, the dcfend(lnt purposely or
 

127 knowingly created a grave risk of death to another person in addi


12tl tion tv the victim of the offense;
 

] 2~ (c) The murdp-r was committed in (IlL espl<,,'ially heinous, cruel or
 

DU depraved manner;
 

I:n (d) The dcfendant committed the offense '/1' ('onsidemtion for the
 

132 receipt, or in expectation of the receilJt ofllny thin,q of pecuniary
 

l:\:l value;
 

1;;4 (c) 'the defendant committed the olj',mSt: o,qoinsl a police or
 

I ;{;, 01 her law enforcement officer, correr-tions employee or fireman,
 

t:lf; lOhilp. performin,q his duties or licc>Jusp' of IIi" slatns (IS a public
 

1:17 Sl3rvtJ,llt; or
 

l::H (f) The offensf'- was committed whill'- ',he drtendlmt was enqa,qed
 

I::!) ill the "ommission of, or an attempt Iv rommit. 01' f/i,qht lifter com
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140 miUin.ll, or attempting to commit robhull, sll:ntnl assault, arson,
 

141 burglary or kidnapping.
 

J42 (7) If the jury, or if there is no jury, Ihll COlly/. does not find by a
 

143 special verdict as provided in paragraph (,'J) thai any of the factors
 

144 enumerated in paragraph (6) is presenl '" "oes not recommend
 

145 death, or if the jury is unable to reach a unanimous verdict, the.
 

146 court shall impose a sentence of life imprisonment.
 

147 (8) Every judgment of conviction and sentence of death shall be
 

148 subject to automatic review by the $uple.mll nourt.]"
 

.L4!J (1)·" The cou1't shall (:ouanr:t a set/aral'! s,mten-l'ing proceedin,Q
 

150 to determine whether the defendant should I'e se'ntenced tu death 

150A 0" rmrsuant to the provision., of sub''f:dioll b, uf this section··' 

150B where the defenda'nt has been tried hy a jury, the proceedin!1 

150c shall /'e cOrld1l-ded /)y th" judge who plI'si.dr.d at the trial and 

151 before the :;ury which determined the defenrl(111l '.~ ,q1tilt except that, 

152 for good cause, the court may discharg" that jury and c01Jduct the 

153 proceeding /iefore a jury empaneled fM the. 1!1tt'pose of the pro

154 ceeding. Where the defendant has entered a pieri of non milt or has 

155 been tried without a jury, the proceeding shalt he ,;onducted by the 

156 jud,qe who accepted the defendant's p'"a Wild hll,forll 0 jllr," em


157 paneled for the purpose of the prore"din,q, On motion of the
 

158 defendant and with r,onsent of the proseCll/.i",q attorney the court
 

159 may conduct a proceeding without a jury,
 

160 (2) At the proceeding, the State shall hm'c Ihe burden of estab·
 

161 lishing beyond a reasonable doubt the ea:islellr.e of any aggravating 

Hi2 factors sel forth in paragraph (4) of this sl/},sedion. The defeltdant 

Hi3 shall have the burden of producing evideur.e of the Ilxisten.ce of a.ny 

1(j4 mitigatiltg factors set forth in paragraph (,;) of this subsection. The 

165 State and the defendant shall be permitted to rebut any evidence 

166 presented by the other party at the sente11cing proceding and to 

1(j7 presellt argument as to the adequacy of Ill.(. "vidcrlce to establish 

168 the existence of any aggravating or mi/igafi.n,1J flldor. Prior to the 

169 commencement of the sentencing procee.tlin'<l, or at such time as 

170 he has knowledge of the existence of on "!/.'I'·(1/Jllting f",dar, the 

171 prosecuting attorney shall give notice to th~ defendllnt of the aggra

17~ vlltillg factors which he intends /0 rely '/Ipo1lin Ihe. proceeding. 

17:l (:1) The jUl'y, or if there is tlO jury, til(' ,'01lr/, sholl ret'Ul'n a 

1.74 ,~peciltl verdict setting forth in writin,Q Ihe. ".r;Rt"nt:e 01' non-wrist


17;, ence of each of the aggravating and miliqof.iulJ for,lol's set forth in
 

17(j paragraphs (4) and (5) of thi,~ subR('.dio'/l. If any a.,qgravating
 

177 fudot' 1.s foultd to exist, the verdict sholl a/so .<I.of", whdher it is or
 

l'iH I·S nvi vlltwcighcfl by anyone or tn<it'l' 111i/i.'l0ti·/Il/ /I/f'/,ors.
 

17!.! (a) If the jury or the court finds Owt rI1l.?/ ".lJg1'flvating fadO!'
 

•
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180 exists and is not outweighed by one or mO"e mitiqnting factors, the
 

181 court shall sentence the defendant to rleatll.
 

182 (b) If the jury or the cQurt finds that no aggravating fnctors
 

lSi! exist, or that any aggravating factors which c.rist fire outweighed
 

'184 by one or more mitigating factors, th" cou'" shall sentence the
 

18G defendant IJ'U.rSu.ant to oubsection b. ···[(2)]···,
 

L8(; (e) If the jury is unable to reach n 11.nanim(lll,~ Fcrdict, the conrt
 

187 shutt sentence the defendant pursuant. to subsection b.(2).
 

ISH (.1) The aggravating factors which mall be fOlmd by the jury 01
 

11:\9 the court are:
 

190 (a) The defendant has previousl" b('~n corwir.te,l of murder;
 

1!Jl (b) In the commission of th,~ mU.j'(!I~r, t,he defendant pW'posely 0"
 

192 knowingly created a grave risk of death to (l1Iother person in addi


193 tion to the victim;
 

194 (c) The murder was outrageously or want·ouly vile. hOl'rible or
 

195 inhuman in that it involved torture, delJ1uv'it!} of mind, or an aggm


196 vated battery to the victim;
 

197 (d) The defendant committed the murder as cOnBidel'lltion for
 

l!l8 the receipt, or in expectation of the receipt of any thing of pecu


198 ,!'iary value;
 

199A "'(e) The defendant procured the commission of the offense by
 

199B payment or promise of payment of anything of pecwniat·y
 

1990 value,.'"
 

200 "'[(e)]'" '"(f)''' The murder was committed for the pur


201 pose of escapitng detection, apprehension, trial, punishment or con


202 finement for another offense committed by the defendant or
 

202A another; "'[01']'"
 

203 ···[(f)]···· "'(g)'" The offense was committed while the
 

204 defendant was en.gaged in the commission of, or an attempt to com


205 mit, or flight after I;ommittitng, or attempting to commit robbery,
 

206 sexual assauU, arson, burglary or kidnapping; or
 

207 '"[(g)]''' "'(h)'" The defendant mluderp,d a puhlif: ser


208 vant, as defined in 2() :27-1, while the victim lOas engaged in the
 

:>..09 performance of his official duties, or hecause of the vi-etim's status
 

209A as a public SMvant.
 

210, (5) The mitigating factors which .M!} he found by the jury or
 

211 the court are:
 

:.lL2 (a) '['he defernlnnt was under the influence of pxtrp.m/~ menial 0"
 

2]:l 1:1II0tional disturhance insufficient to constitl/.t (' " defense to prose


214 cution;
 

215 (b) The victim solicited, participated ;u 01 conslmted to the
 

:.l16 conduct which resulted in his dea./.h,

:l17 (r,) The age of the defendant at the time of the m"rder;
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:HS (d) The defendant's capacity. to apIJr-eciltle tlw wr-ongfulness of 

:!llJ his conduct 01' to confor-m his conduct. to the I'equir-ements of the 

220 law was significa·ntl.y impair-ed as the r-eSt,lt of mental disease or

221 defect or- intoxication, but not to a 'degr-ee sufficient to constitute 

222 u defense to pr-osecution; 

223 (e) The defendant was under- unusuul and substantial dur-ess 

224 insufficient to constitute a defense to pr-o:;ecutionj 

225 (f) The defendant hM no. significant histor-y of pr-ior- cr-iminal 

226 activity j 

227 •••[(g) 'i'he defendant was an Q(!qomplice to a murder- co~nmitted 

228 by another- person and his par-ticipation in the homicidal act was 

229 r-elatively insubstantial.]··' 

230 ···[(h))"·· ••• (g)". The defendant render-e.d substantial 

231 assistance to the State in the prosecution of another- per-son for- the 

232 cr-ime of mur-der-···[,]··· ••• j'" or 

233 ···[(i)]"· ···(hYO·· Any other- factor- which is r-elevant to the 

234 defendant's char-acter- 0" r-ecor-d or- to the cir-cum.stances of the 

235 offense. 

236 ···d. The :;entencing pf'oceeding set for-th i" subsection c. of this 

237 section shall not be waived by the pr-osecuting attor-ney.··· 

238 ·"[d.]"· ···e.··· Ever-y judgment of conviction which r-esults 

239 in a sentence of death under- this section may be appealed, pur-suant 

240 to the mles of cour-t, to the Supr-eme Cour-t, which shall also deter. 

241 mine whether the sentence is dispr-opor-tionate to the penalty im

242 posed in similar- cases, considering both the crime and the 

243 defendant. 

1 ·2. N. J. S. 2C :43-7 is amended to read liS follows:
 

2 2C :43-7. Sentence of Imprisonment for Crime; Extended Terms.
 

3 a. In the cascs designated in section 2U :44-3 or 2C :11-3, a person
 

4 who bas been convicted of a crime may be sentenced to an extended
 

5 term of imprisonment, as follows:
 

G (1) ••• [1n the case of a crime sentenced nllder 2(; :11-3 for a
 

7 specilic term of years which shall be between 30 years and life
 

~ illl1JrisulIll.ent, of whi"'t the lJenwn :;hall s'Tue :JU years befun:
 

lJ beillg digibllJ fur par-ole, -uotwithstattding the provisions of 81tb


9,\ sectioll b.j]··· ···(Deleted by amendmet,t, 1'. L.
 

98 C. .) •• ' 

lD (2) In the casl! of a crinle of the first dc~ree • ··othcl· than 

II. ?lturdc-r···, for a specific terlll of years which shall ht~ lixed hy the 

12 court and shall he betweell 20 years and lire illlprisolllnent; 

I;~ (3) In the case of a crime of the secolld degree, for a term which 

14 ~hllll be fixed by the court between 10 ulld ~() yell 1"11 ; 

•
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L5 (4) In the case of a crime of the third de/{ree, for Ii term which 

II; shnll be fixed by the court betwoen G I\nd LO Y~i1rR;
 

17 (5) In the case of a erime of the fourth degree pursullnt to
 

18 2C :43-6c. and 2(; :44--3d. for a term of G ytll\rs.
 

19 b. As part of Ii sentence for un extended tel"ln Hnd notwithstand

20 ing the provisions of 20 :43--9, the court may fix 1\ minimum term 

21 not to exceed one-half of the term set pursuullt to subsection n. 

22 during which the defendant shall not be eligible for parole or a 

23 term of 25 years during which time the dl'fenclant shall not be 

24 eligible for parole where the sentence imposed WIlS life imprison

25 ment provided that no defendant shall be eligible for parole at a 

26 date earlier than otherwise provided by the law governing parole. 

27 c. In the case of a person sentenced to an extended term pnrsuant 

28 to 20 :43--6c. and 20 :44--3<1., the court shall impose a sentence 

29 within the ranges permitted by 2C :43-7a. • ...[(1);]"·· (2), (3), (4) 

30 or (5) a:ccording to the degree or nature of the crime for which the 

31 defendant is -being sentenced, which sentence shall indude a mini

32 mum term which shall be fixed at, or hetween one-third and one-hRlf 

33 of the sentence impoBild by the court or 5 years,' whichever is 

34 greater, during which the defendant shall not be eligible fOT parolp-o 

35 Where the Bentence imposed is life imprisonment, tbe court shall 

36 impose a minimum term of 25 years dnrillg which the defendant 

:-l7 shall not be eligible for parole.°
 
1 °(2.r ·9.· This act shall take effl'ct immediately.
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SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

SEN ATE, No. 112 

STATE OF NEW JERSEY
 
I' ·'.'I'I·'ll: :\)\ 1:( 'II I, 1'),-;2 

Ti,,' 1'111'1'''''''''1' ~"""". I:ill ~ .. , II:.! i~ ttl ,..,j"stu[',· 1"'I,itlll 100II,i,III';<'I,1 

ill \"1\ ",.,,,.. ::, i'"d,'r :",'"r\l,'i,io""or:->"II"I"l:ill \0, II:.!, '''' l'iarifi,·d 

Ill' '1I11"lIlIJI"'IIls a<l0I'I,'" h,' till' l:OlllllliH,'I', (Jilly a 1"'rsol! ",110 adllall," 

"Ollllllit" UII illt"I'tiollallllunJ..r, Iii .. p,'rpl.'lralor, and U persoll cOllvicted 

as all aceolllJJiir" wllo hirl'<I till, Ill'rpc'trator, the procurl'r, \I'ould stnnd 

ill .i,'ollnr<l~' of tl", dl'lIlll )I"lInll", 1'I'rSUIl" cOllvidl'd 1I1,,!"r !III' f,'lolly

IlIlIrdl'r dodrilll' 1111<1 lH'rsolls ,'ollvid,'d liS n,'c'lllllp1iC('~ otlier tllan as 

procnrl'rs wonld Ilot hI' I'li~iblp for c,<,pilal plll:j~h!llent. 

I1nder fin UllIell<lIl"'lIt adoptl'd hy th(' ('omnli ttl'(" lhosl' convictPcl 

Illllrdl'l'l'rs lint snhj('c,t (0 tI", po;;,ihilit.y of rapital fllllli;;llIllCllt a1lel those 

II111rtkrl'rs 01it:ihl,' for !'apitnl pllllisJllIll'lIl. 1>111011 wholll tlip e1l'alh pellall)' 

is 1I0t ilnposed wouh! n'c'l'iv,~ a IlInlldatory IlIinilllWll sentcllce of ::lO years 

illlprisollJnl'lIt withont I'lig-ihility for purolp. 

S(,lIate Bill No, 112 pro\'idl's a separate post-collvelltioll procecdillg 

to dl'll'rJnilll' ",hr.lhpr Ihl' d(,lllh ppnnlty is illillosed 011 a IIlUrc!l'rer eligihlp 

for tllat sallction, A~ elarifip.c1 h~' rOllllllittC'e antf'lllhncnts. f-;cllale Bill 

~o, 112 ('lIvjsioll~ Ihat ill Inost C'<lS"~ tl,,· ~(,lItl'lIcin~ proc,'!'Jillg would 

t;tl«' place upon 1'10'11"'11 01' thp guiltv \'C'nlicl hdol'C' th., jud::;1' who pre

~id('r1 ovr.r Ih.' trinl awl 1Il'fu1'l' tilt' .illry whirll I'l'lurtll'd tlll' verdict. 

Howev('r. for good ("a,,~1' (i, ", lPngthy dl'lay cuused by illll.'5~ of lite 

dpfPlldant), thl' 1'0llrt 1I1:.l,V diseltal'gl' Ihl' j11l'" and at a lat('r clale (',lIlpanl',! 

allo!IIC'l' .illry rol' llll' )I1I1'1'0~t' of ,'ollclllrtillg tlll' ~"IIt<'lIc'ill;"; "(,()"l'l'd iIII', 

\Vh('rc, Ihert' ":IS h(,1'1I 110 jury Irilli. 1111' Ill'or('I'clill!,: "hall Ill' cOlldudcd 

h~· I,hc judge who arc(,plcrl Ihl' d"fl'uclallt'~ plt'a 01' who f01l11(1 tlte dC'

f('lIr1alll. g-uilty ane! 11.,. a jury cilipallcled for thl' purposc 01' the pro

('I'('dillg, '1'11(' judg-c' IIla,V ,'olldul'l 1111' pl'()c:t'('c1illg- \I'it'\lOu( a jllry upon 

IIIOlioll of fhp JrfC'lIclallt a tIC! UpOIl upproval 01' til(' COliI'I alld of tit", 

pl'tl!"I'(·lltio/r. 

l)urillg' thi~ ~P/lfl'lll"illg ('l'l'tuill :l~~gr;l\'i\lillg uud IlIili.~aljllp: j'aet.or~ 

are to hI' ':tlllsiJen,d hy (I,,· tri"r or fad, ,\~ llJ'igillally drafteJ tlte 

I'ro;<t'l'lIlioll had Ihl' I.llrd"11 \lr pruvillg til(' I'xislt'llc'l' or allY ";~!~I'avalillg 

fac'lnl' II," " !,1'('polld"l'all"" of IIII' ,'vidt',wt· a,"1 till' ,1<-1"'1111:'1111, IHld tl,e 

1'llrd(!11 "j' pro\'illg" lilt, t·.\is1.('I1('(\ of nll~' rlliti~a.tlll~ rarlo!" hy n pn~-

z
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pOlitlemll"" Ol I.he el idpllc,·. To il,d n ddl!lHlnllt I'al'illg the po~~ibiJity 

or a "1'~Ji:, ~(,I1I"'J('.I', (hp rtlllllllille,' adopli'd :l11I1'1"lllIelih provi<lill/; tklt. 

tllc pJ'o"c'·lllioll Ilillst IlnJl ,. II,,· 1·,;"I'·llr(' or :III a.".!!;r:lyatill;.\ fartor Iw

.'011,1:1 I'·;"'>:·;:;~.· ,lolliJl \lliil,' 1I". dl·j',·(',I.III[ 111"1',·1.1 I"" till' 11111<1"11 

o( 1'1'Pilll('il',~ ('vitlt':I('(' ",if II l'(lgal'll ill ;1',\: 1)1;!i.~'·<Iil:.~ !""l'tor. 'lIllI' 

committee also ndoptt'<1 all nllll'll<1lrlCllt reqllirilli',' thr prosceutioll 10 

1I0tif)' tli" <1PI"'IHI;II,t of tlil' ugrcral'alin:; fnelors '1I1 \I·iJj .. 1i Ihp rro~t"'lltioli 

intends 10 l'f~ly. 

A pl'llyisioll 01' Sl"Hlie Dill No, 11:2. n~ origillally drnj'led, whit·.h would 

have pprnlitted the proseelltiOIl 10 withhold l'erlnill illl'orllIatioli COli

laiued ill allY pr('-~PII((~lIel' rl'lHlrt 1'1'011' till' dl'l'l'lIdnllt wUJ:; d"l<'led a~ 

'llch a prul'isioH lln~ hc,~n 1i1'1<1 lIHColIstitlltioHal IIH<1cr rcc,!"t casc luw, 

Another provisioll ot Sl'IHl((~ Bill Xo. 112 a8 originally <1rafted whieh 

would havr ma<1e the 'RII!PS 01' T';vi<1rll('r illappli"ahle to ,~videllce offl'red 

by the <1cfPIHlunt, dllrillg the S(!Ilfl'lICe proe,!cdillg wns also ,jl'lcte<1, 

It wus f'1'\l fhat inclusion of fili~ prOl'ision I'oald hal''' h·d to the intro

ductioll hy the def"nse of totally irrl'levtlllt llIatNi::l.i solt'ly a~ a delayill/; 

taclic, 

As 1Il1ll'ndNl. by tilt' rmumiflep, the ag-gra.vatillg' I'adm's to he ('011

sidered during the post-conviction proel'edillg an! as I'ollows: 

1, Prior eonvictioll of murdcr. 

2, Tn the commissioll of Ill<' OiTCIISP, th" d,d'l'noallt purposcly or 

kllowi!'.gly cr('all'd a gran' risk of dl'atll tu allother pp,rsoll III 

addition to tlIP. vil'lilll 01' tilt' offplIsP. 

il,	 Th(! murder wa~ olilrag-'.'oIISIl· or \\'(llll,"dy I'il", 1Ionib1(' or ill· 

i1l1nlUli in thut it ill 1'0 1\-,(:11 lorlal'l'. dl'pl'llI ill' or Illilld, 01' all lti','i','ra

vatl'(l hattery to thl' ViCtilll, 

4,	 'Phi! defend::l.\lt rllHllllittC'd the offense as consideration for the 

receipt, 01' ill pXlwrlali,," of thl' rpe"ipt. of ltllythillg' of pceulliary 

value, 

;-;,	 The llIurd(!r was "OIIlIlI;l1.,'d rill' II", l'UI'[lo~p Ill' (~scllpillg detectioll, 

1t1'1'I'clWIISiu:I, trial. pllaisillll"llt or rOldilt(!lIlcllt for aTJother uffensc 

("lII II I I i tied hy II !'f,' ,,<I;lIIt 01' a I "' Ilwl'. 

6,	 Tht' off«n~e Il'as cOIIIJllitl"d while tllc 1I(,I'elidalit lVu~ l'lIgul;pd ill 

lilt! COllllllissiolt 0", 01' 1111 allt'l"pl to ('Olllllli!, nl' Hight uftl'r COIII

Jl\itling, 01' aLlt'tllpLillg' to l'U)llIlIit 1'01.111·1" .. ·. :"::,,,";,1 :t:-.S:llllt, ar;,nll, 

IlllI'y;l" I'y 01' kid Itappillg, 

7,	 'i'I,,, dpfe"lIn;J1. 1'llInk!':; " plil,lie ~1'I'V"": ",hil,· tI", viel.illl 11';,,, 

I'lIgagl'J ill Ih" '1t'I'fOrltla'h'" of I,is uRi"ial dllli,.'s, or Iwrllusl' of Ihe 

I'ictilll's "LillIS iI'. It jll1ldi(: ~"rI·allt. 

As UlIll'lIdl'lI loy ti,e ,'ollllllillec, tlie mitigatillg' fad"rs 10 I,,· "'lil"iden',\ 

ill the jJo"l-eolll'iclioli jJroc,~,'dilig are a~ follolV~: 
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1.	 The dt~felldl\llt lVa~ under the inHuencc ot' l'xtn'llll' "II,,,UlI or 

.'motionul <1i~f.lIrhall(:e hut not such disturhancl'. IlS to ('oll~(i(II(' ;L 

de[ells,.' to prosel'ution. 

~.	 The victilll 11'11.'; ;L pllrti('ipa'it ii, II,.· ,]Pl'elldal,t'~ colldlll't or ('1)11

~ented to the ad. 

:~. The age at' the d.,j·elldllllt at th.' Iilll<! of the 11 III I'd ('1'. 

4.	 Thl' derl.'lIdallt'~ ,·;Lp'll·it.,· to appl'l'eiate till' ""'\)IIg-I·nl,I\'.~' or I,i, 

(·.o'lIlnct 01' to "0,.1'01'111 his ('oIHhll't to the n'qllin'll)l'lIh or IIIII' \\'n~ 

sip;llifi"allth' i,"pnil'l'(l: hut 1I0t ~o ill,pain,d as to "'lI,slit1l(e a 

defcllse to pros,wlIljoli. 

!'i.	 'i'he ,[el'l'ndalll was under unusuul und snhstllntial oIl1n·",. altllOnl-(h 

not such uun.'~s as to (:onstitult, Il ,I<'[ellse 10 fjl'osecuti01l. 

G.	 The defelluunl had nil sigllitil'allt prior histor)' o[ crill,illul uctivity. 

7.	 The del'endant was Ull uceolilpli('e allli his jlarticipution was rl'la

ti vely unwbstanlial. 

8.	 The defendant r"ndererl IlSSiStllllC-t, In the prosecnt.ioll o[ another 

perRon [or murder. 

9.	 Any other factor which IS rclevant to the defendant's character 

or to the circumstanCR.s of the offense. 

If the jury or the court filHh; 01lP. or more o[ the aggravating circum

stances exist, und that they arc 1I0t outweighed by lilly 11litigating 

fuctors, the deuth pp.nulty wonltl he imposed. rr the jnry or th(' I'onrt 

finds that Jl()lIe of thc agp;ravating' factors l'xists, or finds that aIle or 

IIIO\'(' nf' tll(> ,niti/!;nlillg- I'al'lol's ('xi~t, sIlOil'i.~nt tn (Jnlll·,·igil ;IIIY ap;g-ra

vatillg fHefor~ whit·I, Ilia)' exi~t, the death penulty wlluld Ilotl,(, in,posed. 

If the jury is unable to reach a unanimous verdict, the deuth pellalty 

would not be imposed. 

I<:vcry jud;"YJupnt of ('ollvictioll alill scntellcc Ill' death is suhjecl 10 

revi('w by the Sll)Jrenle Court. As amcndp<! by the (,OllllllittCt~, in its 

rBview, the Sll)Jn'lIIf~ Court would also determine whelher lhe scntl'nce 

is disproportionate to the penalty illl]lospri in similar cases considering 

both the crime and the (lcl'elldll11l. 

Hy cOlTlmittee umclIdlllC'lIt. a Ilew ~eetioll ~ W,l>i added to Sellate Bill 

No. 112. Sel'.tion 2 aillends N. J. K 2C:43--7 (l';xtended Tenlls or Jm

prisolllnent) in orlkr to illclude the mundatory 30 years tel'nl of parolc 

in clig-ihility to any l,xl(~lIdpd tel'lII of' in,priRollm(,llt iJIIfI()sl'd for Inul'dl'!'. 

p 
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S~NATOR JOHN F. RUSSO (Chairman): This hearing will come to order. 

J wi] 1 beyin by introducing the Conunittee members. On my far lc[l i~; SClliltor 

John Gallagher, and then in order toward this side of the table is Senator John Lynch; 

Senalor Ed O'Connor, Senator Joe Hirkala, the Conunittee Vice Chairman; and Senate 

President Carmen Orechio. To my left is the staff aide, John Tumulty. I am Senator 

John Russo, the Conunittee Chairman. To my right, nearest is Senator John Dorsey, 

Senator Jim Vreeland, and Senator John Paolella. 

Now, I will begin by outlining basically what the bill contains, so 

that perhaps we can save some time for those who might want to testify on some 

things the bill does not contain. And, also, when we get to witnesses, if you 

have a written statement, be sure not only a copy is left for the Committee, but 

with the stenographer at that end of the table. Testimony will be allowed with 

some considerable leeway. However, stay, please, with the issue that is before 

us, namely the bill that is before us. It is going to be incumbent upon me in 

the dual capacity as Committee Chairman and as sponsor to sort of make an extra 

effort to be fair to those who have a different view. I can tell you in advance 

that I have nothing but respect for those who have a different view and always 

have had. I don't intend to steer this hearing in any manner, but rather to allow 

full leeway. But, whether your view be for or against, it will be conducted with 

decorum and it will be conducted on the issue. 

Now, the bill that is before you is Senate Bill 112. The printed 

copy only refers to myself as sponsor and Senator Ewing as co-sponsor, but there 

are a number of co-sponsors and we will announce the names before we are finished 

here today. 

The bill that we will be considering today is basically the same bill 

that was passed by the Legislature twice, the full legislature, and vetoed by 

Governor Byrne, and then the third time by the Senate ,and was pending in the Assembly 

when the session ended. I suspect there will be a number of amendments to the 

bill that we have basically agreed upon. I will talk about those briefly before 

we get to the representatives of the Attorney General's Office and the Governor's 

Office. Basically, the bill is drafted in accordance with the United States Supreme 

Court guidelines that render capital punishment constitutional in the Supreme 

Court case that so declared. It follows somewhat the form of legislation that 

has been passed reinstating the death penalty in some 35 states. However, it 

is probably stricter in a number of instances that I will point out as we go along, 

or witnesses will point out. It is stricter in the sense that it is not as broad 

as the legislation in many states. It does not cover as many people as some of 

the other legislation does. It is drafted with the intent of reinstating the 

death penalty in New Jersey, but hopefully not in an indiscriminate manner, nor 

is there any desire or hope that we see wholesale executions in New Jersey. We 

really hope that we never see one. 

But, the bill has some rather rigorous provisions in it for the protection 

of the defendant, the theory being that before that ultimate penalty is paid, 

as difficult as that will be on all of us who have a part in it, when that day 

comes, we want to at least feel we have tried to cover every possible contingency 

for the protection of the defendant and hopefully it will be utilized only in 

the most extreme cases. 

The bill is a two-tier procedure. First, there is a trial on guilt 

or innocence, and in that trial the defendant must first be found guilty unanimously 

and beyond a reasonable doubt of first degree murder, willful, premeditated murder. 

Should that finding result, then there is a second trial. Under the purposes 
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of the bill, that second trial would follow immediately before the same jury and 

judge, in which there is a sentencing procedure,and various factors of aggravation 

and mitigation that are outlined in the bill are presented to the jury. The leeway 

for the factors of mitigation is wide. It will be made wider as a result of some 

amendments I will get to in a moment. 

Following that second trial, that jury, in order for the death penalty 

to result, wouLd have to make a finding again unanimously and beyond a reasonable 

doubt that the death penalty is justified under the circumstances of that case. 

Now, as I said earlier, Governor Byrne did not conceptually believe in the death 

penalty. That is a view that I have nothing but respect for. It has always been 

the Governor's view and there are legislators who feel the same way, and there 

can be no quarrel with them. Hopefully, there will be none with those of us who 

believe differently, but maybe there will. 

Governor Kean has a different viewpoint. And, we have had some extensive 

discussions with him regarding this bill. We have had some extensive discussions 

with the Office of the Attorney General regarding the bill. Hopefully, we have 

now come to the point where we are in agreement as to the contents of the bill 

and those amendments will be discussed by the Attorney General's Office shortly. 

I want to say that we have not yet discussed the extent of these amendments with 

the full Committee. I have, with the Governor, and the Attorney General's Office, 

and I am satisfied, and it will be subject to Committee determination, been satisfied 

that they have come up with a number of provisions that I think help the bill, 

strengthen the bill, head off some potential legal problems in the bill. They 

have been extremely helpful to me in getting together on the contents of this 

particular bill. 

Governor Kean has made clear his belief in the concept of the death 

penalty and has emphasized his concern that we do pass it if the legislature is 

in agreement. The cooperation from the Governor's Office and the Attorney General's 

Office has been just excellent, and,I think, most reasonable. There have been 

perhaps a few things we have not agreed upon, but we were able to discuss it, 

and they have been quite reasonable with me in that regard. 

The bill deals with a conviction of first degree murder and is limited 

in its present form only to the actual perpetrator of the murder, the one who 

wields the gun or the knife, or what have you, that results in the death. The 

accomplices of a murderer still are subjected to life imprisonment. In that regard, 

the Governor's Office has made a recommendation that I am prepared to accept, 

and I think it is a good one, that provides that those who do receive life must 

serve a mandatory minimum thirty years. I think that makes a lot of sense to 

me, and we will discuss that as we get to the amendments and hear from the Committee. 

The second part of the bill that deals with one other than the actual 

person who perpetrates the murder is one who hires one to commit murder, and 

the bill in that regard refers to a section of our law that deals specifically 

with that, 2C:2-6c. (1) (a). I might point out that was added to this bill after it 

was originally filed some years ago. That was a suggestion, and frankly an excellent 

one - because it should have been there in the beginning - of my colleague Senator 

Dumont, who has long advocated the re-institution of the death penalty in New 

Jersey and is a co-sponsor of this bill as well, as having other legislation pending 

of his own dealing with this issue. 

That is one instance where one other than the actual perpetrator would 

be subjected to the death penalty, the contract for hire, one who hires another 

to commi t murder. 
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So, that is a broad overview of the legislatiori~ We will probably 

begin with the Attorney General's Office, or the Governor's Office, or jointly, 

as to the various amendments, so then we know exactly what form the bill is in 

for witnesses to comment on. I think if we could begin with that, then our first 

witness after that will be Senator Dumont and then we will go through the witness 

list. 

Before beginning with the Attorney General's Office, does any other 

member of the Committee want to make any statement at this ~? If not, we 

will proceed then to have the Attorney General's Office. Ed, I want to thank 

you for the help your people gave me yesterday. We spent a lot of time with your 

staff, Bill Bolen, Jim Morley and Fred De Visa. They were very good. I see you 

have Fred with you. Ed Stier. 

E D WIN H. S TIE R: Senator, I very much appreciate your kind remarks 

about the cooperation you have received from my office. My staff has worked very 

hard to help the Senate to try to produce a bill which comes up to the standards 

that we all hope that this kind of very important legislation would meet. I think 

that the bill, as it stands, with some minor suggestions that we have made, should 

pass muster in that regard. 

I am here for three purposes this morning. The first is to indicate 

the support of the Attorney General of this State for this legislation. The second 

is to present my own views as a professional law enforcement official and the 

third is to offer some amendments which Senator Russo has mentioned previously 

which our Division has worked on very carefully with Senator Russo and the staff 

of this Committee. 

First of all, Attorney General Kimmelman wanted to appear here himself. 

This, obviously, is an extraordinarily important piece of legislation. Unfortunately, 

there was a conflict in his schedule which he just could not reconcile with his 

appearance here, and he has asked me to appear on his behalf to indicate that 

his support for the re-institution of a death penalty has been consistent and 

dates back to his service in the State Legislature. We have discussed the bill 

with him, and our views on it, and he firmly supports the position that we have 

taken. 

I have been involved in law enforcement for seventeen years as a professional 

.at a number of different levels, having been involved in the investigation and 

prosecution of a number of cases, some of which involved some rather horrible 

murders. I have also had the ressponsibility to generally oversee the law enforcement 

system in this State. The Division of Criminal Justice exercises the Attorney 

General's power to coordinate the criminal justice system and to establish standards 

for law enforcement and to generally try and improve the quality of law enforcement 

in this State. So, I have had the opportunity to think of the law enforcement 

system and crime from an institutional point of view, rather than on a case by 

case basis. 

have agonized over this issue for the seventeen years that I have 

been in law enforcement. I don't come here to tell you that I have arrived at 

a personal conclusion to support this legislation easily. There are many people 

for whom I have deep respect who have the opposite view. Stan Van Ness is somebody 

whom I have known for many years, and I know that his views are opposite from mine 

on this issue. The fact that someone like Stan and many others feel so strongly 

to the contrary has given me great pause. It has caused me to search my own mind 
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and my own experience very deeply befOre I came to the conclusion that I have. 

Over the years that I have been in law enforcement, unfortunately, I have witnessed 

what I view as a beginning of a breakdown, the ability of society to control anti 

social behavior. I hope that this trend is not a long-term trend. I hope this 

doesn't suggest that the institutions that we have created to prevent criminals 

from preying on innocent people are unredeemable and can never be successful. 

I hope that we can find a way to turn these trends around. 

But, 1 suspect that among the mechanisms that we have to establish 

to begin to turn this trend around is the reinstitution of the death penalty. 

I can't come here and tell you that if this death penalty bill is enacted that 

within a month or a year that alone is going to solve our street crime problems. 

I don't believe that alone will solve our street crime problems. I can't even 

come here and tell you that the rate of murder in this State is going to be significantly 

affected by the institution of the death penalty, because I don't think there 

has been a definitive study on that subject. I know there are those who debate 

it pro and con. I suppose that there must be individual cases of rrnucide which 

might have been deterred had there be a death penalty. But, I don't think that 

we can reach an empirical conclusion, that in fact there is a direct correlation 

between the fact that there is a death penalty and the murder rate. 

I think there is a more basic reason to support the enactment of the 

death penalty. I think that there is something much more fundamental about our 

system of social control over criminal behavior. I think there is something that 

touches not just on murder but on the whole range of criminal acts that we experience 

day in and day out. For a generation now, we have been taught that the only valid 

1-'IJJ-l-" .. ,g(',C; f'_'1 lJl.IIJiSlil'''J all ')[[elldeJ ,:Ire 1.0 seek his lfllluU,lli,tilLiul1 all,'1 Lu lIetel' 

others from doing similar acts. Basically, those are the essential reasons that 

we have been given in law enforcement that we in law school have been taught are 

the legitimate foundations for our system of criminal punishment. 

We have been taught that the idea of retribution, the idea of seeking 

a method of punishment to satisfy a community's needs to see an offender punished 

is a primitive notion that no longer has a place in our society. I suggest to 

you, from my own experience, and in my own judgement,that that notion is wrong. 

The idea that the punishment must fit the crime is something more than the idea 

that we have to find a way to isolate the offender and to try to rehabilitate 

him, the idea that somehow we ought to try to discourage others from committing 

crimes by imposing prison sentences and other forms of punishment. But, that 

is not enough. Somehow society needs to feel that when a criminal act has been 

committed, its interests have been vindicated. 

Somehow by not recognizing the idea that retribution is an important 

factor in maintaining the health of a society, we have come around to the moral 

judgement that those who commit crimes really aren't morally responsible for the 

crimes they commit. After all, if we blame society itself for the acts of the 

individual, it is society that is morally responsible for the act, and not the 

individual. It seems to me that you have to extend that logic further, if you 

believe it, and come to the conclusion that perhaps we have no right to punish 

anybody to any degree for a criminal act that he commits. I don't think that 

most of us sitting in this room, even those who oppose capital punishment, have 

extended their logic quite that far, and would accept that notion. 

So, in a sense, what I am saying is that by drawing a line at the
 

point of takinq u hum<ln Ii fp., we have acted arbi trari I y ,:IS ,1 soci ,·ty. WI' h,lve
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acted somewhat capriciously and as the result of it, I think til,,!: w~ l1ilve cr-eated 

ambivalence in our society toward responsibility of its members to abide by the 

l~w. It seems to me that we have to make a very strong statement. And, that 

statement is that when you commit a criminal act knowingly and willfully, you 

are responsible as an individual for that act. And, if you are caught, you are 

going to be punished to the fullest extent that society determines that act ought 

to be punished, in order for society itself to have a sense that the wrong has 

been corrected. 

If we don't, the frustration, the anger, the rage that we witness 

growing in our society is going to continue. It shouldn't be forgotten that the 

riot in Newar-k in 1967 as wos analyzed by the C~vernor's Commission was cnuscd 

by a pervasive feeling of corruption, a sense of alienation in the community, 

the feeling that somehow society was asking too much of the individual and not 

returning enough to him. Somehow we had lost touch with our social institutions 

in that community, and that they were not responsive. Crime was going on all 

around the people and inadquate protection was being provided. The notion that 

law enforcement is what holds society together, that law enforcement, the Division 

of Criminal Justice, the county prosecutors, the State Police, the local police, 

federal law enforcement institutions ore what are qoinq to protect RociAty ann 

mai~tain social order is wrong. It is naive. It is never going to work. 

As a society we have to demonstrate that each of us has to sacrifice 

individual freedom for the sake of holding society together. And, if we in society 

are led to believe that society itself isn't convinced that those sacrifices are 

important, or are going to be rewarded, that if we in society witness crime that 

is dealt with inadequately by society as a whole, I believe we are going to begin 

to see further deterioration in what holds society toqcthpT. 

WllC11 we Ll.y lu dcv18e a ~unislullent Llwt tils the crime, it seems to 

me that we can't help but come to the conclusions that there are some crimes that 

are so serious, so horrifying, so extremely anti-social, that the only punishment 

that fits is the taking of the life of the person who is responsible for it. We 

are still haunted today by the killings of Officers Voto and Tedesco in Lodi some 

fifteen or so years ago. We are about to see a man who was adjudicated as having 

been responsible for that crime released from our State prison at some point in 

the near future. It is inevitable that it is going to happen. It is not just 

111,11 \1"'.IV L:: il 1.Ilre'lL L.II,,1 1.llilt lllulvldudlmay go out iJnd cummil another crime, 

because he may not. But, society is left with rage and anger at a crime so horrifying 

that the taking of the life of a killer of those two officers seems to be the 

only appropriate way to exact retribution. I, in my own mind, can't believe that 

we demonstrate a respect for the sanctity of human life by stopping short of taking 

human life for such crimes. In my own mind, I have reached the opposite conclusion, 

that the only way society demonstrates deep respect for human life is by exacting 

the highest price possible for the knowing, willful, calculated, cold blooded 

taking of a human life. 

'1'1 ... ,·"lw!IIJliUIl 11,." J I, .. v,· "·'",;I"lllly ,-":.,,.:IL,.,d ill 1.llnl 1..11 LuLliJY'u 

society, given the conditions that exist today, our inability to solve problems 

of moral responsibility on the part of some of our members by some more humane 

means, among our system of penalties, we must have a death penalty. I believe 

there are three fundamental conditions that are necessary for such a penalty. 

It must be applied only in the most extreme cases, and only when we as a society we 

believe that it is appropriate. The system for the imposition of the death penalty 
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must be surrounded by the highest possible judicial standards to assure that due 

process and the fact finding process is as safe from the standpoint of the individual 

as we can make it. And, it must be even-handed. It must not be imposed as a 

result of arbitrariness, discrimination, and expression of an emotion of the individuals 

who are involved in imposing the death penalty. It must be as fair and objective 

as we can possibly make it. 

The bi 11 which is Defon' this Committee with certain rnod:i£ications 

as we have suggested to Senator HUsso, I think, goes close to accomplishing those 

objectives as we can possibly make it. There are several points that I would 

like to emphasize. I don't want to get into some of the more technical amendments 

which you may want to discuss after I am done, but there are smne points that 

I would like to emphd3ize that we have suggested. One is that for those who do 

not receive the death sentence, we believe that there ought to be a mandatory 

minimum sentence of thirty years imprisonment. We think that that mandatory, 

minimum thirty years will certainly reach more murderers than the death penalty. 

In that sense, it may act as more of a deterrent, and in that sense, certainly 

keep off the streets those who have the capacity and have demonstrated the propensity 

to commit these kinds of crimes. 

Secondly, we feel that certain mitigating factors ought to be added 

to the legislation. We have suggested one that would permit the jury to consider 

the de minimus role that the individual who may be convicted of intentional, willful 

murder may have played in the actual execution of that murder. 

We have added a mitigating factor for a defendant who has offered 

substantial cooperation against his confederates in committing the murder. Very 

often, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to successfully prosecute a case 

involving a multiple-defendant murder, without the cooperation of one of the 

participants. 

We have provided a kind of open-ended mitigating category which includes 

any other matters which the court feels are appropriate for a jury to consider 

in mitigation of capital punishment. We think that this Committee should be urged 

to make the mitigating factors as comprehensive as possible. That is one area 

that the courts have emphasized in recent opinions, that mitigating factors should 

not be excluded from consideration from the jury and sometimes it is very difficult 

to anticipate what kinds of mitigating factors might be brought to the surface 

in the course of a trial. 

Third, we would like to suggest that in addition to the other matters 

that the Supreme Court should consider in its review of cases where the death penalty 

has been imposed, that the court consider the proportionality of the death sentences 

which have been imposed throughout the State, that is, to make sure that these 

sentences are being meted out in a fair, even-handed way throughout the State, 

and that we do not ll~ve either classes of individuals or areas in the State which 

appear to be arbitrJry one way or the other. 

With thdt, I dIn prepared with the help of Deputy Director De Visa 

to try to answer any questions you have. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much, Mr. Stier. Perhaps before we 

get to the specific amendments, does any member of the Committee have any questions 

of Mr. Stier on the general statement that has been made thus far? 

If not, could we now, Ed, move to the specific amendments one by one. 

What I think we will do is, as we discuss them, subject to the approval of the 

Committee, we will vote on the amendments as we discuss it, and that way we won't 
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haveQto try to recollect what we went back to. 

MR. STIER: Okay. Senator, do you have a copy of the amendment sheet 

we had offered to you? 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes, we all have copies. 

MR. STIER: On page 2, section 1, lines 31 through 35, that would 

be omitted. 

SENATOR RUSSO: And the reason it is being omitted, I think, is because 

you cover it in a different amendment; is that correct? 

MR. STIER: Correct. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, that is just a technical amendment to clean 

up the language--

MR. STIER: Do you want me to go through the technical amendments? 

SENATOR RUSSO: I think we are going to have to take each amendment, 

one at a time. So, that particular one is only being eliminated because it is 

being covered as we discussed with better language elsewhere; is that correct? 

MR. STIER: That is correct. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Any questions on that, gentlemen? Let me put it 

this way, to save some time, rather than a full roll calIon each amendment, I 

will simply ask if anyone has an objection to the amendment, if not, I will take 

it as unanimous; if there is, let yourself be heard. On that, are there any 

objections to that amendment? 

If not, John, let's consider that one passed. These, incidentally, 

are amendments so that we know what the final bill is. Don't be concerned that 

we are passing anything here without giving you a chance to be heard. That might 

be the eventual result, anyway. But, the point is, we are trying to get the bill 

in final form for discussion and then we will have a discussion on the merits 

of the bill. Next, Ed. 

MR. STIER: The next line is section 1, line 37, omit "Except as provided 

in subsection C." That is for the same reason. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Are there any objections to that? Consider that amended. 

Next? 

MR. STIER: Section 1, line 38 omit, "One to a term of thirty years 

of which the person must." 

SENATOR RUSSO: The reason for that is because of the mandatory thirty 

year provision that is being added in the subsequent amendment; is that correct? 

MR. STIER: Yes. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Any objections to that amendment? If not, it will 

be passed. 

MR. STIER: Next, section 1, lines 39 through 43, they would be omitted. 

SENATOR RUSSO: For the same reason? 

MR. STIER: Yes, that is correct. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay. Any objections? Passed. 

MR. STIER: The next is after line 43 in section 1, we would insert 

the following language, "'ro death or, (2) to a term of thirty years ,during which 

the person shall not be eligible for parole; provided, however, that nothing 

contained in this subsection shall prohibit the court from imposinq an extended 

term pursuant to 2C:43-7 for the crime of mu:cder." 

SENATOR RUSSO: So, this is the provision as recommended by the Governor 

and your office that there be a mandatory minimum thirty-year term for murder, 
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those not subjected to the death penalty, and leaving open the ultimate question 

of whether or not that should be our law in this State. For our purposes now, 

our amendment is being offered to the bill in that form. Any objections to that 

amendment? If not, consider that passed. 

MR. STIER: The next is section 1, line 44, after letter "c" delete 

the remainder of the sentence. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Now, that deals with the murder for hire. What is 

the reason why you are deleting all that after "C"? Frankly, it doesn't make 

sense to me. 

MR. STIER: What we have done is to include murder for hire as an 

aggravating factor. Somebody who hires someone to kill another is guilty of the 

offense of murder. We deal with that as an aggravating factor, rather than leaving 

it in this section. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Why would you do that? Why is that necessary? Because 

by leaving it here and perhaps having it also added as an aggravating factor, 

you made very clear the legislature's intent that one who hires someone to murder 

someone is subject to the death penalty. 

The question Senator Dorsey raises is, how can it be an aggravating 

factor to one who can't be guilty of murder in the first place? But, he can be 

under the present statute. 

MR. STIER: Yes, he can be. A person who hires another to commit 

a murder is as guilty as the person who actually pulls the trigger. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Ed, does it do any harm to leave that provision the 

way it is and add the aggravating factor as an additional item? 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Who is it going to be an aggravating factor for? 

SENATOR RUSSO: John, what it is, after the guilt of the defendant 

is determined, guilty of murder in the first degree, in this case, one hires another 

to commit murder, and then the sentencing procedure to determine whether death 

or life will apply, you have various aggravating and mitigating factors. Whether 

or not he hired one to commit murder, the Attorney General's Office would suggest 

that we include as an aggravating factor. 

I am not sure that is necessary, but--

SENATOR PAOLELLA: Mr. Chairman, I think Senator Dorsey's point is 

well taken. I think Senator Dorsey's concern is, the aggravating factor should 

be considered against which party, the party that hires, or the party that was 

hired? I don't think it is clear in this discussion as to what I just heard, 

anyway to answer that question. I think that is what Senator Dorsey was asking. 

SENATOR RUSSO: It certainly is applicable only to the person who 

hires, because he is the only one it is applicable to. The person who commits 

the murder is still subjected to this bill, although not under that provision. 

SENATOR DORSEY: But, did Mr. Stier answer the question? Why is he 

putting it in? 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is what I am wondering. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Why are you leaving that section out? 

MR. STIER: What we had suggested to the Committee is that regardless 

of the underlying fact situation, anyone convicted of this degree of murder is 

eligible for the imposition of the death penalty. And, then, when the jury considerq 

whether or not to impose the death penalty, you have a series of aggravating and 

mitigating factors that they take into consideration. Instead of including a 

specific class of fact situations in the first part of the statute, which makes 
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one eligible for the imposition of the death penalty, we suggested keeping it 

broad, so that you don't deal with specific fact situations, and you don't isolate 

one particular set of circumstances under which a murder arose or another, and 

then you leave it to the aggravating-mitigating factors to determine whether or 

not the death penalty should be imposed. 

What you have done here is you have picked out one kind of murder 

and said somebody is eligible for the death penalty for this. It is really redundant. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Well, the worst thing that has been done here is, 

on line 44, what you would do is strike out everything on line 44, 45, and 46. 

The worst that has been done is perhaps being redundant. 

MR. STIER: Yes, that is right. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I don't know if that is a great stake here. 

MR. STIER: I haven't suggested that it is a fatal mistake. It is 

just a matter of organization rather than anything else. I am not suggesting 

that it is fatal to the bill. 

SENATOR RUSSO: It does no harm to leave it the way it is? I gather 

that some members of the Committe, including myself, want to leave it if it is 

only redundant. So, that amendment on line 44, unless I hear to the contrary--

Okay, that would be lines 44, 45, 46 and the insertion, those three items would 

be then considered, unless I hear to the contrary, rejected. Okay? 

Go ahead, Mr. Stier. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Just one other question. He said he was going to 

insert something under the aggravating conditions. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That comes later, I think. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Okay, fine. 

MR. STIER: There are certain suggestions that we have made for reorganization 

of it, to make it clear. Again, these suggestions are not based on any fundamental 

weaknesses in the bill. It is a matter of organization. Some of these amendments 

that we are suggesting are based on that. Perhaps, we should not have to go through 

them at this point. This is similar to that last point that we talked about. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Right. Then, skip those and go to substantive amendments 

or amendments that you think are important enough as to the make-up of the bill 

that they ought to be considered. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Excuse me, on the top of page two of amendments here, 

he joined in lines 48 through 60--

MR. STIER: That is another technical change. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Those first three amendments on the second page, disregard. 

MR. STIER: Now, in section 1, after line 60, we suggest that you 

insert the following language: "Where the defendant has been tried by a jury, 

the proceedings shall be conducted by the judge who has presided at the trial 

and before the jury which determined the defendant's guilt, except that for good 

cause, the court may discharge that jury and conduct the proceeding before a jury 

empaneled for the purpose of the proceeding. Where the defendant has entered 

a plea non vult, the proceeding shall be conducted by the judge who accepted the 

defendant's plea and before a jury empaneled for the purpose of the proceeding. 

On motion of the defendant, and with consent of the prosecuting attorney, the 

court may conduct a proceeding without a jury. 

We add that, because generally we suggest that the jury which tried 

the case initially ought to consider whether the death penalty should be imposed. 
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Otherwise, you are going to have a re-trial of the same case allover again, before a 

second jury. There may be circumstances in which you either can't or should not 

try that issue before the same jury, in which case, the court has the discretion 

to impanel another jury. That is the purpose of this amendm8nt. 

SENATOR RUSSO: You might say, gentlemen, that provision was discussed 

at length at our meetings, and the language makes senS8. The only reason you 

allow the judge to impanel a new jury is in the event - for example, at the end 

of the conviction the defendant has a heart attack or something and can't come 

back for six months and three jurors have died, or what have you. We don't want 

to leave open a loophole that perhaps you can't proceed with the sentencing end 

of the matter. 

So, the theory behind the bill is that the trial will go on for sentencing 

before the same judge and the same jury. But, we have to allow that option as 

Mr. Stier outlines in the event something did happen. 

Senator Gallagher? 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: That was in your original bill. You really only 

added "for good cause." The question is, are you going to define good cause in 

the manner that you are talking about, or is this going to be something that you 

are going to leave up to judicial interpretation? Is it something that could 

come from the defendant based upon the attitude of the first jury? Or, is it 

something that comes from outside, extraneous circumstances, such as illness or 

what have you? 

I also don't understand in that paragraph why you limit it to where 

the defendant has been tried by a jury. Assuming he had waived his right to 

a jury trial in the first instance on the guilt or innocence, that should not 

be tantamount to a waiver of his right to a jury trial on the penalty. 

MR. STIER: I don't think we intended to do that. I don't know that 

the language--- No, I don't think so. I take it that the situation that you 

are talking about is where he has waived a jury and has proceeded to trial by 

a judge on the issue of his guilt. He should be then entitled to a jury trial 

on the issue of whether the death penalty should be imposed. I agree with you, 

we did not intend to exclude that. I don't think the language does, but perhaps 

it could be tightened up to show that. 

SENATOR LYNCH: Well, you don't cover the other area, because 

what you are saying is, someone is tried without a jury by judge only and he doesn't 

have a two-trial right or privilege, whatever you want to describe it as? 

MR. STIER: Well, you could do that very easily by adding language 

after where the defendant has entered a plea of non vult or has been tried without 

a jury, proceedings shall be conducted by the judge who accepted the defendant's 

plea and before a jury impaneled for the purpose of the proceeding. 

SENATOR LYNCH: And then the last sentence is purely surplus because 

he has that right anyhow under the rules. 

MR. STIER: Yes, but I think there are no rules that cover this specific 

type of proceeding, and I would suggest that you ought to make it clear that he 

does have that right with respect to the second half of the proceeding, that is, 

whether the death penalty should be imposed. 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right, so we can add those words. Senator Lynch 

makes sense. We will add that language to the amendment. 

Any oth8r questions on the amendment? As was indicated, it is basically 

what is in the bill, but with some better language, I think, to clear it up, and 

if there be no objection, we will amend it accordingly. 
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MR. STIER: The next series of amendments that we propose, that is, 

section 1, line 61, lines 62 to 70, lines 71 to 83, are all intended to change 

the language of that section to add the following. That is the next amendment 

that we have suggested, which is section 1, insert after line 83, "At the proceeding 

the State shall have the burden of establishing beyond'a reasonable doubt the 

existence of any aggravating factors set forth in paragraph 4 of this subsection. 

Defendant shall have the burden of producing evidence of the existence of any 

mitigating factors set forth in paragraph 5 of this subsection. The State and 

the defendant shall be permitted to rebut any evidence presented by the other 

party at the sentencing proceeding and to present argument as to the adequacy 

of the evidence to establish the existence of any aggravating or mitigating factor. 

Prior to the commencement of the sentencing proceedings, or at such time as he 

has knowledge of the existence of any aggravating factor, the prosecuting attorney 

shall give notice to the defendant of the aggravating factors which he intends 

to rely upon in the proceeding. 

The intention with that amendment is to do two things, number one, 

establish that the burden of the State is to prove beyond a reasonable doubt the 

existence of any aggravating factors, and, secondly, to provide a notice to the 

defendant of any aggravating factors that the prosecution intends to prove. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Have you later covered what the burden is on the mitigating 

factors, if	 any? 

MR. STIER: The defendant has the burden of coming forward, yes. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Now, in the original bill, the burden was on the defendant 

to establish by a preponderance of the evidence the mitigating factors. Basically, 

you have eliminated that. Have you replaced it with anything? If not, what is 

the test? The trial judge is sitting there and he is asking himself. 

MR. STIER: What we have tried to do is to establish the State's burden 

beyond a reasonable doubt, to establish sufficient aggravating factors to outweigh 

the mitigating factors which exist. The defendant has no burden of proof on those 

mitigating factors. That is what we intended to do with this. 

SENATOR RUSSO: You know, I might add, I have no quarrel with that 

at all, as we discussed yesterday. It gives the defendant a better break than 

he originally had, if that can be said, and that is fine with me, because of what 

we are dealing with. I just wonder, will it raise any confusion in the trial 

judge's mind of, "Is there a burden of proof on the part of the defendant." We 

just don't mention it. 

MR. STIER:	 Yes. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Well, he does mention it, because he says, "Shall 

have the burden of producing." He doesn't say what the weight of that burden 

is. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is different. That is the burden of coming forward, 

as you, being a skilled lawyer, know. You have two functions in criminal law 

and civil law, too. One is, who has the burden of producing the evidence. Now, 

it could be that the State has the burden or the defendant has the burden of producing 

and the State has the burden of proof. It can have that. The intention, which 

I agree with, on the part of the Attorney General,is that the defendant only have 

the burden of coming forward. Now, the ultimate test is, do the aggravating factors 

outweigh the mitigating. I raise the point I am raising now just to make sure 

we don't have some trial judge that may be as confused as we lawyers here saying, 
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"What do they intend?" I raise that, Ed, because I want to know if you see any
 

need to spell it out any more?
 

MR. STIER: At this point, I can't say that I do. I think what we 

have here is a situation in which the proceeding according to the way the bill 

is drafted would proceed as follows: The jury would have to find any aggravating 

factors beyond a reasonable doubt. Factually, they would have to find those factors 

beyond a reasonable doubt. And, then they would weigh those aggravating factors 

against the mitigating factors. And, if they found that the aggravating factors 

outweigh the mitigating factors, they would impose the death penalty. Procedurally, 

that is how it would occur. 

SENATOR DORSEY: John, not being an experienced criminal counsel as 

yourself, it seems to me incomplete to be so specific about the State's burden, 

beyond a reasonable doubt, and then not to be specific, not only about the defendant's 

burden of coming forward, but what that burden shall consist of? Aren't you just 

doing what you have outlined leaving an open question? 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is why I raise it, because in the bill-- 

SENATOR DORSEY: I mean, I am not arguing with you substantively, 

what the weight of that burden should be, but we were so specific about the State's 

burden, why not be as specific about this? 

SENATOR RUSSO: In the original bill, at the bottom of page 2 and 

the top of page 3, I drafted it to provide that the State have the burden of proof 

beyond a reasonable doubt of aggravating factors; the defendant had the burden 

of proof by a preponderance of the evidence only on mitigating factors. 

SENATOR DORSEY: You were waiting fQr me to wander into that. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is right. I was hoping you would leap into 

it. Now, the difficulty is, we discussed this yesterday, and you know, I am tired 

of getting my bill vetoed, so here comes the administration that says, "We would 

like it this way." I am not sure that is right. I think I agree with Senator 

Dorsey that it should be a little more specific, but, you know, I don't want to 

be arbitrary about it and get another veto. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I don't know that Mr. Stier is saying that substantively
 

he disagrees with that; are you?
 

MR. STIER: No. I am not saying either for policy or legal reasons 

that I would be in disagreement with it. We have tried to even ease the defendant's 

burden a little bit more by saying that his only burden is to come forward. The 

jury can consider whatever the evidence he presents on those mitigating factors 

for whatever purposes it wants to. In fact, he has no burden--

SENATOR RUSSO: Why don't we specifically say--- I have no problem 

putting no burden on them. Why don't we specifically say that the defendant has 

the burden of producing the evidence, shall not in any way impose the burden of 

proof upon the defendant to prove those aggravating factors, but merely to present 

them to the jury. I think that would solve, John, your concern and mine. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I liked your original language much better. Are
 

you telling us that perhaps Mr. Stier is necessarily speaking entirely from the
 

Administration's position on this question?
 

SENATOR RUSSO: He also raises a point that modifies the language
 

to make it more beneficial to the defendant. I have no problem with that at all.
 

SENATOR DORSEY: Yes, but knowing absolutely nothing about criminal 

law, if we simply say that his burden is to come forward, that almost creates 

the impression that if he comes forward with any evidence as to a mitigating circumstance, 
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the jury is forced to accept that. He doesn't even have to come forward with 

sufficient evidence in terms of mitigating circumstance by a preponderance of 

the evidence for it to be accepted by the jury. I mean, aren't we doing something 

substantively here in terms of this whole burden? 

SENATOR RUSSO: What can you say about that, Ed? 

MR. STIER: Senator, my concern - and I can't say that I have any 

case law at my finger tips to support this - is that at some point an Appellate 

Court is going to say that a defendant should have no burden of proof on any issue, 

particularly having to do with whether the death penalty should be imposed. The 

jury has a right to consider whatever evidence he presents in mitigation of the 

imposition of the death penalty. And, by imposing some threshold burden, whether 

it is preponderance of the evidence, or some higher or lower standard, the jury's 

consideration of that evidence may be in some way cut off. That is my concern. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Well, now he is saying something very SUbstantive. 

He is saying that the way you drew it, as I understand it, is perhaps inappropriate, 

given the guidelines that the U. S. Supreme Court has set; are you not? 

MR. STIER: No, it is really speculation more than it is any anticipation--

SENATOR RUSSO: Or anticipation. You are trying to anticipate that 

some Appellate Court may come along and say, "Hey, you put the burden on the defendant; 

that is unconstitutional, arid we don't really need it anyway." 

I can only say, John, that I am satisfied, from my viewpoint, as one 

member. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Well, if you are satisfied, that ends the discussion. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I may be wrong, because if I insist on the language 

as I had it and Ed's fear should turn out to be founded in the future, we will 

have an unconstitutional statute. If we do it the other way, I see no great harm 

being done. That is why I think it is acceptable. 

SENATOR LYNCH: In the form of having it a burden?
 

SENATOR RUSSO: No--

SENATOR DORSEY: Just the burden to come forward.
 

SENATOR LYNCH: For the burden to come forward, is something that
 

is taken in the context of the law usually in terms of a presumption where one 

has to go forward, and not with the burden of proof, but with the burden of going 

forward has to do with the area of presumptions, whether they are rebutable, or 

irrebutable, what have you. The burden of proof may be on the other side, but 

one side has to go forward when there is a presumption in the first instance. 

You certainly don't want to be in the presumption area here. What is wrong with 

just having the defendant having the right to go forward to demonstrate mitigating 

factors. 

SENATOR DORSEY: That is in essence the way they described what this 

language said. 

SENATOR LYNCH: The defendant shall have the burden of producing evidence. 

SENATOR DORSEY: What you are saying is that this suggests a presumption 

that there are no mitigating circumstances, and he must go foward. 

SENATOR RUSSO: What about saying the defendant shall have the right 

of producing evidence of the existence of any mitigating factors? 

MR. STIER: The reason that we put it in terms of the burden of going 

forward is to show that the State does not have the burden of disproving any mitigating 

factor. I mean you have a list of mitigating factors in the statute, and the 

question is, does the State have any responsibility to, in the first instance, 
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offer any evidence to demonstrate that those mitigating factors should not be 

considerd by the jury. I think this makes it clear that on that side, on the 

mitigation side, the defendant has the burden of producing some evidence, or else 

those mitigating factors won't be considered by the jury. 

It certainly doesn't create a presumption that there are no mitigating 

factors. We hadn't intended to do that. But, I think it makes it clear procedurally 

how this issue should be resolved by the trial court. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Let me suggest this: That we accept the amendment 

as drafted, take these concerns back and should there be any basis to them, we 

can amend the bill before a Senate vote on the floor; we can amend the bill in 

the Assembly or wherever. We really can't resolve that issue any more at this 

time. If it is agreeable to the Committee, I will suggest that we accept the 

amendment as drafted, subject to that. Is that all righ~, John? 

SENATOR LYNCH: I have just one other question. I don't know the 

rationale behind it, the deletion on line 61, page 2, dealing with the pre-sentence 

report, which is left out of the amendment. I don't know the rationale. 

SENATOR RUSSO: It is unconstitutional. Am I right, Fred? 

MR. DE VISA: That information cannot be withheld. There was a court 

case on that. 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right, go on to the next amendment. 

MR. STIER: The next matter of substance is section 1, after line 

103, where we talk about the aggravating--- We have re-written some of the language 

of the aggravating factors and as we now propose it, it would read as follows: 

(a) The defendant has previously been convicted of murder; (b) In the commission 

of the murder, the defendant purposely and knowingly created a grave risk of death--

SENATOR RUSSO: As you go through each one, why have you left out 

the rest of that? 

MR. STIER: The only one we have really changed is "C" on this list. 

We felt that we should broaden the scope of the coverage. It was someWhat more 

limited in the bill. We suggested that it be broadened somewhat. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, and for "B." 

MR. STIER: "(b) In the Commission of the murder, the defendant purposely 

and knowingly created a grave risk of death to another person in addition to the 

victim. (c) The murder was outrageously and wantonly vile, horrible or inhuman 

in that it involved torture, depravity of mind, or an aggravated battery to the 

victim." We tried to make that conform to the most recent case law on the 

subject. 

SENATOR RUSSO: We discussed that yesterday at some length. There 

have been some cases handed down since the bill was drafted originally. The amendment 

makes sense, and I agree with it. 

MR. STIER: "(d) The defendant committed the murder as consideration 

for the receipt, or in expectation of the receipt of any thing of pecuniary value;" 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is the murder for hire. 

MR. STIER: Right. "(e) The murder was committed for the purpose 

of escaping detection, apprehension, trial, punishment, or confinement for another 

offense committed by the defendant or another. 

(f) The offense was committed while the defendant was engaged in 

the commission of, or an attempt to commit, or flight after committing, or attempting 

to commit robbery, sexual assault, arson, burglary or kidnapping." 
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SENATOR DORSEY: They have totally excluded your number "c." Haven't 

they excluded your line Ill? I am on page 4. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, now, an unusual problem. You have changed 

item "e." Where the bill originally had, "The defendant conunitted the offense 

against a police or other law enforcement officer, corrections officer, or fireman, 

while performing his duties, or because of his status as a public servant." And, 

interestingly, that is a position I have had a lot of problems with, although 

it was in the original bill. Perhaps, maybe you changed it because of my insistence. 

I don't know. But, what concerns me is your people and the Governor's people 

yesterday raised an interesting point I totally had not thought about, and that 

is, if you don't have that provision in, for example, if someone were to plan 

an assassination of the Governor, or the President, forgetting federal law, dealing 

with New Jersey law, he may not be subject to the death penalty unless one of 

the aggravating factors is shown. And, in a typical straight assassination, that 

may not be. 

So, it causes me to wonder whether you were right originally and whether 

I was wrong originally. I am inclined to think I was wrong, because otherwise, 

we could have a calculated murder of a public official because of his public capacity 

not sUbjected to the death penalty. 

SENATOR DORSEY: How can you have that, if in the initial sections 

it says, "The act purposely causes death, or the act knowingly causes death." 

So, how can you have a first--

SENATOR RUSSO: That is the question as to whether he is guilty of 

first degree murder. It doesn't mean he gets the death penalty. Now, in the 

second trial--

SENATOR DORSEY: He will be subject to possibly receiving this. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Oh, yes, but here is the point the Attorney General's 

Office raised. We have the person who conunits that crime. He is guilty of first 

degree murder. Now he goes before the jury and in order for him to get the death 

penalty, the jury must affirmatively find the existence of at least one of these 

aggravating factors. Now, if you looked at those aggravating factors, under that 

hypothetical case we are talking about, there may not be one. And, that is what 

caused me concern, because, frankly, I am of the opinion - and I have told this 

to many police organizations and most agree with me - that the death penalty should 

not be subjected dependent upon whether the victim is a police officer or a little 

girl. I can't condone that. However, without that provision in here, you may 

not have even the possibility of a death penalty without at least some portion 

or all of that provision. 00 you follow? 

So, Ed, how can we combine the two to have me eat all crow? I think 

you really have to have--

MR. STIER: We have some language that you might want to consider. 

It would read as follows: "The defendant murdered a public servant as defined 

in 2(c) 27-1 while the victim was engaged in performance of his official duties 

and because of the victim's status as a public servant." 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, that makes sense. And, that can be added as 

an additional aggravating factor, can it not? 

MR. STIER: Yes. That is a personal suggestion from me, not necessarily 

the Administration's point of view as a whole. This has not been raised and discussed 

with the Governor and Governor's Counsel at this point, but this is my suggestion. 

I think it would be an appropriate amendment. 
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SENATOR RUSSO: And, it would be in addition to what you have here. 

MR. STIER: That's right. It would be in addition to the aggravating 

factors listed on page 4 of our recommendations. 

SENATOR RUSSO: It would be "G." Now, adding "G," and the language 

will be put together with staff, to those factors, that entire a~mendment--- Are 

there any other questions or discussions on that amendment on page 4. If not, 

may I consider that with the addition of "G" that amendment adopted. 

Ed, your staff and ours will put that language together. Go on to 

the next one. 

MR. STIER: The next matter of substance is on page 5 of our suggested 

amendments. It would be after line 120, insert, and it would read as follows, 

as we would suggest that it be amended. The only three substantive changes in 

that would be the last three that I am going to read, "G,H,I." 

I am sorry, I don't have the correct page. It would be page 3. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Instead of saying after line 120, you should have 

said after line 104; is that right? 

MR. STIER: Well, they are changing the bill. 

SENATOR RUSSO: You want to put the aggravating first and then the 

mitigating; is that it? 

MR. STIER: That is correct. 

SENATOR RUSSO: If that makes them happy, that is fine. 

MR. STIER: Do you want me to read all of them, or just the ones that 

are changed? 

SENATOR RUSSO: The ones that are changed only. 

MR. STIER: That would be " (g) The defendant was an accomplice to 

a murder committed by another person and his participation in the ~cidal act 

was relatively insubstantial." 

SENATOR RUSSO: Wait a minute, now. He didn't pull the trigger. If 

he didn't pull the trigger, aren't you really dealing with maybe a felony murder 

situation here which we don't have in this bill? 

MR. STIER: No, we are dealing with an accomplice situation where 

the defendant will have known and intended that the murder be committed, but his 

participation will have been relatively insubstantial. It is not the trigger 

man, someone who aided and abetted, as we formerly used to say. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes, but under this bill--

MR. STIER: There is a misunderstanding here. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I think so. Under this bill, there are only two people 

who can get the death penalty, one is the fellow who wields the instrument of death 

and the other is the fellow who hires the one to commit the crime. 

MR. STIER: I don't think so. I think it is broader than that. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, wait a minute. Let's start this way. Under 

the bill as it was originally drafted, is it not limited only to the actual perpetrator 

of the murder and one who hires one to commit murder? 

MR. STIER: Well, the problem is that you have something of an ambiguity 

in here. On page 2 of the bill, subsection (cl it says, "Any person convicted 

under subsection a. (1) or (2) as a perpetrator or an accomplice pursuant to 2

6 (cl shall be sentenced to death or life imprisonment as provided hereafter." 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is the one who hi.res one to commit murder. 

SENATOR PAOLELLA: Well, first of all, that has been omitted, in any 

event. 
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SENATOR RUSSO: No. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: No, we left that in. 

SENATOR PAOLELLA: An accomplice is not one who hires in the traditional 

sense. 

SENATOR RUSSO: He is referred to as an accomplice under the 2 (c) 

statute. 

SENATOR PAOLELLA: Historically it is not. 

MR. STIER: If you check 2c (2) (6) c. it reads as follows, "A person 

is an accomplice of another person in the commission of an offense if, 1 (a) with 

the purpose of promoting or facilitating the commission of an offense he solicits 

such other person to commit it." So, it covers more than somebody who hires. 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right, I think we do have a problem. What you 

are saying is, murder for hire is--- For example, if I hire you to commit an 

assassination, that is clear; and,it is clear that it is covered under that. But, 
) 

I think what your suggestion is, if I,without hiring you, said "Ed, I don't like 

Fred," and I solicit you to get your gun and go shoot him and you do, that I 

would be under -- 

MR. STIER: That is right.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right.
 

SENATOR DORSEY: That is the accomplice under 1 (c).
 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is not the intent.
 

SENATOR DORSEY: What about in the murder for hire where you have
 

a whole team, but only one wields the weapon. What about the rest of the team, 

the driver, the stake-out? 

SENATOR RUSSO: No, no, they are not covered. Well, they are going 

to only get	 life. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Yes, but their participation made the crime possible. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is true. Let's talk about that for a moment. 

You know, you fellows on the Committee may disagree with me. My purpose as sponsor 

is that this bill apply only to two categories, not that it couldn't perhaps be 

justified to more, but I want to limit it to two categories and always have. 

One is the person who wielded the instrument of death and two is' the person who 

hired someone, the contract case. I don't make the argument by that that others 

should not be subjected to the death penalty. I just don't want to go that far 

at this time. 

You know, you can really make an argument to extend to many people. 

Some have said kidnapping, even without a death to be included. I, as sponsor, 

do not want to go any further than that at this time. As we see if this does 

work in our society, the legislature may want to expand that. I don't think we 

should at this time. I think we should take only this first step - the actual 

person who weils the instrument of death and the person who hires one, not solicits. 

So, we are going to have to clean that language up if you go along with me. We 

are interested in the person hired for a contract killing. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I only speak in terms of the accomplice who pays 

to have it done. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Exactly. Unfortunately, I was not aware of that until 

you raised it. 

SENATOR PAOLELLA: That is my understanding. The only reason I would 

consider supporting this is if the guidelines are drawn the way you are suggesting 

them. I want nothing to do with this if it is going to be expanded beyond that. 
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SENATOR RUSSO: I agree with you. I think we can have other problems 

on the floor, if we go beyond that. And, I think if we try to do too much, we 

are liable to end up with no bill. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I am willing to go along with your judgement as to 

how to get the bill through, but it seems to me incongruous if you are talking 

now about the situation of a contract for murder if you have a whole team that 

only one member of the team is subjected to this, because it seems to me that 

everybody is equally bad--

SENATOR RUSSO: Good argument. I respect that. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: The team is required in order to accomplish the 

act. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is all true, and the team is going to get life 

imprisonment for the mandatory thirty years. The idea is that you are dealing 

with the ultimate here, fellows. Somebody is going to be executed, and I don't 

know that we will ever feel comfortable the day that happens, but at least we 

will be a lot more comfortable with the fellow that did it. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: It will be a roulette wheel to decide who pulled 

the trigger. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, that is up to the jury. 

SENATOR O'CONNOR: Worst than that, the man who may be the brains, 

the master mind, is not going to be the one to wield the weapon. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: Absolutely; it will be, you go first, that kind 

of thing. 

SENATOR RUSSO: If some people escape the death penalty under this 

legislation, that doesn't bother me. What I am worried about is if somebody gets 

it that perhaps shouldn't. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Well, it doesn't disturb me if some people escape 

the death penalty because they are able to establish mitigating circumstances. 

What disturbs me is perhaps the unevenness in a given situation of the death penalty 

applying to one person and not applying to other persons who are equally involved. 

I think Senator Hirkala makes the point. It is the master mind you really want. 

SENATOR RUSSO: We may plan a murder, but until that trigger is pulled, 

that murder has not been consummated. You know, we may decide that I may weild 

the gun, and I will say, "Sure, I will do it." Maybe I won't. The point is, 

under this bill, he did it, you see. That accomplice mayor may not have done 

it when he saw what really was in front of him. We don't know; we will never 

know. So, he is going to get life. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I will defer, because I understand the enormous problems 

and perserverance you have gone through to have this bill become law. Therefore, 

I take it that there is more making a judgement, that to incorporate what we have 

suggested may in some way cause the bill not to be passed or signed into law. 

And, I don't wish to do that. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: John, just one observation. If you are hiring a 

team, everyone is paid the same, there is parity. So, that, to me demonstrates 

the degree of guilt. They are all guilty. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Sure they are. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: Then it just seems that one person was selected 

to w~eld the gun that day. 

SENATOR RUSSO: He is the fellow that ended somebody's life. I really 

can't argue that it is totally logical. I am concerned about two things. One, 

I think it is going to make us feel a little bit more comfortable, and, secondly, 
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I am also concerned about--- You heard John Paolella. We may end up losing votes. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: Maybe John can be convinced to acc8[JL that. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I have had a number of legislator's tell me--

SENATOR ORECHIO: John, let me ask you a question; if there are multiple 

participants in a murder, can't you have some special agreement that applies to 

the team concept? 

SENATOR DORSEY: What you are really talking about is the concept 

of murder for hire. Will you ask Mr. Stier what his position is on that? 

Can we have your substantive position in terms of participants in the criminal 

enterprise of murder for hire as it is referred to? 

MR. STIER: This is a personal point of view. I am not speaking for 

the Governor on this. The Governor has not as yet taken a position on this narrow 

issue. My own view is, I can envision circumstances where, in my own judgement, 

the death penalty should be imposed on someone other than the trigger man. That 

is why we drafted this proposed mitigating factor which would deal with those 

individuals who were peripherally involved. 

SENATOR DORSEY: In other words, you drew that amendment assuming 

that the other people were in fact covered by these--

MR. STIER: I think that you have another ambiguity here, which, if 

you want to narrow it, really ought to be considered. That is, right at the beginning, 

on page 1, where you defined who is guilty of murder, when you say, "The actor 

purposely causes death or serious bodily injury," that the term "cause" is somewhat 

ambiguous, whether it is necessarily the trigger man, or includes the person who 

supplied the gun, or includes the person who fingered the victim, that is, who 

brought the victim to the place where he was going to be killed. There are a 

whole variety of participants who may be involved in causing the death of a victim. 

SENATOR RUSSO: How would you clarify that? 

MR. STIER: I really don't know at this point. I mean, it seems to 

me, the way I would construe the language as it is drafted, it would be broader 

than simply dealing with the person who actually pulls the trigger. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Let me add, if you can't make it any more specific, 

then why--

MR. STIER: You may be. I mean, I am not prepared to tell you specifically 

now how I would narrow it, if I wanted to narrow it to the person who actually 

pulls the trigger. I mean, I just don't have the language. 

SENATOR LYNCH: You want to limit the bill. Why don't we do what 

we don't ordinarily do, and that is, just spell it out in laymen's language what 

it is you are trying to limit it to, instead of getting all sophisticated about 

the legal jargon that we see in the opinions. You can spell that out. 

SENATOR PAOLELLA: Mr. Chairman, I would just submit for consideration 

that possibly the word "inflicts" might be more relevant for more causes. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Why don't we do this, whether we make that change, 

John, or leave it, I want a statement added to this bill, as part of the bill, 

incorporating exactly what we have said, what the purpose and the intent of this 

legislature is in this bill, in nice simple laymen's language. I think that makes 

a lot of sense. We will put that statement together and the statement will say 

that it is intentioned to restore capital punishment only Ear the actual perpetrator 

of the murder, and one who hires another to commit murder. 

We still have to amend page 2, lines 44 to 46, so that it does not 

cover one who solicits, or rather only what we are talking about, one who hires 

one to commit a contract murder. 

So, EJj, we wi 11 get together with your people and work on the language together. 
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I think what brought us to this particular discussion was "G," which, in view 

of what we said,is out. 

MR. STIER: My suggestion would be that if there is any conceivable 

reason for leaving it in as a mitigating factor, you ought to leave it in. Now, 

if you can't envision the set of circumstances where a defendant might be covered 

by something like this mitigating factor, then take it out. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, I can, and I will tell you where; two or more 

defendants jointly beat a victim with a hamner. The only thing is, one hits him 

140 times, and the other hits him once. Theoretically, you can't separate the 

cause of death. They both in effect inflicted the death, but one's part was 

inconsequential. I can see where that might be a case for leaving it in. 

MR. STIER: I think that is a good hypothetical. I mean, there are 

circumstances where it might be important. 

SENATOR RUSSO: What other substantive changes in that section? 

MR. STIER: The next proposed amendment would be "(h) The defendant 

rendered substantial assistance to the State and the prosecution of another person 

for the crime of murder. This is not automatic, but it is a fact that the jury 

could consider. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I agree. 

MR. STIER: And, the last is, "(i) Any other factor which is relevant 

to the defendant's character or record, or to the circumstances of the offense." 

SENATOR RUSSO: That covers the changes in the mitigating factors? 

MR. STIER: That covers it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: With those changes, are there any questions on those 

factors? If not, may we consider that those amendments be adopted in the form 

they are in? 

Okay, they are all right. Go on to the next, Ed. 

MR. STIER: The next are on page 4, after line 148, insert the following 

language, "Every judgement of conviction which results in a sentence of death 

under this section shall be appealed pursuant to the rules of court to the Supreme 

Court, which shall also determine whether the sentence is disproportionate to 

the penalty imposed in similar cases considering both the crime and the defendant." 

That is the proportionate-disproportionality judgement. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is required by some decisions that have come 

down. Any questions on that amendment? 

You may consider that adopted. 

SENATOR DORSEY: What decisions have come down in connection with 

this particular aspect? 

MR. STIER: I don't have the citations offhand, but I would be happy 

to supply them to you. There are cases. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Do I understand that the function of this amendment 

is that you are trying on a statewide basis to apply the death penalty and some 

kind of uniform method across the State? 

MR. STIER: That is correct. 

SENATOR DORSEY: In other words, what a jury in Morris County may 

think are aggravating circumstances, a jury in Camden County might not think are, 

and somehow you are going to let the Supreme Court even it all out? 

MR. STIER: Generally speaking, yes. Obviously, there are going to 

be differences between each and every case. But, it's to guard against an imbalace, 
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a disproportionate imposition of the death penalty in anyone area, with respect 

to categories of defendants or particular types of crimes to avoid ag~inst arbitrariness, 

to avoid against a capricious action in one part of the State or another. 

SENATOR DORSEY: All right, I hope by Monday you will be able Lo get 

a copy of a case that is requiring this as one--

SENATOR LYNCH: I can't vote for that amendment. You might as well 

abandon the jury system and have a computer. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, I am told that this is necessary under the court 

decisions. I agreed to it on that basis. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Now, if he can't support that, then neither Ed or 

I can support the amendment. 

SENATOR LYNCH: So what you are saying is after you have built up 

a backlog of case histories across the State, you can plug those circumstances 

into a computer and put the next case in there, because that is where you are 

coming out to. 

SENATOR RUSSO: What would happen if we didn't have this amendment, 

Ed? They either would or wouldn't do it anyway; is that right? 

MR. STIER: The court would not review it on that basis. They couldn't 

review it on that basis. We think that the cases require it. You may disagree 

with our judgement. I am just told that there is a case entitled Gregg versus 

Georgia, but I will have to supply you with copies of it. The name of the case 

isn't going to be very much help. I will have to give you a copy of the case. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Are you saying that the Gregg case requires it to 

be in the statute, or it is something that requires the State Supreme Courts to 

do? 

MR. STIER: It requires that there be this finding, and I think the 

only way to get this kind of finding is to put it in the statute and require the 

court to consider that specific issue. 

SENATOR RUSSO: May I suggest that we make this amendment and you 

will get us the information. If we are not satisfied, assuming the bill is released 

today, pending Senate vote, this Committee can meet with that committee,with that 

information, and if it is not necessary, we will rescind the amendment. If it 

is required constitutionally, we don't have any choice. So, suppose we accept 

the amendment and we will do it with two abstentions,just for the record, 

Senator Lynch and Senator Dorsey. 

SENATOR DORSEY: We said we accept it if he substantiates it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Just for the record,we will have those abstentions. 

Are there any other substantive amendments? 

MR. STIER: Nothing else of any substance. The last is just simply 

a matter of adding additional language in order to complete something we had already 

agreed upon. It is not necessary for us to discuss here. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, is it necessary for us to make an amendment? 

MR. STIER: Yes, that is the thirty-year sentencing provision. You 

would have to amend 2C:43-7 to include the mandatory minimum of thirty years. 

In other words--

SENATOR RUSSO: So, we need another bill. 

SENATOR DORSEY: No, no, you can just add it as another section to 

this bill. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is no problem, it is just procedural, then. Consider 

it done. What else? 
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MR. STIER:	 That is it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Let me ask a couple of questions, Ed. On the plea 

bargaining, are the prosecutors right to plea bargain? rhe way this bill 

is amended now, does he have that right? 

MR. STIER: It is not discussed in the bill. When you say plea bargain--


SENATOR RUSSO: Does he have the right to waive the death penalty?
 

MR. STIER: It is not discussed in the bill, and in our judgement,
 

common law would give him that authority. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Isn't that what killed the original New Jersey statute? 

Wasn't that the basis? I am not sure, but as I remember, I was still in the prosecutor's 

office, and what I think the court said was, you were saying to the defendant, 

if you plead guilty, we will waive the death penalty. 

MR. STIER: I think that what you are thinking of was an automatic 

provision for the avoidance of exposure to the death penalty by a plea of non 

vult, which the prosecutor had the authority to recommend. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes, right. 

MR. STIER: In that sense, though, it was not a matter of waiving 

the death penalty. It was a matter of the court found that the fact that he could 

avoid the death penalty by entering the non vult plea was compulsion to enter 

non vult pleas, and thereby escape exposure to the death penalty notwithstanding 

the fact that he might not have been guilty. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Don't we have that here? 

MR. STIER: I think it is distinguishable. I would have to go back 

and read the case. It has been a long time since I have read that case. I think 

it is distinguishable. But, before I would give you a definitive answer on that 

question, I would have to go back and read it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Could we ask you to do that?
 

MR. STIER: Yes.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: That is critical. Everything you have don~ and that
 

we have done,could go down the drain if we suffer that defect. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Could I ask one question? What is the discretion 

of the prosecutor? When a man pleads not guilty and he is then convicted of a 

crime of murder,under this statute,which would subject him to the second trial 

as to the penalty, what discretion does the prosecutor have at that point? 

MR. STIER: At that point, in our best judgement, the common law would 

give him the right of not seeking the death penalty. That is, not causing the 

second hearing to occur, the second jury finding, which would then expose the 

defendant to a mandatory thirty-year imprisonment. In addition, of course, the 

prosecutor has the discretion to introduce or not introduce whatever evidence 

he thinks is appropriate on the question of mitigating and aggravating circumstances. 

So that even if you removed any prosecutorial discretion to have the second hearing, 

the prosecutor in developing his evidence and offering it before the jury still 

would have a good deal of latitude in what is presented. 

SENATOR DORSEY: In other words, you are saying that his discretion 

would be,at	 the outset of the second trial not to request the death penalty. 

MR. STIER: That's right. 

SENATOR DORSEY: That seems a little incongruous with the statement 

on li no 4'),	 "Sha 11 DC sentenced to death." 

SENATOR RUSSO: You will look into that point. 

SENATOR LYNCH: Wouldn't that be better if it were spelled out in 

the bill? It seems to be the practical approach anyhow? 

.? ? 
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SENATOR RUSSO: What? 

SENATOR LYNCH: That the prosecutor has the right. Instead of dating back 

to common law, as we relate to this particular bill, we are saying that he will have 

the discretion. 

MR. STIER: Spell it out one way or the other, you mean?
 

SENATOR LYNCH: Sure.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, I am concerned that spelled out or' not, if he
 

has the right, might we run into a constitutional defect? 

MR. STIER: I will get you the answer as best that we can come up 

with it to that question, first; and then if the answer is that there would 

be no constitutional infirmity as we see it, then you can decide as a matter 

of policy whether it ought to be in or out. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, let's get the answer, and then this Committee 

will discuss it. If we should decide there should be an amendment, we will 

offer it as a floor amendment for the Committee. Let's get the answer first, 

though. I am concerned about the constitutional question. 

So, are there any other questions of Mr. Stier from any members of 

the Committee? Is there anyone else from your office who wants to be heard? 

MR. STIER: I am going to have to go back to work, but I will have 

staff here throughout the entire hearing. Thank you very much for your patience. 

SENATOR RUSSO: We thank you very much. You have been very helpful. 

Gentlemen, do we need a few minutes? 

As a professional courtesy, we will hear from Senator Dumont. 

SEN AT 0 R WAY NED U M 0 N T, JR.: Now, Mr. Chairman, and 

members of the Committee, my testimony will be oral, primarily because I don't 

have any time to write out anything. I would rather express it orally, anyway. 

Secondly, I appreciate this opportunity to be heard today. There 

are a few comments that I want to make and they will be short and succinct, 

I hope. 

Let me say, Mr. Chairman, that I appreciate the problems that have 

caused you to sponsor this legislation. You have been a prosecutor,and a very 

good one, over the' years. You also had a personal tragedy in your own family, 

and I have not had the time to be a prosecutor. In fact, I practice only what 

law I have to in order that we can eat regularly, because of the great amount 

of time that this job has taken me, since 1952. So, what I have to say is 

not intended to be critical in respect to the bill, but there are only a couple 

of points that I disagree on, and they may be covered in some way in the amendment 

·that was suggested by Mr. Stier. 

I wish to point out that since I believe fully in the tradition of 

the United States and this state, of three co-equal branches of government, 

that I view legislation when I get it ready and this is not that I don't want 

to consult with the Executive Branch, because I am always glad to. But, first 

of all, I have to convince a majority of my own colleagues that a bill that 

I am sponsoring is good enough to pass. And, I have great respect for the Committee 

system because more times than not I have received valuable suggestions as to 

how to improve legislation from my colleagues. 

Secondly, I must convince the majority of the Assembly that a bill 

I have sponsored is good enough to pass. 

And, thitdly, then comes the job of convincing the Governor. So, 

that normally what I try to do is take it by steps and make sure that each 
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step is provided for in order, becuase I know that the Governor always had the 

right to return a bill with a conditional veto with amendments that he suggests, 

without which or concurrence he would not sign it into law. Secondly, if he 

doesn't like it at all, he will give it an absolute veto, and then it is up 

to me, if I can to persuade two-thirds of the members of the Senate and of the 

Assembly to override the veto in case of an absolute, of course. 

Now, the reason why I have for a long time now believed that the 

death penalty has to be restored in New Jersey - and I can't think of any better 

example than one that happened on December 21, 1981, when State Trooper Philip 

Lomonaco was brutally and wantonly killed on Interstate 80 in Warren County. 

He was a very special kind of person and trooper and we all mourn his death, 

particularly the way in which it occurred. For at least twenty years, and probably 

it goes back closer to thirty, I found that too many people have been too much 

concerned about the rights of the accused j and not deeply enough concerned about 

the rights of the victims and the families of the victims. They are the one 

I am deeply concerned with, not that I have no concern about the rights of the 

accused. That is not the point. That is why both your bill and mine were drafted, 

since they have too manypoints in which they are similar, and as a matter of 

fact, identical in some language, because they were drafted by the same bill 

drafters, because I gave up trying to draft legislation within one month after 

I was first here in January of 1952. I don't want to repeal a law or amend 

a law unwittingly, because that is not my intention. So, we leave it up to 

the experts whom we hire to draft legislation to do that. 

Some of the comments that were made by Mr. Stier I would agree with, 

without any question, such as the minimum thirty-year term of imprisonment without 

parole. There are other things that he has inserted into the extenuating or 

mitigating factors, with respect to the accused, with which I would agree. I 

am not sure that I would agree with all the things that he has suggested. I 

don't usually agree with, necessarily everything that comes from the Executive 

Branch of the Government, and that is where our co-equal status comes in. I 

can appreciate your desire to pass a bill and have it signed into law. 

As a matter of fact, when you first arrived in the Senate, which 

I think was in January of 1974, you requested to be a co-sponsor of the death 

penalty bill I had in at that time. I was very happy to add you as a co-sponsor. 

And, the following year, and I recognize the political facts of life; I 

always have been knowledgeable about that, because of the experiences I have 

had over the years in connection therewith, that your bill is the one that is 

going to be released by the Committee, even though, of course, I gave you a 

note several weeks ago to ask that my bill be considered or listed for a hearing 

at the same time as your bill. I know that you got the note, because you acknowledged 

it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I definitely received it. 

SENATOR DUMONT: The point is, I am going to vote for your bill, 

because I think it is a long step in the right direction. There are a couple 

of things I am not in agreement with, however. One is that in this language 

which is in lines 44 to 46 - and I am not exactly sure of what was done with 

that language under the amendments proposed by Mr. Stier - I am concerned with 

the fact that you have omitted therein as it is worded in the bill, Senate 112, 

that you have not included number 3 from (a) on page 1 in there. That goes 
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to what we used to call felony murder. That is the commission of a killing, 

a homicide in the course of committing a serious crime. And, of course, under 

the old law, that could be punished with the death penalty, not as the law stands 

today, or even as I understand it, would be under your bill. But, at the same 

time, while we call them high misdemeanors in New Jersey, it was still a crime 

of the type that was called a felony in other states. We now consider robbery, 

sexual assault, arson, burglary, kidnapping, or criminal escape. I happen to 

think that the death penalty should be optional, at least, in that kind of a 

killing. That is what I am concerned about with the language that you have 

here, because I do not think that language - particularly where it says "shall 

be sentenced to death or life imprisonment was intended to cover the situations 

that could arise under a. 3 on page 1, which, of course, is the definition of 

murder under 2C:11-3, and I am bothered about that, because while the bill that 

I have may be too strong on that score, it does not make any distinction between 

1, and 2, and 3. It does say that murder is a crime of first degree, but a 

person convicted of murder shall be sentenced - that, perhaps should be changed 

to "may" rather than "shall" - to death or life imprisonment as provided hereafter. 

The other thing I am concerned about, which I guess you have accomplished, 

•	 and I appreciate your early reference to the fact that I had suggested this 

to you a couple of years ago, is that out of the aggravating circumstances in 

your bill is not included - or was not prior to any amendments this morning 

the wording· "that he, the defendant, procured the commission of the offense 

by payment or promise of payment of anything of pecuniary value." I think that 

should be included definitelY,and perhaps it was by these amendments this morning, 

as an aggravating circumstance and of course it should be included previously 

in the bill - and I know you have it included in there previously - that it 

represents a course of killing by hire. 

There is one thing that I know from my Army experience of such a 

long period of years, that we never refer to pulling the trigger but rather, 

squeezing the trigger. Because if you got somebody in your line of sight, the 

easiest way to get a shot off that does not do him any harm - and in many a 

situation particularly in attempted murder, that is good, if we cannot do him 

any harm. The way to do it is to pull the trigger and not to squeeze it. But, 

in any event, whether you call it pulling or squeezing, the person that hires 

someone to do that should be just as guilty of the murder and just as punishable 

by death or life imprisonment as the one who actually squeezes or pulls the 

trigger. I know you have covered that, and I appreciate that fact. 

There is one other slight difference between the two bills, and 

that is in the fact that my bill would make some amendments to 2C:43-7 in regard 

to the sentence of imprisonment for crime in the extended terms. I think you 

have covered that pretty well on the fact that the mandatory minimum sentence 

would be thirty years - in fact, better than it is covered in this bill. There 

are some other parts to it that simply staLe that the defendant or accused will 

not be eligible for parole where certain sentences of life imprisonment particularly 

are imposed. That is, at least, not for a long period of time. But, I think 

you have covered that very well in the minimum mandatory sentence of thirty 

years. 

Those primarily are the comments I would make, and I sincerely hope 

that the bill that you are sponsoring, about which this hearing is being held, 

will pass, because I think very much so, even though I have never been a prosecutor, 
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that we have to go back to the penalty of death in order to deter or try to 

deter people from committing the crimes of violence which are increasing every 

single year. Obviously, the idea of being so concerned about the rights of 

the accused or the defendants are not in any way holding down the commission 

of violent crimes. I believe the restoration of the death penalty in certain 

instances, at least, or the option of granting it, particularly where you have 

to have either the same or a different jury deciding upon the type of sentencing 

or penalty that will be punishable against the accused, that this can be a deterrent, 

and I hope will be, in respect to crimes of violence. 

Certainly, what we have been doing the last 20 or 30 years has not 

in any way deterred crimes of violence. Therefore, it is time now to go to 

something else and probably to go back to what we used to have. That is why 

I support it. I don't do any of the prosecuting. That is up to our sons. All 

I am concerned about is legislating fairly and impartially. I don't think the 

system we are using today is necessarily a fair or impartial system. We have 

to get back to this kind of a possible penalty that would be assessed by either 

a same or different jury or a judge alone, if there is no jury. 

Those, basically, are my comments. I appreciate the opportunity 

to be heard. Thank you very much. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Wayne. I should point out that the murder 

for hire provision, as you mentioned, is incorporated. That is the suggestion, 

as you indicated, you made several years ago. The felony murder, that is just 

a problem that maybe we will tackle some time in the future. I would not at 

all suggest that I am correct and you are not. I just don't know, because of 

the kind of penalty we are dealing with, I would just as soon take the one step 

at this time. 

You accurately state the facts. I think, Wayne, you were fighting 

for a capital punishment bill probably when I was still in law school. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, I don't know when you were in law school. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I don't think there is any question, as you pointed 

out, but for the courts of politics, namely a democratic legislature, we would 

probably be discussing the bill you mentioned, because there is no question 

that your position was clear on this even before I was elected, and probably 

the bill drafters took many of the thoughts of my bill from what you had put 

together even before I was here. 

Hopefully, we will get something done along the lines you and I 

have been fighting for, and maybe you should go further thereafter, and maybe 

not. Take it as it comes, I guess. 

SENATOR DUMONT: Well, in any event, Mr. Chairman, I commend you 

for sponsoring the bill and I know that you are going to have success with it 

this time, and I hope that it won't be necessary to override any veto, that you 

are going to get it signed into law, and that will take care of it. I am concerned 

about the fact - and this was the reason why I voted against the criminal code 

that people in the non-legal professions and businesses were just getting acquainted 

with high misdemeanor, misdemeanor, and disorderly persons and so forth, and 

then we changed everything to crimes of the first, second, third and fourth 

degree and maybe more degrees. Frankly, I don't know what anything fits under 

by way of degree unless I consult the criminal code. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Does anyone have any questions of Senator Dumont? 

If not, thank you very much for taking your time. We will take a break at 

this time, a short five-minute recess. 
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AFTER RECESS: 

SENATOR RUSSO: Prosecutor Lehrer was on our list of witnesses. 

He is not able to appear personally. His statement will be incorporated into 

the record as is Rabbi Eric Wisnia's statement from the New Jersey Association 

of Reformed Rabbis Union of Hebrew Congregations,of West Windsor. 

I will now proceed with our Public Advocate, Public Defender and 

all kirrls of illustrious titles, Stanley Van Ness. 

S TAN LEY V ANN E S S: I hasten to correct the Chairman.
 

I am no longer the Public Advocate. .1 am the Public Defender and soon to become
 

private citizen.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Whatever you are, we love you and we think you have 

done a fantastic job while you have been there, Stanley. 

MR. VAN NESS: Well, I wish that view were universally held, but 

I am sure it is not. 

SENATOR RUSSO: It is almost universally held, if not universally. 

MR. VAN NESS: Senator, I don't have a prepared statement. I will 

try to be brief. You and I have been over this ground on a number of occasions, 

most recently last night. I think my views are pretty well known. But, as 

I was listening to the Committee deliberations this morning, I sort of realized 

that this question of capital punishment was really threaded through my career 

in government. It was in 1963 when the last execution occurred in the State. 

I was a senior in law school and a part-time employee of the Department of the 

Treasury. Dave Goldberg, who was then Assistant Counsel, asked me whether I 

wanted to attend Mr. Hudson's execution. My initial reaction was, "Yes." I 

thought about it during the course of the day, and I got cold feet. I didn't 

go. But, I got as close to going as I think anybody in this room might have. 

In 1969, I became the Public Defender. There were 23 people on 

death row at that time. In 1972, as the Public Defender, I argued the case 

in this state which resulted in the death penalty being declared unconstitutional 

and those 23 people being sentenced to life imprisonment. In 1973, I appeared 

before a committee of this legislature, right after the Supreme Court had struck 

down the death penalty across the country in the Furman decision. In 1976, 

I was back, after the Supreme Court had ruled that under certain circumstances 

the death penalty was constitutional. And, I am here again today. 

There is no doubt now that a constitutional statute can be drawn. 

I commend the Attorney General on his legal research. He has indeed filled 

some holes that existed in your original bill, which I was not about to volunteer 

any information on. There is no question that the bill can be drafted in such 

a manner as to pass constitutional muster. Although, certainly, that will be 

challenged in court and there may indeed be some defects remaining and a good 

lawyer may find them. 

I don't think it is a question of whether the bill is constitutional 

or not. I think the issue before the Legislature is, is it good social policy 

to reinstate the death penalty. My answer to that question is, unalterably, 

no. It is not good social policy and I say so for these reasons: I would think 

that one who was seeking to justify the t~king of another life, no matter how 

depraved that person might be, ought to be put to the test of demonstrating 

their sum utility in that final act. Certainly, if you could show that someone 
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else's life would be spared, that might be justification indeed. But, there 

is no proof that that will happen. In fact, the proof that has come to my attention 

is really to the contrary. You take the situation in Florida now. Florida 

was the first state to reinstate the death penalty after the Gregg decision 

in 1976. They now have more than 150 people on death row. I think about a 

quarter of the people in the United States under sentence of death are in the 

State of Florida. Yet, the City of Miami is a veritable jungle. There are 

parts of that city that the police don't even patrol anymore. The ~cide 

rate is astronomical. There seems to have been no influence whatsoever on that 

rate occasioned by the reinstitution of the death penalty in that State. 

Closer to home, the State of New York abolished the death penalty 

for all murders of police and corrections officers. The instances of murders 

of police officers have climbed astronomically, notwithstanding the existence 

of the extreme penalty. And, you could go on and on and on. 

In the State of Delaware, there was a period of time they had the 

death penalty and they repealed it. They reinstated it after a particularly 

heinous crime and they found that the incidents of murder were less during the 

period of time they didn't have the death penalty than it was either before 

or after. So, I don't think that you can get very far trying to demonstrate 

the utility of this extreme penalty by saying it deters other people. Yes, 

indeed, it deters the person that you put in the electric chair. Certainly, 

he is not going to commit another murder, but he is not going to commit any 

other act, either, good or bad. But, he can be deterred by a thirty-year prison 

term, and I note that you are now talking about a prison term without the possibility 

of parole for life imprisonment. He can effectively be deferred and isolated 

from society. So, I don't find that as justification. 

Another problem with the application of the death penalty - I don't 

care how carefully you draw this bill or how many standards can be corrected 

to guard against it - you cannot squeeze all of the discretion that is possible 

in the trial of a death case, and a trial on the question of penalty out. And, 

that discretion previously was exercised so as to favor those groups in this 

society that have been advantaged and to disfavor those groups in society that 

were presently disadvantaged at the time. You can almost follow the immigration 

pattern of this nation by looking at the ethnic background of the people who 

were put to death since the death penalty started to be imposed. At first it 

was the Irish, the Italians, and now it is black, Hispanics, chicanos in other 

parts of the country. It is clear that discretion will be exercised against 

those people who are least favored by the general society. 

When the death penalty was abolished in 1973, about 55% of the people 

on death row were black. Now that the death penalty has been reinstated under 

the standards approved of in Gregg, about 55% of the people on death row in 

Florida are black. I think that pattern will continue in the State of New Jersey 

if this bill is enacted. 

Another problem, and,Senator,as a fine trial lawyer, I know you 

are aware of this, no matter 00w hard we try, we can't squeeze the possibility 

of a mistake out of a judicial proceeding. I don't think there is anything more 

damning in a court room than for a witness to stand up and point a finger at 

the defendant and say, "That is the man." In front of a jury, that is overwhelmingly 

ruled as dispositive of the issue. Yet, we know that is probably the least 

credible of testimony that you can find. If not the least credible, it is certainly 
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suspect in many instances. There is no shortage of cases where you find somebody 

d()ill'l '·imp fnr d I~rilll(~ ,'lnd someone else comes fo.rwilrd ilnd yOll look ill. t-hem FInd 

Ul()Y are luok .:d ikes. it hajJjJencd in Phi ludelphia wi thin tile l.a5 L two years. 

There is still this possibility for a mistake. I don't care how good the lawyers 

are; I don't care how careful the judge is, how finely drawn your statute is, 

there is a possibility of sending an innocent person to the electric chair 

and you are eliminating the margin for error in our judicial process when you 

enact this kind of law. 

We are still talking about the guilt or innocence of Bruno Hauptmann, 

some thirty years after the fact. Perish the thought that they should now decide 

that the man was innocent at that point. 

Another problem is the burden that this legislation will put on 

a system that is staggering ulready under mounting case loads under overworked 

public defenders and prosecutors and judges. There should be a fiscal note 

requested, in my honest opinion. You should be asking what it is going to cost 

the public defender to provide representation in the number of death cases that 

will be coverd by your statute. It has been narrowed somewhat since I did our 

original calculations so I am somewhat reluctant to give you a number. But, 

T will tell you this, it will probably cost two to three million dollars even 

as drawn now to provide the representation that must be provided for a person 

charged in a capital case. The prosecutor will have to spend more money; the 

judges will spend more time. The trial of a capital case, as you well know, 

Senator, is going to be at least twice as long as the trial of a first degree 

murder case presently. It will take two to three, maybe fou~ weeks to empanel 

a jury under Witherspoon standards. You will have individual voir dire. 

You will have to inquire as to their views on the death penalty. You will have 

to inquire about their views on the pre-trial pUblicity of an individual. You 

will be spending an enormous amount of time and energy and money. To what end? 

I noticed last night when you and I were on television that the 

commentator suggested that someone indeed might be executed during the term 

of the present Governor. I submit to you respectfully that a good lawyer, and 

there are plenty of them around, is going to keep these people alive a hell 

of a lot longer than four years. And, the courts are going to bend over backwards 

to make sure that every possibility of error has been eliminated. When the 

(lcnth p(~llnlty was overturned i.n '72, of the 23 men on death row, one had been 

there liEteen years. 1 think UtE! median W,lS about nine or ten years. Now, 

that is where it cuts into this argument that people say for economical purposes, 

why do we keep these rats alive; why don't we just snuff them off. Well, 

the fact of the matter is, you won't be snUffing them out that quickly. They 

will be there running this gauntlet of appeals, both direct and collateral appeals. 

They will be housed in a separate section of the State Prison. The statutes 

require they be kept separate. Obviously, that makes great sense, if you are 

going to have somebody on death penalty status, that they be housed in a separate 

situation. The expense ot doing that will be added to the other expenses that 

I talked about. 

nuL, the .lact Lhat you will have people whu Lue dec used or the very 

crimes that caused this furor, the murderers, the rapists, the robbers, these 

people will be pending trial while you will be going through what I think is 

a charade of deciding whether two or three people will die ten or eleven years 

from now. Those are the things we ought to be dealing with. That is, I think, 
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the final observation that I would like to make. There is no question in my 

mind that the public opinion is in favor of the restoration of the death penalty. 

In 1972, that was not the case. By a rather sizeable majority, people opposed 

the death penalty no more than ten years ago. Things change. One of the things 

that has happened, has indeed been an increase in the amount of violent crime. 

But, another thing that has happened, and I say this with all due respect, is 

there has been a growing tendency on the part of people in office and seeking 

offi.ce, to throw out the dl~i'lth penalty cHi ,he panaCHi"l rOle a problem thi1l: they 

don't really have an answer to or they are not willing to undertdke tleying to 

answer. 

The death penalty will not do anything to make the streets of Newark 

any safer or the streets of Trenton any safer, in my judgement. It will take 

this State backwards in time. Now, as I said at the top of this diatribe, I 

suppose, I am going to be a private citizen pretty soon. This is as good a 

place to get off as any, as far as I am concerned. I will not have any personal 

involvement in this process. But, I will continue to be a citizen of this State, 

and I will continue to be ashamed if we go backward in time. Thank you very 

much. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Stanley. As usual, you offer eloquent 

and persuasive arguments that make a lot of sense, even though some of us may 

not totally agree with you or even partially agree with you. 

I would just like to comment on a couple of things you said very 

briefly. I totally discount and do not consider the cost involved either way. 

I have had many people say we ought to have the death penalty, because why should 

w,· f:j.l,,"t1 ~~-'II,I)()"J iI yl'" I lu IlInll,Li'llJl fJonteuJle lur Lhv ".'tli LIt I.II1!i •. Ill, •. '1'11011 

is utter and shear nonsense to me. I don't care what it costs. If the death 

penalty is wrong, it is wrong. If it is not wrong, it is not wrong. It doesn't 

matter what it costs. Contrary-wise, it matters not to me what it costs to 

try them in the appeals and so forth. We are dealing with something far too 

important to be influenced either way, in my judgement, as to what it costs, 

one way or the other. 

The other point you make is one that causes us tremendous concern 

I am sure everyone of us, and I know it has me, the innocent man. I read 

Borchard's book, "Convicting the Innocent." It scares you. It sort of led 

me, for the reasons I have indicated, prior to today, to try to draw this bill 

so tight and so limited that at least that risk will be minimized. I agree 

with you. You cannot guarantee that risk is not present. There is no answer 

to that argument on my part to you. 

I do not agree with you on what some might call the racists argument 

as you pointed out~ Today, most people who would get the death penalty meted 

out to them would h~ black. At the turn of the century, most of the~ were ItaliAn. 

Probably there were no blacks. That is a result ot the fact that the blacks 

today and Hispanics today, and Italians around the turn of the century and so 

forth lived in high crime areas. But, the simple fact is, that is no justification 

for murder, in my judgement, because 99.9% of the blacks don't commit murder. 

the Italians didn't commit it around the turn of the century and so forth, and 

of course, my statistics indicate that for example today most of the victims 

or J)l.wk IlIun)cr,:rs ,II:C bl;]('k PI'OP.lV. 

MR. VAN NESS: I think if you look at the Florida experience, you 

will find that there is no black person on death row for murdering a black person. 
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SENATOR RUSSO: I don't know about Florida, nor am I dealing with 

the Florida legislature and the climate and the personality of the people down 

south. I don't have too much sympathy for the attitudes they hold down there 

and never have had. But, commenting briefly on the Florida situation, Stanley, 

I think you are absolutely right. That is why I have never attempted to justify 

the death penalty on an empirical deterrence argument. It cannot be done. I 

equally do not agree with you. That doesn't mean I am right or you are wrong, 

with the analogy to Florida, Delaware, or New York and so forth. In Florida, 

we have a different situation there. We have an influx as a result of the Cuban 

problem and the Haitian problan. That is why the police can't go into those 

streets, not because the death penalty has been reinstated. 

It is hardly--

MR. VAN NESS: Well, you have turned that argument on its head, 

if you will pardon me. I didn't suggest they didn't go there because the death 

penalty was re{nstated. I suggested that the death penalty has had no effect 

on the operation --

SENATOR RUSSb: And, my argument is that the crime rate in Miami 

has increased so tremendously because of the refugee problem and has nothing 

to do with the death penalty either way. I hardly think we can argue that having 

a death penalty will increase murders. I just don't buy that. 

I will not argue because you can't prove that having a death penalty 

will deter murders. I have a feeling that it will, but I can't prove it. I 

could not argue that you are wrong. So, I simply say that when we--- You might 

say, how many murders would there have been of cops in New York had we had no 

death penalty. Would there have been more? I don't know. 

MR. VAN NESS: I am sorry I cut in. I suppose that what I am trying 

to suggest is that there should be a burden on you and on those of you who favored 

your position to demonstrate the utility, not the burden on me to demonstrate 

the reverse. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, yes, Senator Vreeland says, "Why." I say, 

"Why," too. I don't think there is any--

SENATOR VREELAND: Why do you make that statement? 

MR. VAN NESS: Well, because you are now talking about passing an 

act that will result at somewhere along the way in all probability in somebody's 

life being taken. I think there ought to be somebody's clear justification 

for that. Now, if you have it in your mind and you tell me you don't think 

it is deterrence--

SENATOR RUSSO: I didn't say that. I said I can't prove it is a 

deterrent. 

MR. VAN NESS: You can't prove those deterrents. You think there 

might be some deterrent. If that satisfies enough of you, then by all means 

we will have a law. But, in my judgement, that isn't sufficient justification, 

and you ought to be sure that when you do something as drastic as this thing 

that you are contemplating that you know what you are doing. I say that respectfully. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I think if we were to assume or agree with you on 

that, then, yes, it would be a different situation. I don't think that it is 

a prerequisite to voting for the death penalty, that I can be sure. You are 

dealing with human events. You are never going to be sure. You have to make 

the judgement that you think is right and hope that you can live with it. Because, 
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as we have talked about this before, I know that some day somebody is going 

to be executed. It is going to be a very traumatic day for me, because now 

I will always wonder, because I will never be able to prove that I was right 

or wrong. So will the Governor who will sign that last paper that says, "Execute." 

He will always wonder. We will never be sure, Stanley. Some of us have reacted 

with the feuling th~t this penally is n,'cessi'cy in those unusually ~ggc~vating 

and severe murders in our society for th8 benefit of society. We will never 

know until, I guess, the day we die and if there is a hereafter, whether we 

were right or wrong. We will never know. There is no way. 

MR. VAN NESS: Well, we may know after the passage of time. This 

popular opinion that now favors your position may indeed change when we start 

to kill people. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes, it may, and I just might point out to you that 

the position I hold is not because it is a popular one. It happens to coincide 

with that today. I have taken some very unpopular ones during my legislative 

term, as you have especially. Whether it is right or wrong doesn't depend on 

whether the winds are blowing in the right direction. 

MR. VAN NESS: I wouldn't suggest that in your case, John. I have 

known you too long and I have too much respect for your views on the subject 

to suggest that is why you are doing it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Stanley. Are there any other questions? 

Senator Hirkala. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: I don't have a question as such, but, Mr. Chairman, 

I want to agree with you when you brought up Stanley's remarks in regard to 

Florida crime statistics, and those who are incarcerated for the commissions 

of murder, and also relative to court costs. 

Stanley, when you were making your presentation, I sort of got an 

implication that if we were to reinstitute the death penalty in New Jersey, 

this would occasion more crimes of murder being committed. That is the kind 

of implication I got, and I think the Chairman covered that. 

MR. VAN NESS: Well, then, I certainly didn't intend to give you 

that impression. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: And, about the costs. Certainly costs are going 

to be high. Stanley, you know what, costs are high today. We seem to have 

a bill of rights for the criminals, but no bill of rights for the victims of 

crimes. 

MR. VAN NESS: The bill of rights is for all of us, Senator. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: Yes, yes, but particularly that bill of rights 

in court decisions in the last ten or fifteen years has played up to the criminal 

element in our society and has not given a proportionate share of concern for 

those who are victims of crime. How do we equate the costs of that? Do we 

only consider the costs relative to giving the criminal every right in society 

and don't equate the cost of human suffering and human misery as a result of 

those dastardly crimes. 

MR. VAN NESS: I am sure you are not suggesting that I don't feel 

for victims	 of crime, Senator. I am sure of that. 

SENATOR lIIRKALA: No, I would never make that suggestion. 

MR. VAN NESS: The pendulum has swung and it has swung quite perceptibly. 

It didn't just swing. It swung to the right about six to eight years ago. The 
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Federal courts ure according fewer and fewer rights, as you say, to the criminal 

defendant. 

Justice Warren has long been out of the Supreme Court. You passed 

a very stiff criminal code last year. I am not saying that these things are 

improper. What I am saying is that you are getting a test of your philosophy 

in o~eratiOJl now, and I am not saying the changes that some people told me would 

happen when people stopped being soft and lenient on defendants. It is not 

changing the situation. I just throw that out for your consideration. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: I think you are going to find that you are going 

to respect the opinions of the members of this Committee as we are going to 

respect every opinion that is presented before us. But, in your testimony there 

was one word in particular that got to me. That is, you talked about appeal 

procedures and so forth, and you said that after eight or ten years you will 

find out that this is a charade. Do you really mean that--

MR. VAN NESS: Charade may not be the right word. But, I think 

the gcun wi 11 not have been worth the gamble. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: I just had to take exception to it. 

MR. VAN NESS: I withdraw that word. Charade is hardly the word. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Are there any other questions of Mr. Van Ness? If 

not, I thank you very much. 

We are going to take one more quick witness before lunch. That 

will be Elmer Matthews of the New Jersey Catholic Conference. He told me he 

was going to be very brief. 

ELM E R MAT THE W S: Senator Russo, thank you very much for the opportunity 

to appear before your Committee this morning. To those who don't know me, 

my name is Elmer Matthews. I appear as the Attorney for the New Jersey Catholic 

Conference, the conference of Catholic bishops. On their behalf, I will read 

a short statement. 

But, prefatory to that statement, I would like to just recount something 

that is going to take about two minutes, because Stanley Van Ness and Senator 

Russo in their comments whetted some sentimental remembrances, or I might use 

the classic term, in my years in the Legislature, I sat in the same place where 

you were and considered this same question but from a different viewpoint. At 

that time, the vote was to abolish the death penalty which was in existence, 

and it was a very serious vote, as I realize all of you are looking on it in 

a very, very serious way. At that time, the advocates of abolishing the death 

penalty did not carry the day. And, the death penalty went on in New Jersey. 

I am talking about the late'50'~ and early '60's. Some of us who sat in the 

legislature lived through that traumatic day when $omeone was executed. The 

death penalty was carried out, and believe me, it is a traumatic day. It is 

a day that I very vividly remember, and I probably will carry with me to the 

end of my life. 

So, in effect, what Wayne Dumont said, and what Mr. Stier said and 

what Mr. Van Ness said is right. You are taking a first step today. I would 

just recommend as an elder statesman - I ~1 entitled to that because I have 

gray hair - I think I am entitled to say to you that it is something that you 

should think about long and hard. You have a lot of lives in your hands. As 

a first step, that last step can be completely irreversible. 
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Now. the statement that I deliver to you on behalf of the bishops
 

will not be a philosophic statement. I don't intend to engagf; John in a discussion
 

of Tertullian and Lactantius. the early Christian writ.ers. or 5t. Thomu5 Aquinus. 

or St. Agustine. rather. but I would like to say thdL th~ New Jersey Catholic 

Conference respectfully opposes the provisions of 5-112 listed for consideration 

by the Committee toddy. 

It is the bishops' belief that the bill as drawn would seek a return 

to the the declth pen,l1ty in Cdses - although not actuiJlly specific - whf'r<' it is nJmost: 

arbitrary in its application. Although the death penalty often seems to ride 

the wave of popular support in the uftermath of crimes that shocked the sensitivity 

of the public. there is no wuY to escape the fact that the death penalty. as 

emotionally popular as it may sound. is a simplistic solution and a hursh atLempt 

to eradicate problems profound in their complexity. The death penalty implies 

that man shall be denied the right to rehabilitate himself. and this raises moral 

and social questions not easily diminished. It raises a question whether society 

is really protected through a process of capital punishment that may be directed 

by a followable tribunal,or is a life sentence without parole an equally effective 

deterrent? 

The death penalty acts more as an active retribution which is incompatible 

with respect to human life. even to the lives of the individuals whose violent 

acts upset the order and harmony of society. The New Jersey Catholic Conference 

endorses the statement of the National Conference of Catholic Bishops. wherein 

it was stated. "We believed in the conditions of contemporary American society; 

the legitimate purpose of punishment does not justify the imposition of the 

death penalty. We should acknowledge that in the public debate over capital 

punishment. we are dealing with values of the highest importance: respect 

for the sanctity of human life. and the protection of human
 

life. the preservation of order in society. and the achievement of justice through
 

law. May I on their behalf ask you to be supportive or at least respective
 

of that position. We respectfully request and offer our urgent cooperation
 

that you might direct your energies instead to the solution of the many social
 

problems which demean and degrade life. and which in turn motivate individuals
 

to violent acts. Thank you for your time.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you. Elmer. Let me say that I think everyone 

of us respects that statement and that view. I. however. resent the statement 

in general. not your statement. but the statement of the Catholic Conference 

of Bishops,and let me tell you why. First of all. let me tell you that I went 

to Catholic grade school and we are fellow alumnus of the University of Notre 

Dame. and I am a practicing Catholic today. I am not going to say I am a good 

one or a bad one. I don't miss mass on Sunday. at least. 

MR. MATTHEWS: You are pretty good. 

SENATOR RUSSO: But. what I resent about the Catholic Conference 

of Bishops is. 1 wrote to them the last time this bill came up and I said. "Look. 

will you at leasL put out a statement that this is your personal view of those 

who sign it,"because not all of them signed that. rnat is a minority view. 

MR. MATTIIEWS: Excuse me. John. this is the statement of the New
 

Jersey Conlerencc of CilthoLic Bishops ilnd they have been circu]iJrizcd ,)s .Idte
 

as last Friday.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay. 
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~1R. MATTHEWS: This includes Bishop Mc Carrick who 's 'hi' 8ishop 

of L1\(' 'leI'; [).i.oc,~~c of Metuchen, so any question as to the New Jersey Catholic 

COI'I erCIII:e of Bishops for vJhnnl I speak, there is no question. 

~;I':N/\'l'On RUSSO: You see, what bothers me about it is it conve/s 

the impression that this is Cutholic theological belief. It doesn't say that 

there, and you can't cLiticize any of the language in it, but to a Catholic, 

it almost makes ~he average Catholic feel, "Wait a minute, if I believe in the 

death penRlty, am I opposing my church? Is is a mortal s~n?" And I 

had hoped that they would say this is their view. It is not a theological belief 

of the Roman Catholic Church. In fact, the Roman Catholic Church for centuries 

ID dat~ supported the death penalty concept. There is much justification--

MR. MATTHEWS: I want to disagree with you there. I think we are 

saying J lot of things down the road here, John, that I think have to be met, 

and I am not taking notes as to what you said, but as to whether the Catholic 

Church supported the death penalty throughout the years as a dictwm of the church; 

I disagree with that most violently. 

I think if we want to talk about things like that, we can talk about 

the darkest days of the Catholic Church and the inquisition, where the church 

itself refused to participate in the death penalty. Now, you say that is quibbling, 

but they always left the death penalty to the State. I can trace you back to 

rertullian and Lactantius,and theologians like that, if you want to, but I am sure 

you don't want to. 

SENATOR RUSSO: No way would I, because I would get massacred. 

MR. MATTHEWS: I don't think so, John, we sat at the feet of the 

same professors. 

SENATOR RUSSO: The only point I am making, and I think you really 

hit on is that. The Catholic Church has always left this issue to the State, and 

the only point I want to make is--

MR. MATTHEWS: The imposition to the State, not the theology of 

it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Well, they have never come out dogmatically in opposition 

to the death penalty; do you agree? 

MR. MATTHEWS: Ex cathedra, absolutely not, because I do not think 

that the church can speak ex cathedra on this issue. All we can do is give 

our moral suasion. All I hope to be this morning is a small voice with white 

h~ir saying, "Listen." 

SENATOR RUSSO: The only point I want to make is, for example, in 

my own parish, my parish priests support the death penalty. I didn't convince 

them, believe me. They support it. 

MR. MATTHEWS: I can appreciate that, but he is an individual and 

is entitled to his judgement and conscience. We learned theology in the same 

place. 

SENl\TOR HUSSO: 11y point is, the view you have exprc'ssed today is 

the view of d number of Bishops, perhaps all in New Jersey, and perhaps the 

majority in the United States. It is not necessarily--

MIL MATTHEWS: I ,1m not speaking Ear the Catholic Church. You are 

part rlf the Catholic Church and there are other people at this table who are 

members. 

SBNATOR RUSSO: Okay, I just want to make sure that I don't have 

to go to confession if I vote for this bill. 
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MR. MII'T''T'lff,Wfi; r ~pl"itk fgr the. Nf3W "T~lld"'j' rnllf..,r~llur. (If ('01 h"j iI' 

Bishops whose voice I just ask you to listen to, but not to necessarily heed 

ex cathedra, okay, John. 

SENATOR RUSSO: To respect that opinion, but not necessarily be 

supportive of it. 

MR. MATTHEWS: Well, I ask you to be supportive of it, and that 

is why I am here. 

SENATOR RUSSO: And, if not, I think the message though should be 

made clear to all Catholics in tllis State that the bishops are speaking individually. 

They are giving their personal views. This is not church dogma. 

MR. MATTHEWS: I distribute my statement to the press. We published 

the statement in the Catholic Press. I don't think we are at that stage of 

any religion where we send lightning bolts from Olympus. 

SENATOR RUSSO: And, Elmer, I want to make clear that I did not 

mean by my comments to suggest that you were trying to convey that impression. 

MR. MATTHEWS: I always very carefully lead up all my- statements 

by s.aying I speak for the Bishops, because the church has a small "c." 

SENATOR RUSSO: Any questions from any members of the Committee? 

Thank you, Elmer. Does anyone have any problem with resuming this hearing in 

thirty minutes? We will come back at one-thirty. Thank you. 

(Whereupon luncheon recess was taken.) 
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AFTERNOON SESSION 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right. We will now come to order. Mr. Joseph Chuman. 

J 0 S E P H C HUM A N: First of all, I would like to thank you for this opportunity 

to testify before the Judiciary Committee. As you noted, I am Joseph Chuman. I 

am the coordinator of the Northern New Jersey Grbup of Amnesty International, and 

I am also the former Chairman of Amnesty International U.S.A. 's Committee on the 

Death Penalty. 

Amnesty International is a worldwide human rights organization with more 

than 300,000 members in 134 nations. Amnesty International has over 80,000 supporting 

members in the United States. Six thousand of these members live in New Jersey. 

Amnesty International is a movement of individuals which was founded twenty years 

ago in London where it remains headquartered. Amnesty is independent of any government, 

political grouping, ideology, economic interest, or religious creed. It is a private 

organization, and its fiscal independence as well as non-governmental status are 

scrupulously maintained. 

The activities of Amnesty focus strictly on prisoners. And, the organization, 

with regard to prisoners, has three primary objectives. 

The first objective is to win the freedom of what we call "prisoners of 

conscience;" that is, men and women detained anywhere for their beliefs, color, sex, 

ethnic origin, language, or religion, provided they have not used nor advocated the 

use of violence. 

Our second objective is to ensure fair and early trials for all political 

prisoners, and to work on behalf of those who are detained without charge or trial. 

And, our third objective -- which is the one pertinent to the discussion 

today -- is to work to bring about the end of torture and the death penalty unconditionally 

that is whether it is inflicted on political or common criminals, on the violent· 

or the non-violent. In other words, Amnesty International stands opposed to the 

death penalty in all cases without reservation. 

In 1977, Amnesty International was the recipient of the Nobel Peace Prize, 

giving it international recognition for its overall human rights work, including 

its work in opposing capital punishment. Today, I am representing our interntional 

movement, in effect Amnesty's viewpoint on capital punishment. 

Although we comment on this issue from an international perspective, 

we also believe that the approach we bring is relevant to the death penalty discussion 

here in New Jersey, for three reasons. 

The first is because the moral arguments that speak in favor of the abolition 

of the death penalty are, in fact, universal -- they pertain everywhere. 

The second is that the United States, of which, of course, New Jersey is 

a part, is a signatory to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which states 

in Article 3 that, "Everyone has the right to life ... ", and in Article 5 that, "No 

one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or 

punishment." 

Third, by its example to other states, the Federal jurisdiction, and beyond, 

New Jersey can promote an abiding appreciation for the inviolability of human life 

or undermine that very Clppreciation. We can either join the rush toward capital punishment, 

ur r0sist iL, ~nd tllereby declare that we recognize the civilized and civilizing 

limits of stntc authority. 

Amnesty International is opposed to the death penalty, because it views 
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capital punishmen~, just as it views torture, as a fundamental violation of human 

rights. Capital punishment is not only a question of who should be executed and 

for what reason. It is not only a matter of protecting the community from violent 

CL~. As <1 hUmill1 rights issue, it is also a matter of determining and defending 

the fundamental principles upon which any human community is based. A society which 

is committed to human rights also commits itself, in theory and in practice, to the 

notion that there are very definite limits of State power, vis-a-vis the individual. 

And, a society that respects human rights accepts implicitly that no violation of 

human rights is ever permissible or serves a socially useful purpose. 

Therfore, when we are concerned about human rights, we are concerned not 

only with the protection of the individual, but ultimately with the protection of 

the society as a whole. That is a point that I think needs underscoring. Once human 

rights are violated, and furthermore when those violations are upheld through the 

law, everybody in that society is potentially threatened. When a state appropriates 

to itself the authority to kill its own citizens, then the state sets the stage, 

in posse, for the abrogation of any right. In times of increasing social and political 

tensions, this initial transgression -- that is the execution of the most despised 

members of society -- can expand to include broader categories of offenses and other 

infringements on basic liberties. Via the death penalty, the state declares that 

its own authroity over the individual is potentially total; and if the right to live 

can be infringed on, so can other rights as circumstances -- political, social, and 

economic circumstances -- change. And, this knOWledge comes out of the twenty years 

of empirical experience by Amnesty International looking at other societies who employ 

the death penalty. 

There are nations, as Amnesty International very well knows, which reserve 

the death penalty for certain political crimes, others for sexual offenses, and others 

for members of specific religious groups. In each case, the respective government 

will invoke the rationale as to why capital punishment is, in fact, justified in 

that case. 

Now, I am quite sure that in such cases both you and I would find the death 

penalty inappropriate, and I suspect abhorrent. In this country, and in this legislation 

under consideration, the rationale is murder. But, in the absence of any demonstrated 

deterrent effect especially, we find the death penalty likewise abhorrent. Moreover, 

careful studies in the post-Furman period indicate that who receives the death penalty 

is in part determined by extra-judicial considerations, despite every effort to build 

in safeguards. Race prejudice remains an important factor in who receives the death 

sentence and who does not. 

The move to reinstate the death penalty in New Jersey, as well as other 

states in this country, runs counter to important international trends. The United 

Nations General Assembly in Resolution 32/61 of December 8, 1977, reaffirmed that: 

"The main objective to be pursued in the field of capital punishment is that of pro

gressively restricting the number of offenses for which the death penalty may be 

imposed with a view toward the desirability of abolishing this punishment." 

And, in August, 1980, former United National Secretary General Kurt Waldheim, 

told the United Nations Congress on Crime Prevention, meeting in Caracas, Venezuela, 

that, "The taking of life of human beings in the name of retribution, incapacitation, 

and an unsubstantiated deterrent effect on others, clearly violates respect for the 

dignity of every person and the right to life as stated in the basic postulates of 

the United Nations." 
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With the abolition of the death penalty in France last year, no nation 

in Western Europe, with the partial exception of Greece and Ireland, retains the 

death penalty for civilian crimes. Canada abolished the death penalty in 1976. And, 

I should say parenthetically, that since the abolition of the death penalty in Canada 

in 1976, there has been a continuous decrease in that country of the homicide rate. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Do you attribute that to the abolition of the death penalty? 

MR. CHUMAN: No, I do not, but I am making the minimal statement that 

a nation does not need a death penalty in order to ensure a decreasing crime rate. 

Obviously, there are multiple variables. 

Of Western industrialized nations major nations only South Africa 

makes common use of capital punishment. There are now close to 1,000 men and women 

on death rows in this country. If they were to be executed in a relatively short 

time -- let's say over the next two or three years, or even if just a small majority 

of those were to be executed -- the United States would have more executions than 

any nation, with th~ possible exception of Iran, and we would hope, and I would hope, 

that New Jersey would not add to that long list. 

It is sometimes argued by proponents of capital punishment that we need 

it for the purpose of maintaining respect for the moral order and to demonstrate 

that the cause of retributive justice is served. And, I head that argument being 

thrown around !lOst saliently this morning. Yet, this contention loses all meaning 

when we subject it to empirical comparisons. If we compare those societies which 

regularly impose capital punishment with those that do not, we cannot say that those 

who do use it have greater respect for the moral order or for human life than those 

that don't. In fact, quite the contrary seems to be the case. Amnesty International's 

experience tend3 to show that rather than uphold the moral order in any tangible 

sense, the imposition of capital punishment leads to the continued disintegration 

of societal stability. Again, this is an empirical observation, not one that is 

merely hypothetical. 

Capital punishment erodes the moral order because it violates the very 

value it is attempting to uphold, namely the inviolability of human life. When a 

state, be it a foreign state or the State of New Jersey, employs capital punishment 

it is sending out a clear and dramatic message that killing is an acceptable means 

of dealing with difficult social problems. It legitimates the revenge motive in 

both public and private life. Given the exemplary role of the State, it is not surpris

ing that no statistical deterrent effect can be found for the death penalty, and 

that new research points to the plausibility of a brutalizing effect; that is, that 

executions may actually stimulate the commission of homicides. 

We agree with Nobel laureate, Andrei Sakharov, when he says: "I regard 

the death penalty as a savage and immoral institution which undermines the moral 

and legal foundations of society. A state, in the person of its functionaries who, 

like all people, are inclined to make superficial conclusions, who like all people 

are subject to influences, connections, prejudices, and egocentric motivations for 

their behavior, takes upon itself the right to the most terrible and irreversible 

act -- the deprivation of human life. Such a state cannot expect an improvment in 

the moral atmosphere of its country." That is a statement by somebody whom, I think, 

most people in this country would uphold as an exemplar of moral values and a commit

ment to basic human rights. 

Amnisty International does not have a position opposing just punishment, 

nor retribution as a basis for punishment. But, as we have been saying, punishment 

1.0 .'------------
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must stop short of transgressing the fundalnental human rights of the individual. 

Furthermore, punishment does not require the death penalty in order to 

be retributive. In no other case does society ask for equivalence with regard to 

punishment. We do not punish the arsonist by burning down his house, nor do we rob 

the robber, or mug the mugger, or rape the rapist. Rather, we employ, or attempt 

to employ, some utilitatian considerations in our conception of punishment and seek 

to insure that it serve and uphold some civilizing standard and purpose. The death 

penalty, like to~ture, is a barbarism which in no way can serve this purpose. And, 

I would just like to deal with a conceptual notion at this point. Amnesty International 

draws, purposely draws -- arid I think riglltfully so -- an analogy or comparison, 

positive comparison, between torture and capital punishment, even though we tend 

not to look at them in the same way. 

In several countries in the world, mostly Islamic countries Pakistan 

and Mauritania being an example -- a punishment, albeit not a common one for thieves, and 

multiple offenders, is to remove their limbs, usually their hands. I think if we 

were to institute this type of penalty in this country, there would be an automatic 

and instantaneous revulsion at that idea. Yet, when we subject the individuals to 

capital punishment, be it by putting them in an electric chair, a gas chamber, or 

through lethal injection, what we are doing is, we are cutting their lives off entirely; 

we are cutting it all off, in effect. Yet, we tend not to construe that type of 

barbarism in the same light as torture, in the same mode as punishments that are 

inflicted in countries of the world which we would consider from our perspective 

less civilized. I am saying that there is very little -- very little - functional 

difference between the two. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Is your statement very lengthy?
 

MR. CHUMAN: No, I just have a few more things.
 

Belief lingers that capital punishment will deter future homicides in some
 

areas -- this, despite virtually no substantiating data. What continues to sustain 

this belief is intuition, appeals to "common sense," anecdotal material, and wishful 

thinking, perhaps generated by a great deal of fear. Study after study, looking 

at the phenomenon from virtually every angle, has consistently failed to find a 

deterrence value to the death penalty. This has been shown in studies which have 

compared retentionist with abolitionist states, particular states before and after 

institution of capital punishment and executions, and states which have had a death 

penalty, abolished and reinstated it. Studies have shown that police officers in 

death-penalty states are no safer from homicide than their colleagues in non-death

penalty states. The same has been shown to be true for prison personnel working 

in states which have had a death penalty personnel working with people on death 

row. 

Contrawise, data put forth recently by Professors William Bowers and Glenn 

L. Pierce of the Center for Applied Social Research at Northeastern University have 

shown that in New York State, for the period 1907-'63, there were, on an average, 

two additional homicides per month after an execution. This brutalizing effect was 

noted to have occurred in the decade of the 1930's and '40's, when executions often 

took place at the rate of more than one hundred per year. 

We would ask that this Committee look at such data, scientific data, and 

studies very seriously. We would assume that bills pertaining to such issues as 

vehicular traffic and teenage drinking, and so on, would not be passed on the basis 

of intuition or assumptions derived from anecdotes alone. We would hope that referenc~ 

would be made to the best data that the relevant studies could produce. We ask no 
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less when what is at stake is human life and an issue which strikes at the moral
 

foundations of society.
 

International data tends to parallel these domestic studies. For example, 

accounding to Interpol -- the International Criminal Police Organization -- most 

nations which have abolished the death penalty have lower ra~es of murder and attempted 

murder than those which retain it. Perhaps a reason for this can be found in a statement 

by Sir Robert Mark, former Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, to the Canadian 

Association of Chiefs of Police at the time of the death penalty debate in Canada. 

He said: "I am opposed to the death penalty, and so are most of my senior and most 

experienced colleagues, simply because its continuance prevents the reforms necessary 

to increase the effectiveness of criminal justice." I would submit that this insight 

is extremely relevant to the situation in New Jersey. 

It is sometimes suggested that we need capital punishment in order to insure 

that those who murder will not have an opportunity to do so again. Technically, 

this isn't deterrence; it is actually prevention. In addition to the possibility 

of longer prison sentences, it must be pointed out that studies have shown that the 

recidivism rate of convicted murderers, who are later released from prison, is lower 

than any other class of major offenders. If we wish to protect society by means 

of capital punishment, safety would be much better served by putting to death armed 

robbers, for instance, because the rate at which they kill -- commit murder -- after 

release is far greater than that of murderers. This is a remedy which your bill 

cannot constitutionally propose, and one which, of course, Amnesty International does 

not propose either. 

One final remark -- and I would like to leave you with this closing thought: 

After all is said about this issue, the one inescapable thought that remains is that 

capital punishment is an act of killing. By appropriating capital punishment into 

its judicial procedures, the State enters into, and adopts as its own, the moral 

universe of the murderer. The fact that it does this in the name of all of us, does 

not make it all the more right, but rather all the more wrong. The death penalty 

is the ultimate act of despair on behalf of the executing power. It is an act which 

is degrading to the victim and to the authority imposing the sentence. The reinstatement 

of the death penalty will signal that the State of New Jersey, in part, is turning 

its back on the ideal of a just and human society. We at Amnesty International, 

who document and struggle every day against the use of torture and the death penalty 

around the world, urge you not to bring it into this jurisdiction. Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Mr. Chuman.
 

MR. CHUMAN: You're welcome.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Are there any questions of Mr. Chuman? (no response) We
 

thank you for coming and giving us the benefit of your views. Do you have a copy 

of your statement? 

MR. CHUMAN: Yes, I do. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Would you leave it with the stenographer? 

MR. CHUMAN: I also have some additional material I would like to leave 

some of the literature and documentation we have compiled on the death penalty 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right. Copies will be made and given to each member 

of the Committee. 

MR. CHUMAN: Thank you. 

SEN~TOR RUSSO: Dr. Howard Radcst. Dr. Radest, do you have a prepared 
statemement? 
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HOW A R D R A 0 EST: Yes, I have already given a copy to the secretary. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay. We would ask, since we will have the benefit 

of a CODY, that perhaps you summarize your statement instead of reading the entire thinq. 

DR. RADEST: I have already abbreviated it. I assure you, 1 am fully sensitive 

to the kind of work you gentlemen are doing, and I am trying to be as brief as I 

can. I am sure you know -- as you will see in a moment -- that Professors in Philosophy 

are notorious for not starting anything that ends in less than fifty minutes. But, 

J [)Lom()Sl~ you, it will be nothing like that. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Doctor. 

DR. RADEST: I do want to thank you for hearing me. I am representing 

the l3urgen County Conunittee for Religious Tolerance. The Committee is made up of 

clergy from Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Presbyterian, Episcopalian, Methodist, and 

Unitarian Churches, from the Jewish Faith, and from the Ethical Culture Society. 

For the record, I am Director of the Ethical Culture Schools in New York 

City, Chairman of the International Humanist and Ethical Union, a member of the Council 

of Leaders, which is my clergy credential of the Americal Ethical Union, and I have 

been a resident of Fair Lawn, in Bergen County, since 1959. I might add, I have 

been here before, but not before this particular Committee. From 1971 to 1979, I 

was Professor of Philosophy at Ramapo College in Bergen County, and I am still Adjunct 

Professor Philosophy at the Union Graduate School in Ohio. 

I am, and have been, opposed to the death penalty on ethical grounds. I 

have some material in the text on deterrence and that kind of thing, but I am deliberately 

excising it for the sake of brevity, although it will be in the written testimony. 

Important as the facts are for legislative purposes, the essential issue 

for me, and I trust for you -- certainly the Chairman has made this clear, I think 

is resolving the ethical arguments that lead to the approval or disapproval of the 

death penalty. On ethical grounds, I believe there is only one defensible position 

in the light of modern ethical knowledge. 

The case for the death penalty relies on the ethical status of retribution, 

which, as I shall try to show, reduces, in the instance of execution, to simple revenge. 

Approval of the death penalty rests on the injunction: "An eye for an eye; a tooth 

for a tooth." My colleagues from other faiths, either prior to my comments or later, 

will indicate that this element of biblical ethics has long been superseded by much 

of the religious community, and for good resons. 

It is argued that the death penalty is a fitting punishment for someone 

who has willfully taken another human being's life. Yet, no act of punishment can 

effectively and adequately redress the act of murder. Life cannot be restored to 

the victim. The pain of his or her family and friends cannot be assuaged. The loss 

of love and support cannot be compensated for by the payment of a death for a death. 

Retribution then cannot be effective in this instance, since it cannot restore what 

was taken away by the act of the murderer. That is, retribution is ethically defensible 

with respect to crimes of property, for example. It is precisely such a restoration 

of the balance of things, as it were, that is the basis of a moral argument for retri

bution. That being the case, in the case of murder or homicide retribution, regrettably 

for I know that those who defend it, and I heard it this morning, are sincere and 

honorable, and I respect that -- reduces ultimately to an act of revenge. 

It is argued that there is something in us psychologically that is satisfied 

by the death penalty. Yes, the ~ast is irretrievably fractured by· murder. Nevertheless, 

the future will feel better if death is paid for by death. That feeling is what 

the support of the death penalty really comes down to. The moral status of an act 
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of revenge, however, remains questionable because it treats a person as an object 

to satisfy my feelings. That is its ethical problem, and that is why it is ethically 

dubious. The value of that feeling, by the way, and the satisfaction it is alleged 

to bring is often short-lived and bitter. 

Now, like you, I have feelings of horror and anger in the presence of murder. 

Like you, I really want to see the killer suffer. But, like you, in my calmer moments 

I ask whether I can morally justify those feelings. For, when the state, acting 

for me and mine, establishes a death penalty, it does so, or ought to, in the calm 

of reason and the majesty of legal reflection. The state, the legislator, the judge, 

the jury, the attorney are simply not privileged to enjoy the luxury of the heat 

of the moment. That is why we do not permit a person to be a judge in his or her 

own case. That is why we surround all punishment in our kind of country with the 

safety of due process. Indeed, the legislation we have before us, and the amendments 

we heard this morning, confess their discumfort by the scrupulous minutiae of detailed 

procedure they call for. And, I suspect there will probably be even more. But, th~ 

law ultimately must be morally defensible and not merely our passions writ large, 

or else it is not law. 

Two moral facts appear: That the heat of the moment is not a valid ground 

for moral judgment; and the involved subject is not a valid moral judge in his or 

her own cause. These moral facts suggest that the call for the death penalty is 

really an unwitting indulgence, deeply felt to be sure, that cannot be justified 

ethically any more than revenge can be justified ethically. 

The moral consequences of vengence as public policy, of indulging emotion 

as public policy, and of ignoring moral facts as public policy, should be of the 

deepest concern to this Committee and to all of us. If the willful taking of human 

life is the penultimate horror, even more abhorrent is the reasoned and so even more 

willful taking of human life by the state in the name of justice. As it were, the 

state confirms the legitimacy of death-taking at the highest levels. The message 

is, alas, all to clear. The state holds life cheaply in its own act. This is the 

contrary irony denying the claims of those who see the state defending the preciousness 

of human life by the use of the death penalty. 

What the state may do, in other words, in the name of rightfulness, others 

learn to do in the name of rightfulness. Imitation following executions, by the 

way, suicide something I know very much about because of my work with young people 

and children is a well-documented phenomenon. 

It was a crucial insight of classical wisdom that claimed that the state, 

whatever its utility, was also a moral educator. We know this too. We know that 

when the state is corrupt, then it corrupts society and increases cynicism in its 

members. We know that when the state is neglectful, the neglect afflicts society 

and charity vanishes among its citizens. And, when the state takes life -- that 

is why a return to the death penalty would be regarded, and rightly so, as moral 

reversion, a betrayal of the ethical role of the state, vis-a-vis its members. 

It is also important to consider the nature of a death penalty in itself 

as different in kind from other punishments, and to consider it as a legal and moral 

act. The act of execution is irretrievable and irreversible. Ethical knowledge 

instructs us, quite clearly, that irreversible acts should be avoided whenever possible. 

Such acts, although sometimes unavoidable, permit of no redress, no possibility of 

admitting error, and, above all, no way of atoning for moral evil. Yet, if the history 

of ethics has taught us anything, it has taught us of the moral urgency of redemptiun. 
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To foreclose it for all time -- to foreclose the possibility of redemption -- is
 

to commit an immoral act in and of itself.
 

It will be argued that there are incorrigible among us who are beyond hope
 

and thus beyond redemption, and so beyond the concern of you and me and the citizenry
 

in general. We would all be better off if such as these did not exist, or if they
 

ceased to exist. And, the act of murder is taken as evidence of incorrigibility.
 

Of course there are incorrigibles. I am not a sentimentalist, and I am 

not foolish. Many killers may well be beyond redemption, and be beyond hope. But, 

we do not know, and cannot know, who among those many is really beyond hope, nor 

will we know until they have lived out their lives naturally. We do not know and 

cannot know which of them can move beyond their fate to realize as yet unrealized 

possibilities. 

Finally, we need to understand the disastrous consequence of a death penalty 

for a democratic society. Democracy relies, among other things, on the perenial 

hopefulness of the human condition that however I am or you are at any given moment, 

I may in my own future and you may in your own future do otherwise. History for 

a democrat -- small 'd' -- is not destiny. For a free human being, yesterday is 

instructive but not determinative. The novel and wondrous idea that democracy introduced 

into human history is that all human beings are capable of being free, free in the 

deep sense of having the capacity to reach beyond the moment, to transcend the past 

for the sake of a different and, with luck, even better tomorrow. Democracy then 

commits us, as a moral point of view, against irretrievable acts. That is its glory, 

and, by the way, it is our burden. And, that is its moral vision. 

These then, Mr. Chairman, and gentlemen, are my reasons for urging defeat 

of the death penalty, not because of a sentimental concern for the downtrodden criminal 

who may need our pity but often doesn't deserve it, and not because I am immune to 

the passion for vengence; I am not. But, there is that inme, and I am sure in each 

of you, something that knows the urgency of hope and of redemption as moral necessity. 

These things have been struggled for in the history of human societies over and over 

again, and occasionally we win a victory. It is this, it seems to me, that is at 

stake in that other passion that moves me and brings me here to afflict you with 

these philosopher's thoughts. Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Doctor, very much. Are there any questions? 

(no response) We appreciate your coming here. Thank you very much.
 

DR. RADEST: Thank you. (Dr. Radest' s canplete statenent on page
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Sarah Dike. I might just say, while waiting for Ms. Dike,
 

that we have heard the last three speakers give some eloquent and forceful statements 

in opposition to the death penalty. Basically, we hear, in different ways, arguments 

that those of us who have studied this issue over the years have considered, pro 

and con, and our difficulty is that I have two pages of witnesses. So, I would ask 

of the remaining witnesses, if any of you have written statements that you can just 

submit to us, unless they do incorporate something new, it would help us an awful 

lot if they could be made part of the record. Submit them to us rather than have 

us hear the statement in its entirety, because they are really just different forms 

of saying things you feel very strongly and sincerely about. Some of us here agree 

with you and some don't, but we have basically considered those particular issues. 

If you do not do this, we will not get through with the hearing. So, we hope you 

will help us as best you can so that we can get everyone's views into the record 

at least, and copies into the hands of the committee. That will expedite this hearing 

for all concerned. 
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We will now go to Ms. Dike, from the National Council on Crime and Delinquency. 

S A R A H D IKE: I am here to present the statement of the National Council 

on Crime and Delinquency, in opposition to the bill. I will constrain my remarks, 

because I recognize the limits of time, and also because some of my points have been 

made previously. 

We are opposed to the death penalty in principle. But, what I would like 

to talk about for just a few moments is the empirical evidence that is absolutely 

in opposition to enactment of this bill. Starting with deterrence, we have to form 

some kind of moral justification for our acting in defense of life, in opposition 

to a rise in street crimes and a rise in violence. I am talking in numbers, but 

these are lives, whether they are Isaac Ehrlich's seven or eight lives saved from 

execution -- and his study has been reputed repeatedly -- or whether it is William 

Bowers' study in New York State, which Mr. Chuman drew attention to, where he showed 

that each execution is followed by a rise of murders committed. What's interesting 

about that evidence is that the rise in murders committed is within the first two 

months following an execution, and then it drops, which indicates that you are dealing 

with a pool of potential murderers, and probably they would have killed anyway. But, 

the violent atmosphere surrounding an execution inspired them to commit the murder 

sooner. You are not dealing with the man on the street; you are talking about people 

who are engaging in aggressive acts, aggressive thoughts, and who are stimulated 

to act by identification, perhaps, with the State. 

If you take the characteristics of the typical man who is put to death, 

nobody particularly wants to identify with him. It is much more likely that the 

potential killer would identify the victim with the executed. 

The fact is that we haven't used the death penalty in a way that is directing 

it to the population that even might be deterred. For example, there was a study 

done of gangland killings in Chicago over a twenty year period, at which time there 

were over 1,000 gangland killings. There were 23 convictions, 4 sentences to life, 

and not a single death penalty imposed. The fact is that we impose the death penalty 

for murders committed in the height of passion and rage, and they are not the kinds 

of murders that are going to be deterred under any circumstances. 

Retribution has been spoken of as an ambiguous concept. It is a concept 

that is argued philosophically without success. And, practically speaking, its 

proximity to blood punishment, to vengence in the height of ange4 is appalling. It 

has enabled us to direct the death penalty at those whom we find least fit and unworthy, 

for other reasons that have nothing to do with their culpability. If you look 

at the three states on whose statutes the rest of the United States is basing its 

death penalty bills Georgia, Florida, and Texas -- you see that the man who is 

black and who has killed a white, is nineteen times as likely as a white who has 

killed a black, who has committed exactly the same crime in all its other conditions, 

to get the death penalty. There are very, very few peorle there on death row. Blacks 

are there for having killed whites, and I would argue that the situation here is 

not that different. 

There have been studies done of conviction severity in northeastern cities 

where it is correlated, taking exactly the same crime, and if you are from the wealthy 

class and you commit a murder as opposed to someone from the lower class, you are 

much less likely to get a high severity conviction than if the opposite is true. 

I would also just like to say a little bit about the situation in New Jersey. 

You have overcrowded prisons; you have overcrowded jails. You have people putting 
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prisoners in the jails because there is no room for them in the prisons. You have 

people looking for extra space here and there. By 1983, if the trends continue, 

there is going to be a need for 4,000 new cells. The deuth penalty is not an isolated 

proc-,;s::i. When we puss the ultimute punishment, punativcness in general rises. The 

other states' experiences have shown us this. And, the situation in New Jersey is 

going to get worse - the correctional situation -- as a result of this. Apart from 

the crimi~al justice processing situation, which was also mentioned, is the ja~ning 

up of the courts. 

There is no evidence in support of the death penalty, and I would say that 

despite your reasoning to the contrary that financial cost has nothing to do with 

it, the financial cost alone argues against this bill. 

I would just like to conclude by reading what I consider to be perhaps 

the most damaging aspect of the death penalty. Supporters of the death penalty have 

criticized abolitionists as unconcerned about the victims of violent offenses. But, 

to execute the murderer is of no help to the victim. In the long run, the public 

is better protected by ameliorative and preventive than by punitive measures. Apart 

from the lack of evidence of any deterrent effect of the death penalty, the execution 

decision, by focusing on a single event, engenders a false sense of security among 

citizens, serving to divert attention away from the difficult task of reducing violence 

in our society. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much, and especially thanks for cooperating 

by abbreviating the statement. I assure you that each member of the Committee will 

have a copy of it in their hands. 

Before you leave, maybe there is someone who wants to question you. Are 

there any questions of Ms. Dike? (no response) I guess there aren't any. Thank 

you very much, Ms. Dike. 

Frank Askin or Neil Cohen. Which one is going to testify? 

MR. COHEN: We will both sit at the table. I just want to introduce Mr. 

Askin and perhaps reserve a few remarks. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay. And, do you have a prepared statement? 

MR. ASKIN: Yes, we do. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, if you will leave that with the stenographer, we 

will ask you to help us out by summarizing and abbreviating your remarks, rather 

than reading the entire statement. You are Legislative Coordinators for the Public 

Interest Lawyers of New Jersey, is that correct? 

N ElL C 0 HEN: I am the Legislative Coordinator. I am also a criminal 

trial attorney, as many of the individuals in our organization are. So, we are very 

much concerned about this legislation. 

On behalf of the Public Interest Lawyers, I have submitted a statement. 

And, Mr. Askin, who is a law school professor at Rutgers Law School and also one of 

three general counsels to the American Civil Liberties Union, will speak on behalf 

of the Public Interest Lawyers of New Jersey. 

I would ask, if possible, to perhaps add a few remarks subsequent to Mr. 

Askin's testimony. 

~r':NI\1'OJ/ RUSSO: C(Tt i1 i n.1 y . 

F RAN K ASK I N: Members of the Comnittee, thank you for this opportunity 

to appeClr on behalf of the Public Interest Lawyers. I do have a prepared statement. 

I will not reud it, but there are a few comments I want to make from it. 

Our orgnization does stand unequivocaly opposed to any legislation that 
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would restore the death penalty as an available sanction under the State's criminal
 

code. That opposition grows from many of the traditional arguments, which I am sure
 

are familiar to you, and I do not plan to repeat them here.
 

I am glad that today, I think, we have gotten out of the way the issue 

of deterrence. It seems clear to me that even the proponents of this legislation 

do not really seem to be claiming that there would be any deterrent value. If it 

is to be justified, it has to be justified under some other public policy notion. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That's not entirely correct. We should resolve that. There 

are some proponents of this legislation that argue forcefully that it is a deterrent. 

There are some who feel it is a deterrent but don't rely on that basis because they 

can't demonstrate it scientifically. And then, there are some who perhaps have a 

position either way. So, I don't- 

MR. ASKIN: It seems pretty clear that there is no empirical demonstration 

that anybody can point to show that it would have such a deterrent effect. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That's correct. 

MR. ASKIN: What we as lawyers are, I think, painfully aware of is that 

even as it stands today our criminal justice system is still a fallible system, 

susceptible to all kinds of failures, including fraud, occasional prosecutorial 

misconduct, and outright error. 

In our own state, we recalL recentl~ a case of some considerable notoriety 

which I think makes this point rather clearly. It was the case of George Merritt. 

Now, Mr. Merritt was three-times convicted of the killing of a police officer. Three 

times his conviction was reversed on appeal and remanded for retrail. After more 

than a decade in prison for a crime for which many in the public would certainly 

have wanted the death penalty -- the murder of a police officer -- Mr. Merritt was 

released from jail when defense counsel, through slow and painful search of police 

files, discovered and brought to the attention of the court, the prosecuting officer's 

evidence which had been withheld in earlier trials, which impeached the credibility 

of the crucial prosecution witness, who identified Merritt as the assailant. If 

the death penalty had been in place in New Jersey at that time, Mr. Merritt might 

well have been executed long before that suppressed evidence came to public attention. 

And, the question is, can we afford such an irreversible and uncorrectable form of 

punishment in a system that, by its very nature, is subject to the errors that permeate 

any human institution? 

Now, I think that we probably all really know -- and I think the public 

really knows -- that the reason New Jersey will probably have a death penalty soon-

Although I am opposed to this legislation, I am pessimistic that my view will prevail; 

I do suspect there will be a death penalty statute signed in New Jersey in the near 

future. I think the outcome of this debate is probably settled. I think we know 

this will happen not because I really think in the considered judgment of most legislators 

this is really going to be an effective weapon for the State in the effort to combat 

crime; rather, this bill, or some other legislation like it, will probably be adopted 

because the members of the Legislature read that to be the popular will -- such a 

strong will that they dare not ignore or defy it. It is true that the public is 

frustrated with crime. 

SENATOR RUSSO: How will you explain those legislators that go against 

it? 

MR. ASKIN: I commend them for standing up to the public cry for the quick 

fix of the death penalty. 
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SENATOR RUSSO: Shall we then follow the principle that if the public is 

in favor of something, you better vote against it because otherwise it can't be right? 

MR. ASKIN: No. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Or might it not be consistent with right? 

MR. ASKIN: I don't agree with that at all. Often the public is right, 

and when the public is right, I think the Legislature should clearly follow their 

will. I think the Legislature has more of a responsibility not merely to follow 

mass psychology at a time when it is operative, but sometimes to give some leadership, 

to give real leadership to public opinion, to help shape it not merely to follow 

it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: There is no disagreement with that. You see, I interrupt 

you because your comment offends me. 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: It offends me too. 

SENATOR RUSSO: It offends you too? 

SENATOR GALLAGHER: Damn right. 

SENATOR VREELAND: I think it does all of us. 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right. You see, what you seem to be saying is, the 

fact that your position is contrary to the pupular view, and that ours may be contrary 

to your view, ergo we are only going the way we are -- those of us who are going 

in that direction -- because it is popular. Sometimes you can be right and be on 

the popular side, and sometimes you can be right and be with the unpopUlar side. 

There are people in this Legislature who will vote against this bill even though 

it is very popular because they believe in what they are doing. There are others 

of us who will vote for it because we believe it is right, and that happens to coincide 

with the fact that it is popular. And, there may be some who vote for it just because 

it is popular. I think you ought to at lease concede that much because otherwise you 

will offend us. 

MR. ASKIN: I absolutely concede that. I do not mean to offend the Committe 

or the members of the Legislature. I do think though that it is an easy way out. 

It is a placebo which is being offered to the public. I have difficulty believing 

that anybody thinks it is really going to have any impact on crime. Now, there may 

be other justification. Mr. Stier, this morning, thought retribution was a populat 

public policy. I have difficulty acknowledging that for many of the reasons that 

the other witness have spoken about today. But, as a real mechanism for doing something 

about-- What the public is concerned about is crime, the spread of crime, and what 

they are hoping is that somehow this is going to be a quick fix. It is hard for 

me to believe-

SENATOR RUSSO: Condemn the public then for their view, but not the Legislators 

or certainly not all of us. Let me tell you something very briefly. In 1967, I 

prosecuted a man in a death penalty case. At the time of his conviction, when the 

jury recommended a verdict with no mercy, as it was then, the judge -- I had forgotten 

they did this because it was the first capital case I prosecuted had him immediately 

stand up and read him those terrible words: "I command that you be taken on such 

a day--." Dr. Askin, I fought for that conviction. I believed in it and I still 

do. I will tell you now that I had to go straight into the Chambers after the verdict 

and I stood there in tears. And, you know, I will probably do the same thing the 

day of the first execution, if this passes. 

It is not easy for us. We believe in it, some of us. Some of us don't, 

and not because it is a placebo, although some may, and not because it is so easy. 
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1t wc>uld or>;) Jot ('usif"r, T think, really, when you come down to jt, to vot.e "no," 

because you never have to [ace that day when there is nn execution. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: It would be a lot easier for you, Mr. Chairman, not to 

even have brought the bill up; yet, you have taken that position. 

MR. ASKIN: There is a public clamor. I mean, you know, elected officials 

obviously do have an obligation -- not just political concern, but an obligation 

to be concerned with public opinion and with what the public wants. There is a public 

clamor for this. 

I would hope, and this is my final comment, that every member of the Legislature 

would seriously search their own conscience as to whether they really believe this 

is going to somehow really do something about the serious crime problem in this State, 

and not merely just get carried along by a wave of public enthusiasm for the restoration 

of the death penalty. I thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: Mr. Chairman, I just want to bring out one point to Mr. 

Askin. I have been in the Legislature for 14 years. I might have gotten six letters 

in all that time that favor the death penalty. So, there has been no public outcry, 

as such. There has been no public outcry. The outcry comes when newspapers and 

the media take polls, and they disseminate the results of those polls. I am not 

getting any telephone calls. I don't think I have ever gotten one telephone call 

saying: "Senator, I want you to vote for the death penalty." I don't get that kind 

of an outcry. 

SENATOR VrtEELAND: Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a comment. Mr. Askin, 

'. L1ILllk ~Ollle ot us who s1 L here -- and I happen Lo be one of them think that iL 

will be a deterrent. I don't agree with all those who oppose it and don't think 

that it will be a deterrent. 

The other thing is, when you tulk about a public outcry, when the Trooper 

was killed, up on Route 80, in cold blood, j.ust recently -- I think it was December 

of 1981 yes, that is when there was an outcry. You're right. When a law enforcement 

officer is gunned down in cold blood, yes; you are right. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Senator. 

Senator Orechio. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: I just want to remind Dr. Askin that a lot of us on this 

C0111111i II ''c' .I,,' 1101 ";f,,11I"1IIY l~()lIle lately'f1" in L('no:, of" th,' l,oniliol1 (Ir supporting the 

death penalty. We, I know Senator Vreeland and Senator RUSSO, in the early '70's, 

1974-- The public outcry wasn't evident then at all. As a matter of fact, I understand 

that Mr. VanNess testified that in the '70's there was no public outcry in favor 

of it; there was opposition at that point. It is only in the last four or five years 

111,,1 w' 1,,11" .:' "·11 III" I" ",1111 'IfII ilWjlllj. 

MR. ASKIN: I think that is true, and that is why I am afraid that the State 

of Np.w Jersey is nbout to reinstitute the death penalty. 

j L 

would have been done eight years ago. 

MR. ASKIN: Right. 

SENATOR RUSSO: And, I always respected Governor Byrne for that view. We 

are the best of friends -- still are and were then. I never tried to change another 

legislator's view on this kind of an issue. But, New Jersey would have had a death 

penalty in 1975 had Governor Byrne believed in it. It isn't that it is as a result 

of some recent outcry; it is a result of the change in the Governor of the State. 
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Mr. Cohen, did you want to add anything? 

MR. COHEN: Yes, Senator. In 1973, I came down to the Assembly as a college 

student and begain to get involved in politics. I was working for State Senator 

Menza, and I came down to testify. I was a college student and [ had a lot of ideas 

about sociology and people's human behavior. 

In 1976, I was legislative aide to Senator Menza, and I was also in law 

school. So, I came down to the legislature in 1976 when, Senator Russo, you yourself 

chaired the committee on another public hearing. 

Well, it seems I am back again, this time as a criminal trial attorney. 

I have sort of gone through a metamorphosis. I have all the transcripts from all 

the hearings, and you seem to have all the information that is necessary for you 

to make a decision. The State Library has all the information; studies which were 

presented in 1973, information regarding deterrence, looking at geographic, economic, 

non-death penalty states, death penalty states. You have a myriad of information 

in order to make a decision. 

The same type of speakers who came in 1973 and 1976 are back again, because 

they have a sincere question as to the efficacy of the death penalty. 

As a trial attorney, I am going to be trying death cases. I look at it 

in a different vein. I have submitted a statement on behalf of our organization, 

but as a trial attorney I know the criminal justice process, as you do, Senator Russo. 

You were a prosecutor. 

SENATOR RUSSO: And, a defense counsel. 

MR •. COHEN: And defense counsel. So, you should particularly understand 

the question. In terms of the process, death penalty cases come up in situations 

where thereare dramatic offenses, where the media takes a particular offense and 

it is allover the newspapers for three or four weeks. During the last gubernatorial 

campaign, just prior to the campaign, there was an officer that was shot in Hudson 

County -- I believe on the Path. There was a tremendous outcry because of this 

tragedy. Law enforcement put its forces to work to investigate; to find the culprit. 

Witnesses were brought forth who gave descriptions. Witnesses were brought forth 

who gave information to the sketch artist. A picture was produced. Based on this 

information, the prosecutor then took over. And, in doing so they arrested an individual 

in North Carolina. They charged him with homicide and extradited him back to Hudson 

County to stand pre-trial. Well, it just turns out-- And, there was a large cry 

for the death penalty. 

As Senator Vreeland just indicated, when there are those kinds of events, 

that is when the cry comes out. I do believe it is at that stage when you start 

to get letters, because I remember when I worked for Senator Menza that letters came 

in all the time, and the Senator was opposed to the death penalty. 

It turns out that the individual who was arrested and brought back to Hudson 

County was the wrong person. He easily could have slipped through the system. 

SENATOR RUSSO: He didn't, did he? 

MR. COHEN: No, he didn't, but that doesn't mean that it hasn't happened, 

or that it won't happen. That is the danger, and the danger is, can we put that 

aside and say, "Well, those are the mistakes of the system; therefore, what can we 

do? It is beyond our scope to do anything. If someone is electrocuted after being 

falsely accused and tried, so be it." I don't think anyone can take that position, 

unless we ourselves are willing to make either our children, our nieces and nephews, 

or uncles that person. I don't think we can do that. 
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As a t~ial atto~ney I know what misidentification is. I also know that 

when law enfo~cement expends a great deal of resources, or money-- For instance, 

I·h,· -111,,,,1,, "il'btj .. " \.,JI""rc IlInney is P-llpelld;-,., ,,' ,,1,,-.,.·. "'''OO''Ii' i" r.;'IJc",1,,,1I'i' !.~w 

cnfun'erncnt, when statements can be molded, contrived, and even perjured, are we 

willing to have the death penalty when those kinds of situations can arise? Because 

as we all know -- and I am not making light of this -- it is irreversible. We can't 

change it. 

I have re-read the transcripts, and I have re-read Senator Russo's remarks 

from 1976. I have also seen Senator Russo in action on the Senate floor. Being 

logical and reasonable about this, Senato~ you have already indicated that you are 

not exactly sure whether or not is a deterrent. Maybe you have a gut feeling. You 

have a sense. Studies, and the library has all the studies, show that the can't 

make a decision about whether it is a deterrent. So, I think what the bottom line 

is, or what is boils down to is that it is a punishment. New Jersey grades its punishments 

from petty disorderly persons' offenses up to first degree, a new gradation under 

the criminal code. Therefore, I would assurre it will be your position that the highest 

penalty should deserve-- The highest crime should deserve the highest penalty. 

This takes us back to my initial point -- and that is dealing with the 

irreversability of the penalty and the large scope of error that is possible during 

Lh~ cuU1Ue uJ, J tr lai. Nuw, you have heard some testimony about this, and I believe 

some Senators have indicated that passion isn't the kind of case that will get a 

death penalty, nor the lover, paramour situation. There is a very fine line -- as 

the Senator knows as a prosecutor -- between which offense you decide to prosecute 

on, and if the prosecutor, as an advocate, can convince a jury that a passion case 

is a murder case that deserves the death penalty. It is up to the defense counsel 

to convince the jury to say either he is not guilty -- that he didn't do it -- or 

that it is not a death penalty situation, but is a manslaughter situation. That 

is a very fine line. 

So, there are many cases, and there will be many cases, where you have 

traditional manslaughter situations which will result in a death penalty situation. 

It is a danger. 

The safeguards which you have been working on, and which the Attorney General's 

office has -- of course, our organization is not going to offer amendments to strengthen 

a potential law which we feel is unconscionable. But, all the safeguards that you 

have worked out, and all the laborious tasks that you went through today, and which 

the rnmm it tel' is '1oi nq t h rouqh, those are sa fequil rds in te )-m~ of t hr· r)(~rr;nn crett i ncr 

the death penalty, but there are no safeguards in terms of the jury's decision as 

to whether the person is guilty or not guilty. You can have all the procedural safeguards 

you wish, but as soon as that jury says, "We believe that is the person", and they 

may be wrong, the rest of the safeguards go out the window. They are of no consequence. 

I thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thanks, Neil. I am hoping I can get one concession from 

you. I don't know if I can. If there had to be a death penalty bill -- and you, 

of course, studied this, I am sure, and being a lawyer and a former legislative aide, 

you have knowledge of this to at least be the least offensive from your viewpoint -

or most protective would you agree that this one is at least that? 

MR. COHEN: I heard your remarks earlier, in terms of the burden of proof. 

You have set forth standards of "beyond a reasonable doubt." You have reduced the 

burden that a defendant has in terms of mitigation. If I am trying a death case, 

clearly the better points of the bill are those areas where I have to produce at 

I'i/\ 
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least a minimal amount of material to sustain my position. 

I am against the death penalty, but removing that for a moment, some of 

the safeguards that you have built in make it a little more difficult for the State 

to succeed, or sustain, their direction in trying to get the death penalty. I would 

urge the highest standards possible. Of course, I wish there were better times and 

there wasn't this kind of a situation where a bill was being offered. But, nonethe

less, if I am looking for a bill that would be the most helpful to me, I, of course, 

would want a bill which increases the burden on the part of the State. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RUSSO; Senator Hirkala. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: Before these witnesses leave, I just want to make a short 

statement. It is primarily directed toward Mr. Askin in as nice a vein as I can 

put it in. Mr. Askin, the easy way out would have been if some of us went to Senator 

Russo and said: "John, don't even move this bill." That would be the easy way out. 

It would be easy if we didn't ever have to vote on it. That's what I would call 

the easy way out. Every time you take a vote, 95% of the time bills sail through 

without any opposition; that's easy. This one, some of us have been in opposition 

to in prior years. But, believe me, right up until today I hate the thought that 

we have to vote on it. It is going to come up for a vote and we are going to vote 

on it. Believe me, in my 14 years -- and I am going to reiterate it again this 

is going to be the toughest vote that I have ever faced. 

The people who have come here have made very cogent arguments. I am not 

discounting them at all. It is going to be tough, real tough, to face this issue. 

The easy way out is if we didn't vote. 

MR. ASKIN: Well, maybe the Committee should vote not to report it out; 

maybe that is your solution. 

SENATOR RUSSO: We don't take the easy way out. Senator Orechio. 

SENATOR ORECHIO; To follow up Senator Hirkala, we heard the well-prepared 

and eloquent testimony of Elmer Matthews before when he was representing the New 

Jersey Bishop's position on capital punishment. Of course, we don't know how that 

is going to be transmitted to the parish priests nor how the parishoners feel about 

it. We, who are Catholics, run the risk of maybe being subject to retribution from 

them. But, I would like to say that we talked before about some slipping through, 

such as the George Merritt case. How do you react to a multiple murderer -- the 

person who commits murder, is released and goes out and does the same thing again? 

MR. ASKIN: I think it is a terrible, awful thing. I think we should keep 

those people where they can't do it again. But, I don't think killing them is the 

solution. 

SENATOR ORECHIO; Okay, then what you are advocating is a life sentence 

with no parole, right? 

MR. ASKIN: Well, somebody gets to be 75 years old, and I am not saying 

you should keep them there forever. There comes a point, I am sure, when it just 

does not make any sense to keep somebody in prison forever. So, I am not actually 

saying that there should be no such thing as -- I don't think there should be such 

a thing as no possibility for parole. But, I do agree that it would be preferable 

to capital. punishlnent to say no parole, life sentence. That would be preferable 

to c.:Jpital punishment, if that is the alternative. 

SENATOR ORECHIO; Aut, isn't the argument just as strong when you say there 

could be innocent people who will be given the chair and their lives will be taken? 

Isn't the argument just as strong that when you confine or incarcerate somebody 
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for the commission of a crime, such as murder -- first degree murder -- and then 

release them or subject them to parole, you then run the risk of having them murder 

somebody else? 

MR. ASKIN: Of course, it is a terrible thing. I am not quite sure. I 

mean, that's like saying-

SENATOR ORECHIO: What I am saying is, you are concerned about somebody 

being-

MR. ASKIN: If we executed everybody that committed a crime, I suppose 

that would guarantee they would commit no more crime. But, I don't think that anybody 

is going to propose that. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: What I am saying is, the anti-capital punishment people 

say capital punishment isn't good, it is inhumane, and all the other adjectives that 

they use, because there are some innocent people whose lives will be taken. Now, 

what I am asking you is, what about the other side of the coin, the person who has 

been convicted of murder, serves his time, is released, and then does the same thing 

again? And, we have had a number of those. I think we have had more people who, 

probably, have committed more than one murder than those who have slipped through 

and may have been confined in error. What I am saying is, we ought to have equal 

concern for those people as well, because it is very hard to explain to the victim's 

family. 

MR. ASKIN: But, we have to take the chance of executing innocent people 

in order to guard against somebody in the future who will kill a second time. I 

don't think the execution of innocent people, which is what you are willing to risk, 

is an appropriate answer to protecting public safety. That does not, to me, seem to be 

an acceptable answer, the answer of, "Yes, we will take the risk of executing an 

innocent person." 

You know, I would rather, if necessary, have the life sentence without 

the possibility of parole, because at least then if it later comes out that evidence 

turns up to show that the person was innocent, you can just let him out of iail. 

Once he has been executed, it is too late. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: You said that when they became 75 you would parole them. 

MR. ASKIN: I think I probably would. 

MR. ORECHIO: But, you don't have people at 40 or 50 who are murdering. 

Most of them are in that younger, 26 to JJ, braCket. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Senator Vreeland. 

SENATOR VREELAND: Can I just ask this gentleman one question? 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes. 

SENATOR VREELAND: You said in accusing the wrong person it was i ust luck that 

the person didn't get the death penalty or life imprisonment. Now, we have three 

states that have, as I understand it, the death penalty, is that correct? 

MR. COHEN: I believe so. There may be more. There are more -- Utah, 

Georgia, Florida-

SENATOR VREELAND: Well, is there a record in those three states of how 

many false accusations, or people being given the death penalty, there have been? 

How many do you know of? 

MR. COHEN: Senator, let me explain that. First of all, I don't think 

there are records which are kept. 

SENATOR VREELAND: Why wouldn't they be kept? You just mentioned one case 

that was kept pretty well, I thought. 
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MR. COHEN: Well, that's just one that we know about because it happened 

just last year. I don't know what the situation is. I don't get Utah newspapers. 

Once that person is 8xecuted-

SENATOR VREELAND: Yes, I understand that. 

MR. COHEN: Once a person is executed, everyone -- even the defense attorney 

has the tendency-- Well, the defense attorney doesn't easily forget about it. But, 

there is no more ~ursuing to find out whether that person was the wrong person or 

not for thu next five years to try and find out. So, you never do find out, except 

in the kind of case where it is prevented initially, or if there is a dramatic offense 

where years later a person is arrested and he says, "By the way, you executed the 

wrong person; I was the individual who did it." But, they are generally not reported. 

You usually find them out through events such as happened in Hudson County. But, 

they are never reported anywhere. When someone is executed, basically the law enforce

ment people belive that is the person who cooonitted the crime. They are certainly 

not going to go out and look for any new information. 

But, sometime down the road, someone may be in jail and gives information 

to someone else, or to a correction officer, and five or six years later is when 

you finally realize that a person may have been wrongfully convicted or executed. 

MR. ASKIN: I do want to say that Mr. Zimmerman, who is due to testify 

very shortly, can provide some information about innocent people on death row. He 

himself spent several years on death row. (complete statement on page 

SENATOR RUSSO: Incidentally, 35 states have reinstated the death penalty.
 

SENATOR VREELAND: I thought I heard three mentioned here this morning.
 

SENATOR ORECHIO: He might have said three; he may not have been accurate.
 

MR. COHEN: There were three that they used as examples.
 

SENATOR VREELAND: That is a big difference.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Okay, thank you, gentlemen.
 

MR. COHEN: That doesn't necessarily make them correct.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Of course not. Thank you very much, Neil. Good to see
 

you again. Thank you very much, Mr. Askin. 

Is Henry Schwartzchild here? (affirmative answer) Mr. Schwartzchild is 

from the ACLU. 

HEN R Y S C H WAR T Z CHI L D: Yes, Mr. Chairman. I am the Director of 

the Capital Punishment Project of the American Civil Liberties Union, and I have 

been working on the subject now for well over six years, around the country. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Excuse me, Mr. Schwartzchild. As you begin, Senator Dorsey 

will take over the Chair for just a few moments. I have to leave for a minute; I 

will be right back. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Please continue. 

MR. SClIWARTZCHILD: Mr. Chairman, I do not have a prepared statement, and 

I do not want to rehearse here the classical arguments that are raised by the prospect 

of the reinstitution of the death penalty. You have heard them alluded to a good 

many times by now -- whether they are deterrents, arbitrary discrimination, brutalization, 

or the unavoidability of mistakes. We suggest that we oppose the death penalty because 

we believe it to be in violation, fundamentally, of the eighth amendment ban against 

cruel and unusual punishment, as well as the equal protection clause and the due 

process clause of the United States Constitution. 

I don't want to now tire you any further with the details of those considerations. 

Let me submit to you a few significant principles. It seems to us fundamental that 
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a society, or a state, that believes the killing of human beings is an acceptable 

answer to some kind of a problem, is a fundamentally uncivilized society. Every 

potential murderer
0 

who walks the street believes that he or she has a problem for 

which killing somebody is the right answer, and that he or she is the right person 

to do it, and can learn that lesson from the fact that the State of New Jersey can 

kill people because it has a problem which it believes it ought to solve by killi.ng 

human beings. The notion that the Chairman propounded earlier this morning, that 

one ought to testify to the respect that the State of New Jersey has for human life 

by occasionally killing human beings is truly absurd beyond belief. It is para

doxical and absolutely beyond belief. How could one teach that killing human beings 

is wrong by killing human beings? 

The State will testify by exectuions, and teach its citizens merely and 

only that in certain circumstances the killing of human beings is precisely the right 

thing to do. In fact, if you compare the disaster, the destructive and appauling 

disaste~ of a killing that we call murder with the appauling and destructive disaster 

of a killing that we call execution, in some respects, with respect to the social 

implications, one could argue that the kind of killing called execution is socially 

worse. Why? Because to begin with, murder happens to a victim who is almost always 

unaware -- nobody expects to be killed next Thursday morning at 7:30 in the morning. 

And, secondly, because every rational human being in society you as members of 

the Senate of New Jersey, everyone of your constituents, and we included -- is appauled 

and utterly condemns and abhors the killing called murder. But, consider the kind 

of killing we call execution. It happens with a long foreknowledge of the victim 

sometimes on the order of five, six, seven, or eight years. It happens with the 

long premeditation of the killer, namely the State. It happens under the color of 

law, in the name of everyone in the jurisdiction that does it, with great ceremony, 

and what is worst of all, with the widespread approval of a great many people in 

society who learn, as I said, that if the right people do the killing and think they 

have a good enough reason for doing the killing, then killing a human being is all 

right. That is the most destructive possible lesson for you gentlemen, as representatives 

of your constituencies, to impart to your own state. 

I would almost confine my comments. I could speak, as you may possibly 

imagine -- other people speak at great length, and I could easily match their length 

and perhaps also their passion. I don't deny any of you the genuineness of your 

feelings, that you ought to help the State of New Jersey in supporting this measure. 

I say to you in all seriousness that the lesson you will teach the citizens, 

the adults and particularly the children of New Jersey, will be an utterly destructive 

and useless lesson -- worse than useless, it will not make a single citizen of the 

State of New Jersey any safer. The studies, as you have heard, suggest not only 

that there is no deterrent effect; there may be a counter-deterrent effect, that 

is to sayan incentive. Classicly, Gary Mark Gillmore, executed by a volunteer firing 

squad in Utah on January 17, 1977, came from a non-death penalty jurisdiction at 

that time, namely California, into a state where there were seven or eight other 

people on death row, well known to be a capital jurisdiction, and then insisted upon 

being executed -- that is to say, it is clear if you have read Norman Mailer's book 

about Gillmore, or if you read the Playboy interview with Gary Gillmore himself, 

if you read the accounts of what he said and how he felt about himself, he was clearly 

insistent upon ending his life. He did not have the resolve, the courage, or the 

means to do it, and took two innocent lives in order to force the state of Utah to 

commit suicide for him. 
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You hnve a great many pathological people walking the streets who will
 

learn to listen to what you will teach them, namely that killing is all right under
 

the right circumstances. They always believe, as you now genuinely believe, that
 

his or hers are the right circumstances.
 

r shall end there, because it has been and it will be a long day. Let 

me only make one more comment to the Chairman of this Committee, who has rejoined 

us. It seems to me, if I understood him correctly, that he was concerned to confine 

the applicability of this measure I will find my copy in a moment -- to people 

who either committed the homicide themselves or by monetary incentive procured the 

commission of that homicide. When that matter was discussed this morning in the 

presence of somebody from the Attorney General's office, it seemed to me that this 

question then was discussed in terms of resolving it -- in the statutory draft here 

in terms of subsection 2, lines 6 and 7, of Senate 112. That, I submit to you, Mr. 

Chairman, is an error. The crucial problem of felony murder is not particularly 

that of the accomplice -- it is not restricted to the problem of the accomplice that 

your Chairman examined this morning, but it goes much further. If, for example, 

a friend of mine and I were to hold up a bank and the police surprised us in the 

act, and there was a shoot-out, and the police killed my co-criminal, I would then, 

though I did not kill that person and did not intend to kill him -- when the police 

kill that person, I am then guilty of a capital homicide and could be sentenced 

to death under the provisions of that bill. I think, subject to your correction, 

Mr. Chairman, I will point to you where that is. 

In Subsection 3-


SENATOR RUSSO: Page?
 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: On page one -- Section 1, Subsection 3, the language
 

suggests that if murder exists, when the actor, acting either alone or with one or 

more persons engaged in the commission of a series of felonys, causes 

the death of a person, other than one of the participants -- any person, including 

the police in the commission of my felony that is where the felony murder problem 

lurks, I believe, in your draft. And, if the Chairman is as intent as I understood 

him to be about confining the applicability of a bill that we, on a whole host of 

other grounds, profoundly and seriously oppose -- if he is concerned about restricting 

it to people who €ither commit the act itself or procure the act, then that is the 

language that has to be corrected, and not Subsection 2. 

SENATOR RUSSO: You misread the bill.
 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: I'm sorry.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: The provision you are referring to defines murder.
 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: Right.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: It defines who may be guilty of murder.
 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: Quite so.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: The part dealing with the death penalty is the remainder
 

of the bill in the amendments. Adding to that is the statement that we have incorporated 

into the bill today, that only the actor may be subjected to the death penalty. 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: Then I have a different draft. I have Senate 112. 

If I am in error then I apolgoze. That point is moot, but I merely wanted to make 

sure that the Chairman's intention was reflected in this bill. Beyond that, I will 

be glad to answer your questions. I shall not, as I said, trouble you with further 

arguments that you have had rehearsed to you SUfficiently, I believe. 

SENATOR DORSEY: The Chairman is always explicit as to his views. He 
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worked very hard this morning. He has always taken this position. He wasn't involved 

with the felony murder situation. He did expre~sly say this morning that he was 

including the statment in the record to only include the actor and those who hire 

someone. 

SENATOR RUSSO: That will be made part of the bill. 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: Then you can be satisfied that you have at least met 

your purpose. 

SENATOR DORSEY: Are there any other questions of Mr. Schwartzchild? (no 

questions) Thank you very much. 

MR. SCHWARTZCHILD: Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Joseph Woodcock. (no response) Mr. Isadore Zimmerman. 

Welcome, Mr. Zimmerman. 

I SAD 0 R E Z I M MER MAN: How are you, Senator. I think you and I shared 

a lot of platforms. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes, some few years ago. 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Yes, we have. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Mr. Zimmerman and I were-

MR. ZIMMERMAN: We are still arguing about the same subject. 

SENATOR RUSSO: We were on a couple of television programs together. Mr. 

Zimmerman, gentlemen -- although he will expound upon that -- I believe spent a number 

of years under a death sentence, and I think it was later determined that you were 

not the person. 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: I was completely exonerated, Senator. As a matter of fact, 

this is what I would like to talk about. You gentlemen seem to have some doubts 

about what you are trying to do here today. I suggest if you do have doubts, why 

vote for capital punishment? I think we should just all get up and forget the whole 

thing, and proceed from there. 

I am the outrageous victim of a miscarriage of justice. And, if you gentlemen 

think that it doesn't go on yet, you are sadly mistaken. 

Recently, I did a show with four people who were victims of a miscarriage 

of justice, on the Phil Donahue show. I was highly instrumental in getting them 

out. People like me were executed back in '38 and '39, and these people undoubtedly 

would have been executed. 

So, I say our system is definitely not infallible. People like me can 

still be executed. Don't forget, I was only two hours away from my execution. When 

I think back on the thirteen people that I saw executed, there is no doubt in my 

mind that four of them were totally innocent. 

Actually, I try to speak for them from the grave. That is pretty hard 

for anybody to do. But, I want to talk for them. I want to make you realize that 

innocent people are still being slaughtered. It is a terrible thing. 

For instance, out of a total of thirteen, there were four innocent. Three 

were retarded, going back to a balance of nine. Three were totally insane. Four 

were considered normal. What was the definition of normal? It was determined by 

a civilian board that really had no definition of sanity, no training whatsoever, 

and on the basjs of a few informal talks, they decided whether you were sane or insane. 

And, because they said you were sane, you were executed -- almost automatically. 

So, when I was on death row, I saw maybe as many as thirty people executed, 

overall, because these people determined that they were sane -- this civilian review 

board. And, these people had the power over life and death, literally. So, when 
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I tell you about innocent people being put to death, this is what happened. And, 

this is still happening. 

The four m0n that I was talking about recently on the Donahue show all 

came out of death row. We had to expand our activities to the point where we ran 

down the witnesses after several years and finally got the witnesses to admit that 

they perjured themselves, and we proved the perjury -- and these people are walking 

the street today, good, solid citizens of the community. And, also because a man 

like me was not executed. 

I have touched hundreds of lives to make better people of some of the people 

I was able to turn out. I became a jail house lawyer. Its a funny term, but, unfortunately, 

that is what I became. In my practice of the law, I was able to help over seven 

hundred people, although I handle thousands of cases. Out of the seven hundred people 

came a band of children who are today research chemists, doctors, lawyers, and professional 

people of all kinds. And, if I get one major discovery from them, such as a cure 

for cancer, I will feel that even the twenty-five years I spent in prison for a crime 

I didn't commit was worthwhile. This is my philosophy. And, I think these kids 

may be on the verge of it, because they are brilliant. I feel that I brought them 

into the world, because I gave their fathers the means to get out of prison. I set 

new precedents. I was able to convince courts. I was able to do a lot of things 

for these people. And, these kids survive today because I was not executed. If 

I had been thrown into a grave, as some of my friends were -- I use the word friend 

loosely because I was on death row with them -- this would not have occurred. 

Who knows? Some of the people they executed may have had kids that would 

change the history of the world. Who can say no? Who can say yes? But, the fact 

remains that innocent people are still being put to death. Our system is not infallible, 

and if the State of New Jersey brings back capital punishment, your hands are going 

to be full of blood. I don't think you will ever be able to wash it off. And, if 

you resent what I am saying, I am really sorry. I didn't come here with malice 

in my heart. I came here with love. 

For the years I spent in prison, I devoted myself to those who were less 

fortunate than I. I helped everybody I could. I felt that in helping others, I 

was helping myself. And, this is exactly what happened. 

I came out of prison a better person than when I entered prison, although 

I had never been arrested in my life before this. Yet, I consider myself a very 

good person because I was given the opportunity to help my fellow man. And, I still 

want to help my fellow man. That is why I entreat you, I beg you, to consider this 

very, very carefully. You cannot reinstitute capital punishment and be sure in your 

minds that this is the right thing to do. 

Senator Russo, you and I have talked about this quite a bit. I think I 

gave you some of the same arguments before. I wish you would say to me what you 

said then, that you would give it careful consideration. 

Thank you for your kind consideration and careful attention. If you have 

any questions, I would be delighted to answer them. Just don't do a hatchet job 

on me that's all. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Mr. Zimmerman, and not only do we not resent 

your coming, but we appreciate it. You see, if you change a view or two, of more, 

it has been constructive. And, if you only make us think deeper into our conscience 

and trouble us more, ~ven that is helpful, because at least then if we still maintain 

the position that some of us do, we at least know we listened and thought about it. 
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MR. ZIMMERMAN: Wonderful.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: I think I learned the first time we appeared together that
 

your motives are good. You are sincere. 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Highly dedicated. 

SENATOR RUSSO: You are. And, you present your argument in a way that 

I think people have to respect, and I certainly do. 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: So far, I haven't come around to your way of thinking. 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: Well, that is your decision to make. One day I may convince 

you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: But, I think if the test were, "if we are troubled, then 

let's go home," then I would be the first to go home. I think so long as we are 

dealing with an issue of this type, I am going to be troubled. 

MR. ZIMMERMAN: If and when it occurs, I will be happy to hold your hand. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you. 

SENATOR ORECHIO: That's the best offer we have had all day. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much for coming. Good luck to you. Take 

care of yourself. 

Paul Stagg or Dudley Sarfaty, New Jersey Council of Churches. (no response) 

Hubert Williams. 

MEMBER OF AUDIENCE: There is somebody here who will speak for Mr. Sarfaty. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Will you give us your name, please? 

D 0 R ISH A V RAN: Reverend Sarfaty is alive and well. He asked me to take 

his place. I am Doris Havran; I am due to speak a bit later. In fact, although 

I have a rather small head, I am wearing a couple of hats. One of them is Reverend 

Sarfaty's, and the other is, I am President of the Lutheran Church Women of New Jersey, 

and I am on the Board of Church Women United. 

I have for Senator Russo the Lutheran Church's statement on capital punish

ment. I believe it is taken from St. Augustan: "The State's Right to Take Life." 

SENATOR RUSSO: Would you give that to the court reporter and see that 

copies are distributed to the members of the Committee? 

MS. HAVRAN: I am representing the Council of Churches. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Do you have a written statement? 

MS. HAVRAN: Yes, I do. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Is it something you can submit, and summarize for us? 

MS. HAVRAN: I'm trying to. 

SENATOR RUSSO: All right, because we have a lot of witnesses left. 

MS. HAVRAN: In fact, I am going to do something now that the Bishops cannot 

do; I am going to be brief. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you. 

MS. HAVRAN: First, Dudley asked that I tell you that the New Jersey Council 

of Churches joins the Roman Catholic Bishops in opposing the death penalty as a moral 

issue, and asks members to ponder the religious issue after they have considered 

everything else, no matter how popular or unpopu~ar is the issue in the public mind. 

The Lutheran Church's New Jersey Executive Board, yesterday, voted unanimously 

to reinstate their agreement with the statement that I forwarded to you. 

Now, I would like to speak to you as the President of the Lutheran Church 

Women and Church Women United, and also as a prison volunteer. I know Tommy Trantino; 

I know George Merritt. I have sat alone in their rooms with them, and no matter 

what the punishment is, I know that will not get rid of murder. It will not stop 
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another young man from getting so high on drugs, that in his insanity he kills someone 

else. I know that to be true. I wish I could say if you kill one it will never 

happen again, or it will deter another youngster from drugs, violence, hatred, anger, 

or jealousy; it won't. 1 wish I could say that. I can't. But, what I ask you 

to consider is how we made ess~ntially decent people into killers too, and those 

decent people are the prison guards. I have worked with prison guards. I realize 

that when they must regard another human being as something disposable, that takes 

their humanity from them. When one murderer is killed, it takes at least ten executioners, 

and those executioners have a life to live among us. I am not sure we even want 

them near us after they have done our work for us. 

I ask you to consider the fact that the murderer will die, but the killers 

of the murderer have lives to live that go on, and that will not leave them. What 

you do here will not leave you either, I acknOWledge that. But, to have your hand 

on the man you are killing is a horrendous thing that you will never forget. You 

are, in fact, taking their humanity from them by asking them to be the executioners 

for you. 

I thank you for your attention. I can't answer for the Council of Churches, 

and I certainly wouldn't dare answer for a Bishop. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much. Are there any questions (no response) 

Will you leave your statement with the reporter? 

MS. HAVRAN: Yes, I have a bunch of them. 

SENATOr. RUSSO: Okay. Hubert Williams. (no present) Raymond Kalainikas. 

RAY M 0 N D K A L A I N I K A S: Gentlemen, I wouldn't have waited so long, 

other than the fact that I believe that what I have to say is so radically different 

from what you have been listening to, you may want to listen to is. 

I live down John's way; I live in Ocean County. John has placed in the 

Ocean County Reporter, which is a paper that comes out twice a week, his case against 

the death penalty. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Against? 

MR. KALAINIKA: I'm sorry his case for the death penalty. I have placed 

in that same paper my case against the death penalty. Of course, I have placed it 

in the Times Observer, and I am only a matter of a few blocks from his district. 

I am simply a citizen. I have no professional status. But, I would like 

to present to you the case against the death penalty, as I understand was the case 

against the death penalty as presented by a carpenter 2,000 years ago, or more. It 

is my understanding of his case against the death penalty, and I think you will 

find it relatively now to you. 

I have three points I would like to make. Let me briefly state the three 

points, and let me start with point three and then go back to one and two. The first 

point is, this carpenter, 2,000 years ago, stated: "Human life does not belong to 

the state, but, rather, to the essence of life, or what we call God. Therefore, juris

diction over human life belongs to the essence of life and not to the State." He 

was tested with regard to jurisdiction. 

SENATOR RUSSO: What is that from? 

MR. KALAINIKA: Well, this is basically an interpretation of something 

I am about to tell you. I am going to speak about the case of wher~ the coin was 

presented to the carpenter. More or less, they tested him with regard to the power 

of the state. He said, "Whose inscription is on the coin?" And, they all said, 

"Caesar's." His response was, "Give to Caesar that which is Caesar's, and to God 

that which is God's." Now, your life, my life, and that of every single human being 

is a creation or expression of the essence of life, or God. It doesn't belong to 
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the state. The air we breathe, the water we drink, the land we walk on is a creation 

or an expression of the essence of life, or God; and, therefore, the state doesn't 

have jurisdiction over it. So, in effect, point number one is we don't have the 

right to destroy a human life for any reason, because we don't have jurisdiction 

over human life. It is not ours to have. 

Point number two, he stated, in effect, that the will, or the push and 

pull, or the command, or the dictate of the essence of life by the human mind is 

to build and foster its life within the human state. What do I mean by that? Well, 

the push and pull on your mind to feed the body, we call hunger. The push and pull 

of the essence of life on the human life to rest the body, we call becoming tired. 

The push and pull or the dictate or command of the essence of live on the human mind 

to procreate, we call the sex drive. What I am saying is, he put it in two simple 

dictates -- or two simple commands -- that he said are the dictates of the essence 

of life: "Love God first; and love your neighbor as yourself," meaning build and 

foster the life or the essence of life within the human state, within the body and 

mind of humanity, all of humanity. That is the absolute law of human existence. 

We don't have a right to violate it. No one has a right to violate it. 

Now we come to point number three, which I would like to dwell on. We 

speak of justice. Humanity thinks it has the right to dispense justice. Well, he 

indicated that humanity does not have the right to dispense justice on humanity. 

Humanity is incapable of dispensing perfect justice, and everyone we have had here 

up to date has indicated that. We are not capable of that, gentlemen -- of dispensing 

perfect justice. We make too many mistakes. 

Now, here is what is radically different from anything you have heard, 

whether you be Protestant or Catholic. This carpenter, 2,000 years ago, believed 

in the principle of an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth, and I do too. That's 

exactly why I am against the death penalty, because I believe in that principle. 

So, did he. Let me explain what I am trying to say. You know, when we violate that 

absolute law of love that says to build and foster god's life within the human state, 

we pay the price. If we give live to that life movement, life if given to us; if 

we take life from that movement, life is taken from us. In effect, what he was saying 

was, if an individual kills another human being, at some point within his existence 

he will be killed very much the same way. If we give life to ourselves or another 

human being, life will come back to us in very much the same way. 

Let me explain the premise, or the understanding of reality, that this 

was based on, and let me show you how he expressed it and how he lived it. He held 

basically -- and this is something that you may have disagreement with, but you will 

have to admit it is going to be logical, and that it makes sense -- that the life 

is more than the body, and that the life essentially -- just the way the life of 

a tree takes on a set of leaves, season after season after season, seeking maturity 

and seeking growth -- is more than a body and takes on the human condition, over 

and over again. In the East they call it reincarnation; in the West it has become 

known as the evolution of the soul. But, in effect, he said justice goes over many 

lifetimes, not one single lifetime. He held that heaven and hell -- what you often 

call heaven and hell in the Protestant realm and the Catholic realm -- is within 

the human state, not something outside of the human state. In other words, your 

joy and your sorrow today is your heaven and hell. And, everything you do today 

to that life is creating your heaven and hell for the next ten minutes, the next 

ten years, the next ten lifetimes. 
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So, maybe you will understand the statement he made when he more or less
 

indicated to people -- and we don't really understand what he was talking about,
 

according to the way Catholics and Protestants generally view it -- he stated: "Do
 

not condemn, and you shall not be condemned." In effect, he was saying don't comdemn
 

anyone to death. If you do, at some point within your existence you will be condemned
 

to death.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Ray, let me interrupt you.
 

MR. KALAINIKAS: Yes.
 

SENATOR RUSSO: And any member of the Comnittee who wishes to, may feel
 

free to disagree with me. I am not prepared to say whether your interpretations 

of the teachings of the carpenter are correct or not. I don't think that is the 

function of this Committee. Suffice it to say that there are many different views 

of those interpretations, right in this entire room, not just among this Committee. 

We are not going to resolve this issue by, basically, theological or scriptural arguemt 

on the issue. Because, you say, "Ba~ic~lly, what he said was--" and then you give 

us your words. Well, we may agree with you, or we may not. We have a pragmatic 

matter of legislation to deal with, and there are two things that you dcn't generally argue 

about, politics and religion. Politics we have to argue about down here, but religion 

we can't. I don't think it is going to accomplish anything to go into a long discussion 

of interpretation of scripture and theology. We could end up, on that alone/with 

a two or three day debate. I don't think it is going to help us on this issue. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: I think that you will agree that a man's politics is based, 

on his understanding of life. Politics is basically based on a man's religion or 

understanding of life. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Not necessarily; I don't agree with you.
 

SENATOR HIRKALA: Mr. Chairman, may I ask one short question, please?
 

SENATOR RUSSO: Sure.
 

SENATOR HIRKALA: Do you feel that there is never one instance when, as
 

you call it, the state can take someone's life? 

MR. KALAINIKAS: Yes, I would say the state-

SENATOR HIRKALA: In World War II, when some great military powers were 

overrunning country after country after country, do you feel that those countries 

which were being overrun had no right to fight back and protect their citizens, which, 

in effect, would have resulted in the killing of hundreds and hundreds of thousands 

of lives? Is that your feeling? 

MR. KALAINIKAS: Well, basically, what I am saying is, if you say "fight", 

I believe in fighting for freedom and I believe in fighting for your rights. 

SENATOR HIRKALA: But that results in killing. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: Wait a minute. I do not believe in killing people; I 

do not believe in killing people for your rights or even in self-defense. The Quakers 

have been fighters all their lives, but they are not killers. They have done a lot 

of good for people because they fought for freedom and for human rights. But, the 

don't kill people. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Your urgument is basically against any sort of killing, 

whether it be ~Il a war, whether it be to defend your life or your family's lives, 

or whether it be <111 execution. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: That's exactly what the carpenter said 2,000 years ago. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Is that the gist of your argument to this Committee, that 

killing is wrong no matter what category it is in? 
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MR. KALAINIKAS: I am speaking of killing with regard to killing human 

beings. 

SENATOR RUSSO; Yes, whether it be in any of those categories, not just 

an execution? 

MR. KALAINIKAS: That's right. 

SENATOR RUSSO; All right. I think if that is the gist of your testimony, 

I think we understand that. Certainly, we respect the views of those groups, Quakers 

and others who feel that way. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: John, have you ever been confronted with this situation? 

In other words, we will take that individual 2,000 years ago. He was caught in a 

kill or be killed situation. He wouldn't kill. His own friends were ready to kill 

in his defense, and his only response to them was the principle of an eye for an 

eye: "Peter, if you kill, at some point you will be killed, so don't do it." 

SENATOR RUSSO: I don't agree with you on the interpretation of his teaching. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: You don't agree with me? 

SENATOR RUSSO: No. I believe in that carpenter and his teachings, but 

if I were faced with that situation, I would kill. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: You would? 

SENATOR RUSSO: Yes, in self-defense or to protect my family -- or perhaps 

in the cause of my country. Yes, I WOUld. And, I don't believe that in doing so 

I would be violating the teachings of that carpenter, but I don't want to debate 

that now. That is a debate that goes on. You know, there are Quakers and there 

are Catholics, and there are Protestants, and there are agnostics, and it is not 

our function here to solve theological arguments. The gist of your argument is that 

this bill is wrong because it is killing, and you are against killing of any kind. 

I think we understand that, and we have heard and considered those arguments through 

our lifetimes as part of our experience in education and in growing up, and I don't 

think we ought to try and get into a discussion of the merit or lack of merit of 

that argument. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: But, I think you will agree with me that you have never 

heard the principle of an eye for an eye explained quite the way I have explained 

it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I don't recall offhand. 

MR. KALAINIKAS: That's right. That's exactly why I was here. Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Enrique Arroyo. 

E N R I QUE A ROY 0: Mr. Chairman, I have this in writing, so I just want 

to point to just one or two paragraphs in my statement. 

In the period between 1950 and 1963, twenty persons were executed by the 

State of New Jersey. Of these, thirteen were members of a minority group -- ten 

blacks and three Hispanics -- and so they constituted 65% of all persons who suffered 

capital punishment, which, as you know, is well above the proportion of blacks and 

Hispanics in the general population. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Was it well above the proportion of the crime rate of those 

groups? 

MR. ARROYO: Both. Both the crime rate and the general population. I 

am not going to bore you with the statistics, because as Neil said before, they are 

all in the library. 

These three Puerto Ricans that were killed among the twenty that were executed, 

represented 15% of all the persons executed in the State of New Jersey, again at 
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a time when that population constituted less than 1% of the population. Today, we
 

represent 6.7% of the population, so you might want to make your own calculations
 

as to how high we will rate on the priority list of executions.
 

We oppose executions for the reasons that have been stated previously, 

with the exception of the last speaker's reasons, and because of our experience of 

what this means, particularly, to us as a population. I am afraid, Mr. Russo, that 

you sort of made is more scary for me with the comments you made this morning - 

and I was disappointed at that -- where you very lightly attributed a causal relationship 

between the increase in crime in the State of Florida and the recent migration of 

Cubans to that conmunity -- and I suppose of Haitians too, although a lot of them 

are behind bars. That kind of interpretation has also been tried in New York. It 

has been splashed allover the newspapers. New Yorker magazine had a large article, 

and basically the thrust of it was saying that crime in New York is due to migrants 

from Cuba, and this just doesn't hold water if you look at the statistics, where 

murders were larger in the three years before any Cubans hit the shore of New York 

than is currently the case. 

So, it just doesn't comfort us any more to have that kind of impression 

thrown about, but it is something that we fully expect because of past history. That 

is what has happened, that is what has been happening, and that is what our prisons 

are about today, statistically. The pattern of discrimination and racism involved 

in making the decision as to who is guilty, who is innocent, who goes to jail, who 

doesn't go to jail, who is executed, and who is not executed is an uncomfortable 

one for us, because of our accident of birth in Puerto Rico -- which, incidentally, 

under the American flag does not have and has never had the death penalty. Thank 

you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Mr. Arroyo, just a brief statement. When my parents came 

here, and Senator Orechio's -- I guess around the same time and settled in New 

York, the crime rate was predominantly higher for Italians, and so were the murder 

rates and executions. Just so there is no misunderstanding, and I am sure you didn't 

misunderstand me, I don't suggest to you at all that Puerto Ricans are more pre

disposed as a group to murder or crime, any more so than I suggest Italians were 

at the time of their immigration. What I do suggest to you, though -- and this applies 

in Florida; we may disagree, so be it -- is that crime is generally indigenous to 

the ghetto areas, which today happen to be populated most heavily by Puerto Ricans, 

blacks, and in the past -- and still today in some areas -- Italians. And, crime 

is out of proportion to their percentage of the population if you take a country 

as a whole, or a state as a whole, or a city as a whole, in the ghetto groups. If 

they happen to be black, Puerto Rican or Italian, then crime is out of proportion 

in those groups, not because a Puerto Rican is more inclined to commit a murder than 

a white, Anglo-Saxon Protestant. I would never concede that, no more than I would 

that an Italian is or wa~ back in the early part of the century or today. But, the 

simple fact is, when you throw poor people into a large congested area, you have 

a higher crime rate, and you also have a higher murder rate. 

I do emphasize though that the overwhelming number of those people in those 

areas, Puerto Ricans in New York, Cubans in Miami, Italians, back at the turn of 

the century in New York, do not commit murder and do not even commit crime. But, 

there are more of those in the ghetto areas that commit crimes than those who are 

not in the ghetto area. That is the point I tried to make. If we don't agree, then 

so be it. But, don't interpret my remarks -- I am sure you didn't -- as a suggestion 
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that by nature people of your ethnic origin or mine are more likely to commit crimes 

than those who have been here since the time of the Indians. 

MR. ARROYO: Apparently what we do agree on is that it was tough luck in 

the late 1800's, and the early part of this century, if you had this kind of a bill 

in the State of New Jersey, for Italians, because they were going to get hit a hell 

of a~ot harder than your non-Italians. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Sure. 

MR. ARROYO: Because folks who happened to be Italian at that time, because 

of the racism that existed against the Italians -- and the Italians were not judges 

and they were not lawyers and they were not the folks in the criminal justice system 

were more likely to just be picked up on the street; they were more likely to be 

accused; they were more likely to be arrested; and they were more likely to be falsely 

arrested than a person who was not Italian in some other neighborhood. That's what 

I am saying. 

SENATOR RUSSO: My point is, if he was picked up and it was proven, with 

some strict standards, as in this bill, that he took the life of another person -

and generally the life of the person that he took was one of his own kind -- he ought 

to be subjected, at least, under the right circumstances, to the proper punishment, 

which in this case is the death penalty. That is the only point I make, that the 

person who is SUbjected to it ought to be subjected to it, regardless of his own 

race, color, or creed, and regardless of the race, color, or creed of his victim. 

That is the only point I am making. 

MR. ARROYO: If I can leave with just this one thought. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Sure. 

MR. ARROYO: This whole day -- and a lot more time that I am sure you 

will be spending on this -- might more profitably be spent discussing ways that you 

can eliminate those ghettos, whether they were for the Italians in the '20's, or 

for the Puerto Ricans and blacks in Trenton and allover the State of New Jersey presently, 

that breed crime, than by finding out how you can kill a few people to try and set 

an example. I am afraid that I would like to spend a heck of a lot more time doing 

that with this Committee than to find ways by which we, unprovenly, can take retribution. 

I'm afraid I would like to see a lot more of the other done. I don't get too many 

chances to testify on that other end of the stick. 

SENATOR RUSSO: We just passed some bills yesterday, dealing with the urban 

community problems. We have done that, and we do it whenever we can, within the 

budget constraints we have. They are worse now than ever because of the Federal 

system. But, we do that, and we are concerned about that. 

MR. ARROYO: Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Ann Ricks. 
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ANN RIC K S: Mr. Chairman, I will be very brief. I don't want to go over 

ground that has already been well covered by these excellent witnesses that preceded 

me. I only want to emphasize one point: we hear so much about, "think of the victim". 

If it were one of your own, you would feel differently. Of course my answer to that 

is why should I not think of the victim when it was my own dau9hter~ I.do know what 

the victim goes through and what the victim's family goes through. I want to assure 

you that you could do nothing for a murder victim. The victim is beyond help. The 

families cannot be helped. Another execution, another death, is only adding to their 

burden. It is only compounding the tragedy that they are already going through. My 

own familytellsme that they could never endure it if there had been an execution 

in our case. I know many other families that feel the same way. They don't want 

vengeance. As far as restitution is concerned, what restitution can you make? In 

lesser crimes, perhaps you can, such as robbery, assault, and even rape there can 

be some restitution. But what can you do with murder? Could they give me back my 

daughter? Could they restore to her one hour of her precious life? They would only add 

another death. You .simply exacerbate the pain that the family is already going through, 

and you further degrade and debase the entire society, including the loved ones of 

the murder victim. Believe me, I know whereof I speak. 

Did you have a question? 

SENATOR RUSSO; I was just going to say, I thought your friends would 

say to you-- We all have situations we -react to differently. Yours is not unique. 

I went through the same one you did, and I don't agree with you. 

MS. RICKS: I realize there are different reactions. 

S.ENATOR RUSSO: We all have different feelings on that subject. 

I am not sure that you make it worse for the victim's family by punishment that is, 

in their opinion, just. Some would think it is just. It would have made it worse 

for you. It would not for others. ~veryone is different. Go ahead. I didn't mean 

to interrupt you. 

MS. RICKS: Perhaps you don't agree with me that it does degrade the entire 

society, and by degrading the whole society;--lt debases it, it dehumanizes it, and it 

belongs in the dark ages. 

Let me make just one personal point. I was not born in New Jersey. 

I only lived here twelve years. But those twelve years encompassed .my entire schooling

from first grade through graduation. I graduated from Vineland High School. So, 

I have the feeling of coming home when I come to New Jersey. I claim New Jersey as 

my state because even though it was only a comparatively short time, it was probably 

the longest period in anyone's life, when it covers their entire school days. So, 

I have a very warm feeling for New Jersey. I take it personally when I see New 

Jersey trying to enact what I consider such a completely dehumanized law. I urge 

you as strongly as is possible to urge anyone, don't turn your state back into 

the dark ages. When you vote on this bill, vote to bring New Jersey up into the ranks 

of civilized society. Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much, Ms. Ricks.
 

Next, we will hear from Mr. Edwin Kruse.
 

E D WIN K R USE: Good afternoon. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Do you have a written statement? 

MR. KRUSE: Yes. I would like to read it. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Could you not read it in its entirety? 

MR. KRUSE: I will abbreviate it. 
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SENATOR RUSSO: Could you? Because it is getting so late in the day. 

We are trying to keep the Committee in tact. 

MR. KRUSE: I appreciate the problem. 

My name is Edwin Kruse. I live in Chatam, Morris County, New Jersey. 

Today I am testifying on the Death ~enalty Bill on behalf of New Jersey SANE, of which 

I am a board member. SANE was founded in 1957, nationally, and New Jersey SANE was 

founded a year later. The organization's initial efforts were to get an "A-bomb test

ban treaty': accomplished to some extent in 1963. Since then, SANE has been concerned 

with preventing nuclear holocaust either from weapons or power plants, and, in general, 

with the abolition of war and killin~ and the directing of governmental resources 

and efforts, as well as individuals-

SENATOR RUSSO: Could you go to the portion of your statement that deals 

with this issue? 

MR. KRUSE: (continuing) --to the enhancement of life on this "spaceship 

earth" we all inhabit. 

One of the precepts of a better way of life that this democracy glories 

in is that of justice. The pledge of allegiance to the flag speaks of "liberty and 

justice for all", almost as if the goal were already obtained, rather than an ideal 

to strive for. 

We all know that there was denial of liberty in the first four score am seven 

years of our nation".s existence when slavery flourished, and was corrloned by our syst:eril 

of justice, and duly recognized in our constitution. We know of current attempts 

to reinstitute the concept of involuntary servitude on a di.scriminatory basis to foster 

potential killing. 

When it is expedient, a government can ignore concepts of justice in order 

to accomplished so-called "desired" goals. Mass killing of innocent civilians is 

condoned, such as the Kissinger/Nixon Christmas time saturation bombings of Vietnam, 

as justifiable. The prime movers or instigators of that slaughter in 1972, Henry 

Kissinger and Richard Nixon, are now multi-millionaires. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Excuse me. I am going to interrupt you and ask you to 

confine your remarks to the Death Penalty Bill that is before this Committee today. 

We are not going into the world problems and Nixon and Kissinge~ 

If you have to paraphrase it, do so, but confine your remarks to the bill that is 

before us. 

MR. KRUSE: Okay. One might question the concept of what is just treatment 

for a murderer. Certainly all murderers cannot be given multi-million dollar suburban 

retreats in Bergen County. It just wouldn't be fair to Bergen County. 

The social ills in this State and nation, though many are less than elsewhere, 

so I am led to believe~- How thankful I am that I don't live in El Salvador, where 

the ruling junta, with American-made hardware -- isn't that a pleasant term for killing 

machines like guns and attack helicopters?-- regularly kill helpless civilians. 

SANE recognizes that we all have a long, long way to go to eliminate in

justice. SANE believes the proper function of government is to sustain life

enhancing programs -- and I am glad you passed that legislation yesterday -- such 

as education, housing, health care, transportation, job fulfillment, combatting hunger, 

recreation, and many others -- and ideals such as justice, liberty and freedom, equality 

of opportunity, all of which uplift society. 

The recent emphasis on death-dealing capacities, whether they are astro

nomical deficit exploding increases in the pentagon hudget-
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S8NATOR RUSSO: Excuse me, Mr. Kruse. Has your statement been given to 

the reporter? 

MR. KRUSE: No. I will give it to her. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Give it to her now and we will read it. 

MR. KRUSE: Thank you. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much, sir. 

Next we will have Lucy MacKenzie. 

L U C Y Mac K :E N Z I E: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be brief. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you, Lucy. 

MS. MacKENZIE: During the debate on this Bill in 1976 and 1977 -- I think 

it was -- I happened to be in the Gallery of the Assembly and the Senate, and I found 

it a very moving experience - perhaps the most moving moments that I have spent in 

the Legislature over the past ten years. 

There were eloquent things said on both sides. Today I would simply like 

to quote very briefly from five of the people who spoke against the bill at that time: 

Assemblyman Ronald Owens said, "The entire history of capitol punishment 

demonstrates a pattern of discrimination beyond challenge. You know that fifty-four 

percent of those executed between 1930 and 1960 were black, although they are only 

10.5 percent of the population." 

Assemblyman John Froude said, "My seven year old daughter sees rape, murder, 

carnage of all kinds on TV. We must think through our passions. I don't want to 

be debased any further, to fall into the pit which makes me no better than they ar~" 

Senator James Dugan spoke, "Over six hundred people in the United States 

are on death row now, waiting to be gassed, garroted, hung, or electrocuted. Of the 

six hundred, a substantial number are poor and from minorities, but they have a common 

denominator -- they don't have the money to buy a life sentence. The death penalty 

should not be reinstated here. Swift and certain punishment should be our concern 

if we want to deter others. I'm concerned about the victims of crime, but not so 

blinded as to accept the illogical response that this bill represents. It panders 

to the outrage of the people of this state without protecting anyone. We will do 

a disservice to humanity by committing an act which approaches the act we are trying 

to punish." 

Senator Martin Greenberg said, "Senator Russo is sincere, but he can't 

convince me. The law is not infallible -- the margin of error is one percent in the 

conclusion of cases. The irreversability of the penalty is a crucial factor. I won't 

be stampeded by talk of bleeding hearts and no compassion for the victims, especially 

when the sponsors say that deterrence can't be proven. I come back, over and over, 

to the question, don't you have to be sure before you execute somebody? I think that 

the public wants the death penalty, but not death. They think that people will not 

really die, but can appeal or will be pardoned. This is a sorrowful choice". 

And last, Senator Charles Yates, who was an Assemblyman at the time said, 

"There is a history of man's inhumanity to man, but we've made some slow progress. 

Today we'll take a small step forward or backward. I welcome this moment because 

I have this unique chance to speak and cast my vote against this one mean bill . 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Thank you very much, Lucy. 

That concludes our witnesses. For the gentlemen on the Committee, I suspect 

that the arguments we have heard today, pro and con, are sincere and well motivated -

they all were -- from the witnesses and from the Committee. I don't know if there 
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has been anything terribly new. I suspect that we have considered and sweated over 

these arguments for years. Unless there be anything further from the Committee, 

will entertain" motion on this bill as amended, although first, if there i.s anyone 

from the Committee that would like to make any comments-- Senator Paolella? 

SENATOR PAOLELLA: Mr. Chairman, after all I have heard today, I have 

to tell you in all honesty, I changed my mind. I definitely want to support the bill. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Senator Lynch? 

SENATOR LYNCH: One thing that I have come to realize, after listening 

to everyone today, is the area of deterrence. The death penalty would certainly deter 

someone of my thinking. I think the point that someone made is that you are not dealing 

with people who are of the same mind that we are. I don't believe, myself, that 

we wi.ll deter people who are likely to commit murder anyway. That is one thing that 

I picked up today, which I don't think I believed or was aware of prior to today. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Senator Orechio? 

SENATOR ORECHIO: Mr. Chairman, I make the motion, as amended. 

SENATOR PERSKIE: As amended? 

SENATOR RUSSO: As amended. 

SENATOR DORSEY: I second the motion. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Moved by Senator Orechio and seconded by Senator Dorsey. 

Roll call. 

(Roll called by John Tumulty) 

Senator Russo - yes. 

Senator Hirkala - yes. 

Senator O'Connor - no. 

Senator Orechio - yes. 

Senator Dorsey - yes. 

Senator Gallagher - yes. 

Senator Paolella - yes. 

Senator Vreeland - yes. 

SENATOR RUSSO: Senator Lynch asked to be recorded in the affirmative. 

MR. TUMULTY: The Bill is released. 

SENATOR RUSSO: I thank you, gentlemen, for a good job. The co-sponsors 

added today -- some may have already been on it -- are Senators Orechio, Hirkala, 

Lynch, Gallagher, Paolella, Vreeland, Dorsey, and there are a number of others on 

the Bill, listed in the index. 

(Hearing concluded) 
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PROPOSAL FOR A PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION
 
ONTHE DEATH PENALfY IN THE
 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
 

1. As a worldwide human rigllts organization, 
Amnesty International is deeply concemed about 
the reintroduction of the death penalty in the United 
States of America and the resumption of exe<.;utions. 
In September 1979 Amnesty Intemationalpublished 
a country-by-<.;ountry survey of death penalty laws 
and practices throughout the world. together with an 
analysis of the international legal norms which favour 
the progressive abolition of capital punishment. From 
3 to II December 1979, Martin Ennals, Secretary 
General of Amnesty International, carried ou t a 
human rights mission to the United States, visiting 
Califomia, Ohio, Georgia and Washington, D.C., for 
discussions about the death penalty with state and 
federal officials, legislators, community organiza·
tions, the media and others. 

2. On the basis of the Secretary General's visit and 
other material gathered at its International Secretariat 
in London, Amnesty In ternational recommends the 
establishment of a Presidential Commission to study 
the death penalty in the United States. Amnesty Inter
national's principal reason for this recommendation is 
that the death penalty is not merely an issue of penal 
sanction for criminal conduct but is itself a matter of 
internationally recognized human rights. 

3. In the view of Amnesty International, the death 
penalty violates the right to life and the right not 
to be subjected to cruel, inhuman or degrading 
treatment or punishment as guaranteed in the 
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, a docu
ment which the United States is pledged to uphold. 
The reintroduction of the death penalty, whether on 
the state or federal level, also contravenes both spirit 
and letter of recent United Nations resolutions for 
which the United States has voted and of international 
agreements which the United States has signed and 
whose ratification the President strongly supports. 

4. The United Nations General Assembly ill 
Resolution 32/61 of 8 December 1977 reaffirmed 
that "the main objective to be pursued in the field 01 

capital punishment is that of progressively restricting 
the number of offences for which the death penalty 
rnay he imposed with a view to til,' desirability of 
abolishing this punishment" 

S. Article (> of the International ('llvt'nant on Civil 
and Political Rights imposes n:stri<.;tions on the ust' 
of the death penalty "in countries which have not 
abolishcd [it 1" and states: "Nothing in this artick 
shall be invoked to delay or to prevent the aholition 
or capit<ll punishment by <lny State Party 10 t11t~ 

present Covenant." 

6. Article 4 of the American Convention on Human 
Rights prohibits the reintroduction of the death 
penalty in countries that have abolished it. Recent 
moves to reintroduce the death penalty in federal and 
state legislation contravene these international 
agreements. 

7. Although the United States has not yet ratified the 
International Covenant on Civil anu Political Rights 
and the Amelican Convention on Human Rights, it 
has expressed its moral obligation to abide by them 
by signing them. The Vienna Convention on the Law 
of Treaties provides that a signatory nation has an 
obligation to do nothing that would defeat the object 
and purpose of any signed treaties. 

8. In Principle VII of the Final Act (1975) of the 
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe 
(the Helsinki Final Act), the participating states 
declare their intention to act in confonnity with 
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and to 
fulfil their obligations under other international 
declarations and agreements in the field of human 
rights, specific mention heing made of the Inter
national Covenants. 

9. Amnesty International's concern also stems 
from the growing number of men and women who 
are being sentenced to death in the United States. 
As of February 1980. there were more than 600 
people under sentence of death in the United States, 
one of the largest such populations known in the 
world. Over the last six months, prisoners have 
been sentenced to death at the rate of approximately 
lOa month. Should executions of even a small 
number of those currently under sentence of death 
actually occur, the government's position on human 
rights would be undermined and the tendency of 
other governments to respond to political or social 
unrest with executions would to that extent be 

Ireinforced. 
I 

10. Since the I 972 Unites Stales Supreme Court I 
decision in Furman v. Georgia. which overturned 
cxistinp. death penalty laws, 31; states have intro
duced flew de:lth penall" legislation to comply with 
Supren,,' Court gllidclill.·~;, and ~imilar attempts are 
heing I\lade in other st:\ les. There is also a move to 
introduce new leueral death penalty legislation. 

I 1. In ternational human rights treaties also make refer
ence to the <.;ontinuing validity of national human 
rights standards. Article 5, paragraph 2, of the 
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
provides: "There shall be no restriction upon or 
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derogation trom any ot the fundamental human 
rights recognized or existing in any State Party to 
the present Covenant pursuant to law, conventions, 
regulations or custom on the pretext tltat the present 
Covenant docs not recognize such rights or that it 
recognizes them to a lesser ex tent." 

12. At the national level, the imposition of the death 
penalty by the states of the United States arguably 
violates a number of federal constitutional guarantees. 
Although the United States Supreme Court has not 
declared the death penalty to be per se unconstitu
tional, the man nCr in which the death penalty is 
carried out, the pattern of its inllietion and the I"air
ness of state statutory procedures are all matters of 
federal concern. Although the federal government 
does not have a direct role in state law enforcement, it 
is charged with the enforcement of several guarantees 
of rights in the United States Constitution. The states 
must, for example, afford all citizens the right to due 
process of law and the equal protection of the laws. 
Both the Executive and the Congress have constitu
tionally mandated roles in enforcing federal 
constitutional requirements in the several states. 
Under Article II of the United States Constitution 
the President is required to "preserve, protect, and 
defend the Constitution of the United States", he is 
charged with the duty to enforce federal laws, and he 
is empowered to recommend legislation "as he shall 
judge necessary and expedient" to the Congress. 
Under Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment, the 
Congress is given explicit authority "to enforce, by 
appropriate legislation" the right of all citizens not 
to be deprived by the states of equal protection of 
laws, d lie process of law, or the "privileges or 
immunities of citizens of the United States". 

13. A Presidential Commission on the death penalty 
would be particularly timely now because of the world 
attention focused on the death penalty this year. The 
United Nations Economic ancl Social Council will 
have the question of capital punishment on its (lgenda 
this spring in preparation for the Sixth United Nations 
Congress on thc Prevention of Crime (lnd the Treat
ment of OffendL'fs which meets in August September 
1980 in Caracas, Vcnczucla. The death penal·ty is one 
uf tlte main itenls un the agenda of tile Caracas 
Congres:;. It will be rccalled t1wt tlte Fifth United 
Nations Congress in 1975 W(lS responsible for drafting 
the United N(ltiolls Declaration on Torture which 
played an important role in establishing the world 
consensus against torture and cruel, inhuman and 
degrading treatment or punishment. The death 
penalty will be on thc agenda of the United Nations 
General Asscmbly in autumn 1980 as a follow-up to 
the Congress, just as torture was in 1975. 

14. The establishment ofa Presidential Commission on 
the death penalty to study all aspects of the issue 
would enahle the United States to playa positive rolr 

in these delib~rations. Establishment of such a Com
mission would reaffirm the commitment of the United 
St ates to in tcrnational human righ ts standards and 
would demonstrate that the United States recognizes 
Ille human rights dimensions of the question of the 
death penalty. Establishment of a Presidential Com
mission would further demonstrate the commitment 
at the highest level of government to a full and 
objective study of this questioll, a study which could 
serve as an example both for the states within the 
United States and for other members of the United 
Nations. 

15. Since the Second World War, several study com
missions on the death penalty have been established 
in other countries. Among them were the Royal 
Commission on Capital Punishment in Great Britain, 
whose report was published in 1953; the Canadian 
Joint Committee of the Senate and House of 
Commons on Capital and Corporal Punishment and 
Lotteries, whose report was published in 1956; and 
the Ceylon Commission of Inquiry on Capital 
Punishment, whose report was published in 1959. 
Most recently, the Minister of Justice of Jamaica in 
June 1979 appointed a committee to "consider and 
report within a period of 18 months whether liability 
under the criminal law in Jamaica to suffer death as 
a penalty for murder should be abolished, limited or 
modified and if so to what extent, by what means 
and for how long, and under what conditions persons 
who would otherwise have been made to suffer capital 
punishment should be detained and what changes in 
the existing law and the penal system would be 
req uired." 

)6. The three previous Commissions-those in Great 
Britain, Canada and Ceylon-succeeded in collecting 
and publishing new infonnation on the administration 
of the death penalty in their respective countries. 
Each report constituted an unimpeachable and 
authoritative record of the national experience of 
capital punishment and was us\:'d in subsequent 
deliherations on death pen:i1ty legislation. 

17. In a similar \\':IY a Pre"idential ('ommission in the 
United States wlluld servc' to rellJo:e the issue of 
capital punishment rrolll [ilL' politi','al and emotional 
climate which presently slIrTollnLls it. The Com
III ission 's report and recolllmendations could provide 
kLleral and state officials, legislators and the public 
with an objective body of infonnation to guide 
decisions on this issue. 

18. Speei fically, the Commission should be empowered 
to gather and examine information on the following 
aspects 0 f the deat h penalty. 

i) The Death Penalty and International Human 
Rights 

In view of the l-!Iowing international consensus that 
the de:llh pen:dty is inc<llllpatibk with internation
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ally recognized human rights standards, the Com
mission should examine the conflict between the 
retention or the death penalty and the United 
States' formal pledges and commitments to inter
national human rights standards. The Commission 
should also examine the impact or the resumption 
of executions on the United States' position on 
human rights, and the undermining or the United 
States' moral authority to question executions in 
other countries. 

il) The Death Penalty and United States Constitu
tional Rights and Guarantees 

a) The cmelty ofdeath row. I. It has long been the 
practice in the United States for prisoners under 
sentence of death to be segregated from other 
prisoners on what has come to be known as "death 
row". They are placed there not because they are 
dangerous but because they have been convicted of 
capital murder. Prisoners under sentence of death 
wait there, often in isolation and under special 
deprivations and restraints, until the hour of their 
execution. For many prisoners, and for their 
families, this has been a living death, lasting for 
months and years. Yet apart from testimony intro
duced in the courts in some recent cases, there has 
been little examination of death row conditions, or 
of the justification for its existence. The Com
mission should consider whether the psychological 
and physical conditions of death row constitute 
cruel and unusual punishment as prohibited by the 
United States Constitution and violate the p,risoners' 
right to equal treatment under the law. 

2. By common law and under certain state statutes, 
execution of the insane is prohibited. Because of the 
stresses of death row, it is possible that a number of 
prisoners become insane while awaiting execution. 
Recent reports suggest that psychiatric treatme.ot is 
absent or inadequate in most prisons and that pro
cedures for determining legal insanity are unreliable 
and arbitrary. The Commission should examine the 
question of the determination of the mental condi
tion of prisoners at the time of execution. It should 
also consider whether prevailing conditions in death 
row contravene the United Nations Standard Mini
mum Rules ror the Treatment of Prisoners, in 
particular Rule 8, which sets forth criteria for the 
separation of prisoners (the nature of a prisoner's 
sentence is not among them); Rule 21, which 
stipulates that every institution should have a 
medical o!Tica with knowledge of p~ychiatry and ;1 

psychiatric service "for the diagnosis and, in proper 
cases, the treatment of :>tates of mental abnor
mality", and that sick prisoners who require 
specialized treatment should be t ransfcrreu to 
specialized institutions or civil hospitals; and Rule 
57, which states that" ... the prison system shall 
not, except as incidental to justifiable segregation 
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or the /lIaintenance of discipline, aggravate the 
suffering inherent in [imprisonmentl." 

b) Discrimination in the imposition of capital 
punishment. The President's Commission on Law 
Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
appointed by President Lyndon B. Johnson, stated 
in its 1967 report that in the United States "the 
death penalty is disproportionately imposed and 
carried out on the poor, the Negro, and the members 
of lInpopular groups". The proposed Presidential 
Commission should investigate whether this remains . I 
the ca<;e, and if so, attempt to detennine the reasons Ifor it. 'The Commission should also examine recent 
data showing that the death penalty is imposed dis Iproportionately on those who kill whites, whether 
or not the killers themselves are white (that is, that I 
the administration of the death penalty may beseen 
to place a higher value on the life of a white victim 
than on the life of a non-white victim). 

c) Arbitrariness of indictments and prosecutions. 
The Commission should examine studies of felony 
indictments in death penalty jurisdictions which 
suggest that, apart from racial and economic factors, 
there is no clear pattern in determining whether a 
nerson accused of homicide is indicted and 
prosecuted for capital murder or instead for 
second-degree murder or manslaughter. This 
apparent arbitrariness would seem to result from 
discretion on whether or not to prosecute, from 
plea-bargaining policies and from other factors. 
Jurisdictions vary in the degree of randomness and 
arbitrariness in prosecutors' practice, but there is 
some evidence that virtually every jurisdiction lacks 
legal standards to indicate which offenders will 
face a death sentence and which will not. 

d) Possibility of error. There have been a number of 
cases in the United States and other countries in 
which innocent people have been sentenced to death 
and executed. The Commission should examine the 
adequacy of current legal safeguards to prevent 
such errors. In deciding whether to sentence a 
person to death, a judge or jury must determine not 
only whether the defendant committed a homicide 
but also whether it was first or second degree, 
whether the defendant was sane or insane, and 
whether other "aggravating" or "mitigating" cir
cumstances applied. It is important to know whether 
there are or could ever he adequate guidelines for 
making such judgmenls when' the penalty is 
in·eversible. 

e) Adc'l/uocy 0/ legal rC/!/'esenlation of the poor. It 
is a recognized I"act thai IllOSt prisoners under sen
tence of death are poor. In consequence, they 
cannot affonl ((lUnse] 0 I" l heir choice and have been 
represented by state-appointed lawyers. The Com
mission needs t<l consider whether such counsel is 
adequate. Equally needeu is a study of legal rep
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resentation in capital cases in state and federal 
proceedings beyond the direct appeal. Most states 
make no provision for state-financed legal repre
sentatiol\ in SllCh "r()~;t'col\victiol\ [Jroct'cdillgs". 

f) Faimess of slate demel/cI' procedures. The 
procedures for determining which prisoners shall 
have their death sen tences commu ted to life 
imprisonmcnt vary widely from stall' to state. 
SonK~ rcsearch indicates thilt these highly informal 
and discretionary procedures are affected by racial 
and economic factors. A systematic examination of 
the clemency process throughout the country would 
provide important clarification in this area. 

g) Fairness of jury selection in death penalty cases.
 
It is still common practice in capital cases to ex

clude potential jurors who express opposition to
 
the death penalty. The Commission should examine
 
evidence that this practice produces juries who are
 
biased against defendants both in the determination
 
of guilt or innocence and in sentencing.
 

iii) Social Consequences of the Death Penalty
 

a) Impact of the death penalty on crime. The Com

mission should review recent econometric studies
 
and comparisons of crime statistics in states and
 
countries where the death penalty has been
 
practised and then abandoned to determine
 
whether thae is any evidence that the death
 
penalty has a special deterrent effect.
 

b) Impact on the criminal justice system. The
 
Commission should gather' information on the
 
impact of the death penalty on the administration
 
of justice with regard to rate of disposition of cases,
 
special due process requirements, notoriety of
 
cases, and the determination of innocence or guilt.
 
Because costs are sometimes cited as an argument
 
for retention of the death penalty, the Commission
 
may also wish to examine this aspect of the
 
problem.
 

c) Impact all the correctional system. The Com

mission should study the impact of executions on
 
the correctional system with regard to security,
 
morale, guard and prisoner brutaJity, the effect on
 
the surround ing community, and the reputation of 
the correctionaJ system. 

d) Impact 01/ families of the victims of crime. The 
Commission could usefully examinc the nceds of 
the families of victims and whether, on ethical and 
psychological ground s, execu tions const it u te an 
appropriate response to their gric r. 
e) Impart Oil family memhers oj' the condemned 
!JrisotlCf Any punishlllcnt of all ul'knder can affect 

his or her family as well, but the death penalty is a 
qualitatively different punishment. The Commission 
should examine the degree of suffering and psy
c1loJo~ical damage which the death penalty 
imposes on the relatives of those who are to be (or 
have been) executed. 

f) Impact on public respect for life and for law. The 
Commissioll should consider the atmosphere created 
by an execution; what message it communicates to 
different sectors of the population; whether it tends 
to enhance or devalue life and the public's sense 
of justice. 

iv) Alternatives to the Death Penalty 

a) Basis oj' public support. TIle Commission should 
try to discover the reasons for public support for 
the death penalty, what the public wants to see 
accomplished, and what factors lead to demands for 
execution in particular cases. Such information 
could be vital for any d iscllssion of alternatives to 
the death penalty. 

b) Alternative penalties. Various countries and 
various states of the United States have abolished 
the death penalty at one time or another without 
experiencing a consequent increase in the rate of 
homicide. It would be useful to study what alter
native penalties they have used and what experiences 
there have bun. The Comm ission in this connection 
could examine recent proposals from criminologists 
and Jaw enforcement personnel on how to deal 
most constructively with those who commit murder 
and other violent crimes. 

19. There can Qe no more serious act of government 
than the deliberate killing of a human being. Yet 
more than 600~men and women are currently under 
sentence of death in the United States and several 
more are sentenced to death each week. Before the 
United States proceeds on a path that could Jead to 
widespread executions, it should. examine at the 
highest level all the information available on the 
social impact, constitutionality and desirability of 
such a policy. 

20. Amnesty International expresses its strong hope 
that a Presidential Commission on the death penalty 
will be established and that there wiJJ be a. moratorium 
on all executions untiJ the Commission reports its 
findings. Amnesty International iJopes that the 
Commission will rrovide t'vidence leading to the 
total abolition of tiJe death penalty in the United 
States of America. 

April J981) 
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AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is a worldwide movement which is independent of 
any government, political grouping, ideology. economic interest or religious creed. 
It pl3YS a spcciric role wil hin the overall spectrum of human rights work. The 
activities of' he organization focus strictly on prisoners 

I' seeks I he release of men and women detained anywhere for their beliefs,
 
colour, sex, l'lhnic origin. language or religion, provided they have not used
 
or advocated violence l'I"'se arc lermed "priso/lers o/co/lscience".
 
It auvocates luir alld ('il/'ll trials for all political prisoners and works on behalf
 
of such persons detained without charge or without trial.
 
It opposes the death pcnalt)' and forfurt: or orher cruel, inhuman ordegrading
 
treatment or punishment of all prisoners without reservation.
 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL acts on the hasis of the United Nations Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights and other international instruments. Through 
practical work for prisoners within itsm3ndate, Amnesty International participates 
in the wider promotion and protection of human rights in the civil, political, 
economic, social and cultural spheres. 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL has over 2.000 adoption groups and national 
sections in 39 countries in Africa. Asia, Europe, the Americas and the Middle East, 
and individual members, subscribers and supporters in a further86 countries. Each 
adoption group works on behalf of a t least two prisoners of conscience in countries 
other than its own. These countries are balanced geographically and politically to 
ensure impartiality. Information about prisoners and human rights violations 
emanates from Amnesty International's Research Department in London. 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL has consult3tive status with the United Nations 
(ECOSOCJ, UNESCO and the Council of Europe. has cooperative relations with 
thl' Inter-American Commission on Human Rights of the Organization of American 
States and is a member or the Coordinating Committee of the Bureau ror the 
Placement and Education of African Refugees or the Organization of African Unity. 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL is financed by subscriptions and donations of its 
worldwide mt:mbt:rship. To safeguard the independence of the organization. all 
contributions are strictly controlled by guidelines laid down by AI's International 
Council and income and expenditure arc made public in an annual financial report. 
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WHY AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
 
CALI-JS FOR A 

PREISIDENTIAL COMMISSION 
ON THE DEATH PENALTY 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, a worldwide human rights organization and recipient of 
the 1977 Nobel Peace Prize, is deeply concerned about the reintroduction of the death 
penalty in the United States, the resumption of executions, and the large and rapidly 
growing number of men and women on death row. 

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL opposes the death penalty as a violation of the right not 
to be subjected to cruel, inhuman and degrading punishment and the right to life as 
guaranteed by the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Because of these concerns, 
Amnesty International is calling for the establishment of n PRESIDENTIAL, COM
MISSION ON THE DEATH PENALTY to study the death penalty and the impact of 
its use in the United States. 

A PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSION would serve the essential function of removing the 
issue of capitRl punishment from the political and emotional climate which presently 
surrounds it. The Commission's findings would provide lawmakers, Federal and state 
officiels, and the pUblic with an objective body of information on which to base sound 
policy. 7x 
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THE PRESIDEN1'IA'L COMMISSION WOULD GArnER 6: EXAMINE INFORMATION on 
all aspects of the d,,:Hth pepnlty- !TIlle;: of which information has never been 
adequately reviewed by any I1lithoI'itDtive go\'cmmentHI body. Possible areas of study 
include the following. 

CONFLICT WITH INTERNATIONAL HUi~JAl'l RIGHTS STANDARDS 

There is a growing intcl'nntiona! con:-:~nsus 111at the death penalty is incompatible with 
internationally recognized human rights slundards. The UnitfJd Nations General 
Assembly in Resolution :~2/81 of Decernbi't Po, 1977 reAffirmed that "the main objective 
to be pur'sued in the fidd of capitnl punishment is that of progressively restricting the 
number of offenses ro!' which ttl € deiJth penalty may be imposed with a view to the 
desirability of abolishing this punishment, 

The American Convent.ion on Human Hi.l~hts prohibits the reintroduction of the death 
penalty where it hils been 8.boHsh~(L 

..	 Is the death penFlHy consistent with intel'i18.tionaHy recognized human
 
rights standards nno U,S. hurnan r·i.ght3 (~ommitments?
 

G	 Might resumptkm of the tlH0 of t),l;'! death penHlty affect the 
United States'repLlt8i!.on as lin aflvceate of human rights or undermine its 
legal and moral authority to' ehHBenge executions in other countries? 

DETERRENT EFFEm	 .. 
-j 

Recent econometric studies and compw'isons of crime statistics in states and countries 
where the death penalty has been practiced and then abolished are inconclusive on the 
question of whether the death penuJ.ty is an effective detel'rent. A United Nations 
committee charg-ed witll studying eapitel punishment found that "the data which now 
exist show no correlation between the existence of capital punishment and the lower 
rates of crime. n 

•	 Does the death penalty deter more effectively than any other
 
punishment such as lengthy imprisonment?
 

DISCRIMINATION IN nIEtMPOSl110N OF CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 

The President's Commissi.on on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice, 
appointed byPresJdent Lyndon B. Johnson, states in its 1967 report that in the United 
States "the death penalty is dispropol'lionately imposed Bnd carried out on the poor, the 
Negro. and the members of unpopular groups." Recent data show' that the death 
penalty is imposed disproportionately on those who kill whites, whether or not the 
killers themselves are white. 

•	 Is the death penalty still imposed disproportionately on the poor
 
and members of minority groups?
 

8x 
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ARBITRARINESS OF INDICTMENTS AND PROSECUTIONS 

Studies suggest that there is no clear or consistent pattern in determining whether a 
person accused of homicide is indicted and prosecuted for capitnl murder or instead for 
1st degree non-capital murder, 2nd degree murder or manslaughter. 

•	 Are procedures adequate for insuring consistent treatment
 
of like offenders?
 

POSSmILITY OF ERROR 

Several investigations have uncovered cases, totalling over 75 in the last 100 years, in 
which an innocent person was sentenced to death and in some cases executed. In the 
last 5 years there have been at least 7 cases of persons condemned to death who were 
later found innocent. 

•	 Are there adequate safeguards to protect against the sentencing
 
and/or execution of innocent persons?
 

ADEQUACY OF LEGAL REPRESENTATION 01' THE POOR 

Most prisoners under sentence of death (tre poor and so are represented by state 
appointed lawyers. Most states make no provision for state-financed legal repre
sentation beyond the trial and direct appeals. 

•	 Is legal representation of the poor adequate? 

FAIRNESS OF STATE CLEMENCY PROCEDURES 

Procedures for determining which prisoners shall have their death sentences commuted 
to some lesser punishment vary from state to state. Some studies suggest that these 
discretionary procedures are affected by racial, economic and geographic factors. 

•	 Are state clemency procedures fair? 

IMPACT ON THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE c\: CORRECTIONAL SYSTEMS 

While studies show that there is no trial in 90% of non-capital murder cases, in most 
capital murder cases there are two trials - one to determine guilt or innocence and 
a second to set the sentence. All states provide for a mandatory appeal, and most 
states allow for several appeals. The defendant further has the right to a series of 
federal appeals. 

•	 What are the costs of the death penalty in terms of financial
 
and workload burden on the courts, and psychological, social and
 
financial burden on the correctional system?
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SINCE WORLD WAR II,study commissions on the death penulty have been established 
in several nations including GREAT BRITAIN, SRI LANKA, and CANADA. These three 
commissions were successful in collecting and publishing new information in their 
respective countries. 

The establishmertt of such a commission in the United States has toecome a pressing 
need because of the growing number of dE ath sentences being passed. More than 650 
men and women were on death row as of May 1980 and thE' number is growing at the 
rate of over 10 a month. This is the lnrgest death row population in U.S. history and 
currently may be the largest in the world. Before the United States proceeds on a path 
that could lead to widespread executions, it should examine all the information 
available on the social impact, constitutionality, efficacy and desirability of such a 
policy. 

SUPPORT FOR A PRESIDENTIAL COMMISSIONdoes not in itself imply support for the 
abolition of the death penalty. Rather, it demonstrates a recognition of the seriousness 
of the problem and a concern that any decisions made be based on a thorough 
examination of the issues and of all alternatives. 

I 

YES, I support the call for a Presidential Commission on the Death Penalty 

Name 

Address 

_____________(zip) _ 

Occupation _-..,.. _ 

Return to: AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL, U
304 West 58th Street 
New York, N.Y. 10019 

.S.A. 

-------------n~-----------
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AI INDEX ACT 51/05/80
EXTERNAL 

Amnesty International 
International Secretariat 
10 Southampton Street 
London WC2E 7HF 

NEW STATEMENTS ON THE DEATH PENALTY 

1. United Nations Secretariat 

"Despite much mor~ advanced research efforts mounted to determine the 
deterrent value of the death penalty, no conclusive evidence has been obtained 
on its efficacy ... 

It ••. seems to be an impcrtant tAsk of Governments, the academic 
comlm.mity, the mess media, and otller publicly minded organizations ••• to 
educate the public as to the uncertainty of the deterrent effect of capital 
punishment •.. 

The death penalty constitutes 'cruel,inhuu.3n or de~rading punishment', 
which even in the light of the behnviour at which it is directed, should not 
be acceptahle. The An~i-criminal reacti0n of society to the capital offender 
should not exclude a p;:-iori the possibility of rchcbilit!!tion." 

Sixth United Nations Congress on the Prevention 
of Crime and the Treat~nt of Offenders, Caracas, 
Venezuela, 25 Au~ust to 5 September 1980. 
Capital Punishoent : Working Paper Prepared by 
the Secretariat. AiCONF.87/9 

2. United Nations Secr~t3ry'-General 

tiThe General Assembly has affirmed that the main objective to be pursued is 
that of progressively restricting the DunDer of offences liable to the death 
penalty with a view to the desirability of eventually abolishing this punishment 
in all countries. Current evidence indicates, however, the distressing fact that 
there might well be a trend towa~s an increase in laws creating capital 
offences, in the nunber of death sentences imposed, and in the number of 
executions in IDaDy countries. An opinion see~s to prevail that the death 
penalty is essential to the maintenRnce of la~ and order, justifiable against 
singularly heinous offences, and 8 vital deterrent against escalation of crime. 
This appears to be disproved by the experience of the countries which havQ 
abolished capital punishment. It is necessary to ~ive serious consideration 
to the question of capital punishment and to ways 8I1d means of its restricti0n 
since the taking of life of humen beings in the name of retribution, 
incapacitation and an un~ubstantiated deterrent effect on others clearly 
violates respect for the dignity of every person cnd the right to life 8S 

~.!_a~d in the basic pC'stul?tc~ of the Uni ted NCltions." 

- Statement by Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim 
at the opening in Caracas on 25 August 1980 of 
the Sixth United Nations Congress on the Prevention 
of Crime 'add the Treatment of Offenders, read on his 
behalf by Jean Ripert, Under-Secretary-General for 
International Economic and Social Affairs 
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3. Revised oraft resoluti0n on the death penalty submitted to the Sixth 

UN Congress 

Sixth Unitec Natiuns Congress on the Prevention of ~ime and the 
Treatment of Offenders, Caracas. Venezuela, 25 August to 5 Septet:lher 1980. 
AlCOHF.87/C.l/L.l/Rev.l (l September 1980). 

Committee I, figenda jte~ 7 

United Nations Norms and Guidelines in Criminal Justice from Stand3rd-Settin6 
to lmplemcntatior., and Capitel Punishment. 

Death Penal ty 

n.us~ria! Ecuador. the Felleral Republic of Germany .'lnd Sweden revised draft 

.:esolutior. 

The Sixth United Nationa Congress on thE Prevention of Critn€ and the Treatment 

of Offenders. 

Having regard to article 3 of the Univ~r~~l Declar3tion of Huoan Rights enc 
article 6 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights which 
protect everyone's right to life. 

Having regard further to article 5 of the UniversCll Declaration of Human 
P~ghts and articlp I of the Inte~ational Covenant on Civil and Political 
Rights which p~ohibit torture as well as cruel. inhuman or degrading 
tre~tment or punishment, 

~calling General Asse~~ly resolutions 1396 (XIV) of 20 December 1959. 1918 
(XVIII) of 5 December 1963. 2393 (XXIII) of 26 November 1958. 2857 (XXVI) 
of 20 December 1971, 3011 (XA~I) of 18 December 1972 and 32/61 of 8 December 
1977, as well as EC0noreic and Social Council resolutions 934 (XXXV) of 9 April 
1963. 1337 (XLIV; of 31 ~my 1958, 1574 (L) of 20 May 1971. 1656 (LII) of 1 
June 1972. 1/4~ (LIV) of 16 May 1973, 1930 (LVIII) of 6 May 1975 and 1979/22 
of 9 May 1979 which confirm the continuing interest of the United Nations in 
the que!>d.on of capital punishment with a view to restrictin~ and eventually 
ebolishing tilat punishment. 

Noting in particular that in resolution 2857 (XXVI) the General Assemb ly 
affirmed that, in order fully to guarantee the right to life, provided for in 
a!"ticle 3 of the Uni'lerslll· Declaration of Human Rights, the main objective to 
be pur3u~d is that of progressively restricting the number of offences for 
which capital punisGment may be imposed, with a view to the desirability of 
abolishing this pur.i£hment in all countries, 

Being aware that the evidence on the deterrent effect of cRpital punishment 
is inconcluGive, 

Noting that it has not been established that the total abolition of the 
death penalty has led to negative consequences in the field of criminal policy, 

Conside!'ins that ther~nlPortant humanitarian considerations which speak in 
favour of a restrictive use and the evpntual abolition of capital punishment.

12x 
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Having regard to the Secretary-General's second five-year report on capital 
l-unishmentand his report on practices Rnd statuto:-y rules which may govern 
the right of a person sentenced to capital punishment to petition for pardor.; 
commutation or reprieve, 

Noting that there has been within a number of Me~bcr States in recent years 
a trend, de jure Bnd de facto, towards final abolition of the death penalty, 

Having discussed, in compli3.nce with General ~1.ssembl.: resolution 32/61, the 
v?rious aspects of the use of capital punishment and the possible restrictic~ 

thereof, including, ~8 a first step. B ~ore ~enercus application of rules 
Iel~ting to pardon, commutation or rcpriev~> 

1. Declares that further restriction in the npplication of capitel 
punishment and its eventual ~olition would be a significant contribution tc 
the strengthening of human rights, in particu1er thc right to lif~: 

2. Reiterates that the ultimate objective is the total abolition of 
cflpital punishrne:nt thr~,u~ho'Jt tho? \1orld And that, with a view to achieving 
this ,objective, the Use of cc.pital punishment should be gradually restricted; 

. 3. Expresses the hope that all St£tes which h~v0 not abolished capit~l 

punishment will work towards that end, taking int0 eccount the particular 
circumstances prevailing in each State; 

4. Further expresse8 the hope, while rec~~~i2icB the soverei~ ri~ht of 
each State to determine its own crimin,'ll policy, thAt c.Apital punisht'lent will 
not be re-established in St3t~s which have abolished it and that, in States 
which have not abolished c?~ital punishment, its ?pplication will not be 
~xtended to new categories of offences, 

5. Recommende to States which have not abolished capital punishoent 
to consider establishing a ~cratorium in its application, or creating other 
conditions under which carital punishment is not impofied or is not executed, SG 

as to permit those States tc study the effects of abolition on a provision21 
b~si5 ; 

6. Urges those States which have not abolished capital punishment t~ 

review their rules and practices regarding judicial appeAl, pardon, commutation 
and reprieve so as to provide for B more generous application of such rules 
and practices in regard to persons who have been sentenced to deeth; 

13x 
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7. Invites thos·: States which have not abolished capittil punishment 
to apply, ·:'titer-ali~, the follrndng gerlerally accepted international human 
rights standards : 

(e)	 Capital punis~l:nen~ T'lay ~e imposed only for the most serious crimes; 

(b)	 Capital punish~ent tr~y be imposed only in accordance with the le~ 

in forc~ at th<::ciTl!Q of the ::ol1l!!lission of the crime; 

(c)	 Sentence of dc.:o.th s:,il:i not be it:lp08~d f'Jr crimes commi tted by 
persons below eighte ..: r • years of age and shell not be carried out 
on pregr,cwt 

(d)	 C&p~t£l punist~3~t sh~ll not be carrie1 out pendin~ any Rppeal 
proceedings or other ?roce~dings relating to pardon or cotmlutation 
of 5e:llenc~; 

(e)	 Capii:aJ. pLll.:'shment mi!y only be carried out pursuant to R final 
judgeffic~t rcnjG~e~ hy ~ competent court after l~gal process which 
giv~s 011 p~seit18 saf~gu~ras to ensure ~ fair trial, includinr. 
·he right of 3."lyOT1C s~spectcc ')f or charged with a crime for which 

":";.':~ s~nte'lce may he inpos8d, to adequate legal assistance at all 
stase~ of thL p70~eedin~~~ 

(f)	 Anyone Fcnt ..~ncc~ t'J dep.Lh shall have the right to appeal to B 

court c>: hir>;>~ j·.J~i61it:lioll; 

(g)	 Anyone GeI,tenc,~·1 te death sh~ 11 have the ri~ht tc seek pardon Clr 
cOII:mutatic!. of ·se71tet'.cc: 

(h)	 ~ncsty, peraon OT cn~:Jtatio~ 0f se~tence may b~ pranted in all 
cases of d.:;,;: ::!. 3el1Lenc.2~; 

8.	 Invites the EC:Jn01nlC and S0cial Council~ 

(a)	 ;:'0 reque~~ ::1::= S,~~rcta:-y-Gencral to cbtfliD from Member States and 
fror;: oti,c:- eVbil.;cble 30'.Jrces information about death sentences 
imposed or r::3,:r:'edo~t in diff.erent countries; 

(b)	 To req~eG~ ~h~ S~creLgry-General to m0nitClr, on the basis of such 
informntion tr,c world-,,,idc development rel~ting to the lel!;al provisions 
as well r.E thr:: actue.] i~ositiC'n and execution of the death penalty; 

(c)	 To reque~t the Sub-Co:~i5sion on Preventi0n of Discrimination And 
F::l':ectior.	 of Hinvrities to include: the problem of capitAl punishment 
in its ,,'orl", prograU!TI1C; 

(d)	 To reviec. regularly the question of cs?i tal punishment and the 
mea.:mres t",j'.en by Stat.:ec for its r~5triction and eventual abolition. 

(NOTE: Th~ r0vis~: draft resolution will be included in the 
report o~' the Si:xth Congres!J to the Uni ted Nations General 
ABse~bly. DiBcu~sion of the revised draft resolution could 
not be co~pl~t€d at the Congress for lack of ti~e.) 
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4. Emergency resolution on the death penalty, adopted by the 13th 

International Council of Amnesty InternationRl in Vienna, Austria, 

14th September 1980 

The International Council, 

noting the attention given to the issue of the death penalty Rt 
the Sixth United Nations Conrress on the Prevention of Crime 
anc the Tr€atment of Offenders recently concludec in Caracas, 

welcomes the statement of the United Nations Secretary-General 
to the Congress that capital punishment "violates respect for 
the dignity of every person and the right to lifc as stated in 
the basic postulates of the United Nations", 

urges the General Assembly of the United Nations, at its 35th 
Session (autumn 1980), to confirm and clarify that the death 
penalty violates fundAmental human rights, specifically th~ 

right to life and the right not to be subjected to cruel, 
inhuman or degrading punishment. 

calls upon all AI netional sections and members to appeal to 
their govern~ents to seek within the United Nations General 
Assembly such e declaration on capitel punishment, 

rei.teretcs the resclve of lunnesty International to mocilize 
public appeals to governments until executions arc halted 
and the death penalty is everywhere abolished. 

15x 
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EXTERNAL 

Q 

RESOUrrIO!~ 

on the abolition of the death penzlty in the European Corrrmunity adopted on 18 
June 1981 

The European ParliaDent, 

having regard to the motion for a re~olution (D6c,l-20!80). 

having regard to petitions Nos. 16/80 and 41/80, 

whereas the EuropE.~.n COr:=lnity is not sir;rply, a 'carnnon market', but also 
a common civilization, 

.Ihereas er.y concept of human rir,hts consonant \o.·ith the principles of European 
civilization requires that the rir.,ht to live be respect('d ilnd r,uarilnlec:c 
for all, therefore the Law must be both stron~ to defend potential victims 
and consistent by never orderinG that hur.an life be taken, 

aware that the responsibilities derivir.r. from ~ni~ersal suffrage give t'~ 
Europe~n Parliament ,8 political and moral duty to contrihute to the 
foreation, GUidance acd expression of tbe opinion of the peoples of Europe 
faithful to the princi~les of Europe~n civilization, 

vher!:as the application of the death renclty mokes it iffi11ossib1e to correct 
jucicial errors, 

;'ihereas the death pene-lty mc.y be replaced by lor-p, prison scntt:nces thp.t are 
just as po~erful a deterrent (in cases ~hcre the assaillant can be dctcrT~~) 

and where2s, as the statistics in countries which have abolished capital 
punishI:lent hllve BP.lply demonstrated. the incidence of those crimes for \.·!1ich 
the death penalty \,'as formerly imposed h:.s not varied significantly fro;:] the: 
incidence of crime generally, 

....'hereas effcrts rnJst be directed to\,'ards preventive c~re and curative 
treatment to reintegrate the criminal into society "..herever possible, 

hhereas a::o irr;;11ementinc egree~ent to the Euronean C mvention on the supprc:ssic.:1 
of tLrroris~ has sisncd in Dublin DeccDber 1979 and ~ork has her,un at the 
re~l1estof the I-linisters of Justice of the Nine rr.eetinp, in Duhlin on the 
l,repClration of a dr~ft Convcntion for cooper3tion in 8.1tters of crimin,"l l?h' 
bct\.'[('n the 1-',e:L,ovr S~ates of the European Com::lunity, 

whereas cooperation in Darters of criminal la\. ~hould not consist solely 
of reprESS;.", m:'lsures, but lTD.Jst alse help tC' ~renf.then existinp. hUEl<1ni
,. a r ; p, n me <0 sur e ~ , 

voicing tr.e hope that this initiative will previde i\'5~ir~ti0n for all
 
cC'u!1tries in the \,'crld \JlJich still enforce tIle deat~ per:alty,
 

t1,win/j reg.ard to !'.rticle 230 of the EEC Treaty-(''lhe (on'iunity shall est~hlish 

.:'1~ p.p;"rcpriate forms of coopcrction vith the Coullcil of Europe'), 

}-.3\':nr :cp,erd to Resolllti~n 727 (980) nnd FeC0r.'12'2ndCltion 891 (1980). in 
\,·ia-.:r, (.:) 22 Jipril 1930" the Parliamentary Assem1->ly of the Council of Europe 
dccl?red itself in favour of the abolition of t~e death penalty for cri~s 

~e~.:tted in ti~€s of peace and asked that trticle 2 of thE European 
r,..,n""..,rt0n on HUD,?n Eights be ancnded :1ccordinf.,ly, 16x 
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havinr regard to tht joint declaration by the EuropeEn P~rlia~cnt, the 
Council end the CO~66ion on respect for fundamental rights, 

dra~~ng attention to its resclution of 21 Novettber 1980 on the abolitior. 
of thE death pen~lty in the COmL,unity (Doc. 1-5R9/80) in ~hich it calleG 
UpOD the Member States to abandon capital punishoent, 

htlvi,\!' rq':iHc to the repcrt of the Legcl Affairs CotrJr':,ittee (Doc. 1-65/81), 

Expre6scs its stronf desire that the dcath penclty sh0uld be abolishec 
throuehout the COrDclnity; 

lnviu:s the: Y.e~E.r Stotes to aoenc their lef,al prOV1610ns, ~flere necess2ry, 
anc to take active 6teps ~~thin thc Co~ittee of Ministers cf the Council 
of Europe to ensure that the European Conventiorl on human ri~hts is amende~ 

"'fdinrly; 

., 
J.	 napes, ~ith thet end in vie~, ~hat ~ ~ide-ran~inr. debate on the a~oliticn 

of the deeth penelt; ~~ll take place ~~thin the competent national bociies 
~nd in the necessary spirit of celc consideration; 

L,.~n:;tructs its President t0 fon'1;rd this resclution to the parliar::ents 2"~ 

~overnments of the }~er::ber States 8:lC to the Co~ncil and Cot!riissior:. 

-
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EXTERNAL (for general distribution) AI	 Index: ACT 05/19/79 
Dj.str: NS/CO/PO 

. AtTlrlcsty International 
International Secretariat 
10 Southampton Street 
London WC2E 7HF 
England

15 September 1979 

THE DEATH PENALTY: 

LIST OF ABOLITIONIST AND RETENTIONIST COUNTRIES 

Attached is a list of countries indicating whether 

or not their laws provide for the death penalty. 

~his list has been compiled on the basis of 

information available to Amnesty International as 

of 15 September 1979. If a country does not appear 

on the list, it is because Amnesty Internat~onal has 

no information on the death penalty i~ that country. 

Any changes and corrections to this.list will be issued 

as necessary. 

. .. 

. ' 

******* ... ** .... 
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ABOLITIONIST BY LAW FOR ALL CRI~ZS 

-(Countries whose laws do not provide the death 
.. penalty for any cri"les) 

AUSTRIA 
BRAZIL 
COLOMBIA 
COSTA RICA 
DENMARK 
DOI1INICANREPUBLIC 
ECUADOR 
FIJI 
FINLAND 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY 

•HONDURAS :..
 
ICELAND
 
LUXEMBOURG
 

•• NICARAGUA
 
NORWAY
 
P/'INAMA
 
PORTUGAL
 
SWEDEN
 
URUGUAY
 
VENEZ~ 

F~~ 

TOTAL: ~' countries 

,.... On 21 August 1979 the Nicaraguan government 
introduced a Bill of Rights which abolished 
the death penalty for all crimeso The 
docu"lent \..;ill be reviewed by a C'Juncil of Stateo 
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ABOLITIONIST BY LAW FOR ORDINARY CRIr~S 

(Countries whose laws retain the death penalty ONLY 
under exceptional circumstances or for exceptional 
crimes such as; military offences, cri~es co~~itted 

in time? of \oJar, national security offences includinq 
treason. These cOlU1l:rie::; du not i7~r.JO::;C the death 
penalty for cril11es such as: ~urder, rdpe, thc.'ft or 
drug trafficking) 

CANADA 
ISRAEL . ", 

ITALY 
MALTA 
M.:PJ\L 
NET}IERLANDS 
NE\oJ ZEALAND 
PERU 
SEYCHELLES 
SPAIN 
SWITZERLAND 
UNITED KINGDOM 

TCYI'AL: 12 countries 

FEDERATED COUNTRIES WITH DIVIDED JURISDICTIONS 

(Countries in which some states are abolitionist 
·-and· others are retentionist) 

AUSTRALIA 
MEXICO 
USA 

TOTAL: 3 countries 

.........................
 
".! , ..•.. 
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RETENTIONIS r 

(countries and ter~itories \~ose lcws 
retAin· :':he de3 t:~..y TJenal ty ·.fcro.!X\:":l<1ry 
crimes. However, some of t:1CS~ c0U!1trics 
have not in practice ca=ried out executions 

in recent years) 

AFGHANISTAN 

/Il·:~ANIA 

ALGERIA 

ANGOLA 
i\NTIGUA 
ARGENTINA 

BAl'JGLADESH 
BAI{A1'1AS 

BJ\1-ffiAIN 

BARBADOS 
BELGIUH 

BENIN 
BER!1UDA 
BOLIVIA 
BH"UTAN 
GOT~;'UJJA 

BRIT~SH VIRGTI~ ISLMfJDS 

BHliNEI 
5l;I..G;,RIA 

BUm"]" 
BURU1'IDI 

Ci\r1EROUN 
CEU7RI.L AFRICAN El'-1PIRE 

CHAD 
CHJLE 
CHINA (People's Republic) 
CONGO 

CUBA 
CYPRUS 
CZeCHOSLOVAKIA 

DJIBOUTI 
DOMINICA 
EGYPT 
EL SALVADOR 
EQUATORIJili GUINEA 
ETHIOPIA 

~E 

GABON 
GAi1l3IA 
GER:,Yl1 DCHOCRATIC REPlrLIC 
C;rZSECE 
C?E:N;\DA 
GUH!EA 
GIJINE/.-l3ISSAU 

G!JA'l'C: !iJ....,A 
GUY."":~;. 

Hi,ITI 
1-I00:G KONG 
HljNG/.RY 
TIIOIA 
r;mCIESIA 

mAN 
IT\J\Q 
IRELAND
 
IVORY COAST
 

JAl'1AICA
 
JAPf-N
 
JormAN
 

KM1PUCHEA
 
KENYA 
KOREA ( RepubliC> 
KUWAIT 

LAOS 

LEBANON 
~,~ ;SOTHO 

LIBERIA 
LIBYA 
LIECHTENSTEIN 

t1ADAGASCAR 
MALAYSIA 

W·,LA\VI 
t·1ALI 
~!AURITANIA 

lTAURITIUS 
11ONGOLIA 

t-lOROCCO 
MOZAr-ffiIQUE . 

nUSCAT & Ot1AN 
NAr1IBIA 
NIGER 
NIGERIA 

... ·PAKIS1'Pll . - .. 

P!,RAGUAY 
PHIT.,IPPINES 

POLAND 
QATAR 
ROMANIA 
m-:ANDA 
SAO TO:1E 
SAUDI ARABIA 
SDrrO\L 
SIEF.:RA LEONE 

SINGAP01<E 

SOMALIA 

SOlJ'I'H AFRICA 
SRI LANKA 
ST. VHICENT 
SUDAN 

SWAZILAND 
SYRIA 
TAIWAN 

THAJLAND 

TCGO
 

TONGA
 
TRIN~DAD & TOBAGO
 

TUlU.sIA
 
TUi<KEY
 

UCf-NDA 

UP?ER VOLTA 
USSR 

UNITED ARAB Et1IRJ\TES 

ViETNAM 
YEt1EN (Arab Republic) 
YEME~ (People's Oem. Rep.) 
~AIRE 

ZAt1BIA
 
ZIMBABVffi/RHODESIA
 

.G-h",nQ. 
TOI11.t:i\,," ~ 

Yv-~ 05 ("t,""tv 

IlO 
TOTAL: ~countries 
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AMNESTY :INTERNATIONAL .. ~.
 

CONFERENCE ON THE ABOLITION OF THE DEATH p:rnALTY
 
STOCKHOLM 1977 Original: Russian 

, I 

Letter to the Organizing Committee of the Conference 
on the Abolition of the Death Penalty: A message sent to 

.. 'Anmcsty International by academicinn Andrei Sakharov 

I am grateful for the invitation to take part in this symposium devoted to 
the subject of the need for abolition of ~he death penalty, a subject which has 
long dist~rbed me ••• I cannot go to Stockholm, nnd I ask that this letter be 
considered as my statement to the s,ymposium. 

I fully support the basic arguments advanced by opponents of the death 
penclty. 

I regard the death panalty as a savage and immoral institution which 
undermines the moral and legal foundations of a society. A state, in the 
person of ita functionuries, who like all people are inclined to mddng 
superficinJ, conclusions, who ,like all people arc subject to influences, 
connections, prejudices and egocehtric motivations for their behaviour, takes 
upon itself the right to the most torrible w1d irreversible act - the deprivation 
of life. Such a state cannot expect an improvement of the moral atmosphere in 
its country. I reject the notion that the deatn penalty has any essential 

--- ....deterrent effect. on potential offenders. I am convinced tllat the contrary is 
true - that savagery begets only savagery. 

I deny that the death penalty is practically necessary or effective as a 
means of defending society. The t~mporary isolation of offenders which may 
be necessary in Gome cases must be achievod by more humane and !::lorc·,:nexible 
measures which Can be amended in the event of judicial error or changes in . 
society or in the personality of the offender ... 

lem convinced that society as a whole and each of its members individually, 
not just the person who comos before the courts, bear responsibility for the 
occurrence of a crime. There nre no 6imple solutions for reducing ~nd 
eliminatulg crimf:, and in any event, the death penalty proyj.dcs no enswe'r. 
The reduction of crime 'IDd '·even its full elimination can be achieved in 
the future only through prolonged evolution of society, Q general humanistic 
ascent instilling·in people A deep respect for life and human reason and 

, greater attentiveness to the difficulties and problems of one'a neighbour. 
So humane a society is now no more than 'a dream :md· only mmlifestation of 
'hu~an~r.css today can cre~te hope for thepofisibilityof its future . 
realization. ; - '. ,...' :: ' .:', ..: :. '.;':,. 

~ .. ~. ~" ".~ ~_.' .~.·i ,',.' J . r. ~ ·c':''::-·.,· . ~ ~'I ~ :. .'.. ..! .'•• ; •• , ~:••!-. ", 

I oonsider that the eSBEtntial import~c~" ~f tho full ab~litio~ of the' 
death penalty justifies looking away from those objections by advocates of 
its retention which are based on f~agmentary, exceptional circumstances. 

22x 
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•..~ - '. While still a child I rend with shuddering the distinguished anthology• 
Against the Death Penalty, publil5hed in Jhlsl5ia with the participntion of my 
gnlJ1dfnth~~ I N ~'U'Ov in 1906-1907 during the yeBXI5 of executiolll5 after . 
t~e·1905 revolution (Sytin Publishers). I kcow of the impal5sioned state
mentl5 of the writerl5 Lev Toll5toy, DoetoyevBky, Hugo, Korolenko, Rozanov, 
Andreyev nod rnnny otherl5. From the above-mentioned antholo~' I know the 
tu-gwnents of a number of scholars - Solovyov, Bazhenov ( the psychology of 
eondelID1ed perrons), Gernet, Geltl5ovsky, Dl1vydov and otherl5. I share their 
~onviction thLt with itl5 psychological horror the de~th penalty 115 not 
~mmenl5Urate with the ma.jority of crimel5 and that it is never a just 
retribution or punishment. And indeed there con be no queBtion of punishment
of a person who hns ceal5ed to exist. Lik€ thom I believe that the denth 
penalty has no moral or practical juBtification and representl5 a I5Urvival 
of barbaric cuBtO:llS of revenge. BloodthirBty and calculated revenge, with no 
p~rl5onn.l danger for the executionerl5, with no tetlporary insanity on the part 
of the judges and therefore shameful and dil5guBting. 

1 pause briefly on the currer.tly widely discussed subject of terrorism. 
1 consider that the death penalty il5 totally ineffective for the: struggle with 
terrorism end other political crimel5 committed tJith fanatical motivel5. In I5Uch 
cal5es the denth peneJ.ty l5erves only 815 8 cntnlYl5t for a more mal5sive PBYchosil5 
of In,~lel5snel5l5,revenge and savagery. Thil5doel5 not meE'.n that 1 in any we)' 
jUl5tify contemporcry political terrorism, often accompanied by the death of 
uninvolved persons who jus~ happen to be on the I5cene, by the taking of 
hostnges including childron p.nd by other dreadful crimes. However, I em 
convinced that prison confinement, possibly under laws which would L~ cases 
indicated by the court forbid release ahead of l5entence, il5 a more ration~. 

means of physic~l end psychological isolation of terroril5ta for the prevention 
of further acts of terror~ 

The E\bolitio~ of the death penalty is especic.:.lly importlmt in such a country 
aB ours, ,·d.th its unr/:stricted dominnncc of I5tat~ power and uncontrollable 
bureaucracy ana its widespre~d contccpt for law and moral values. Youknow 
of the decades of mess executione of innocent people which were carried out 
tdttout any l5emb2anc~ of justice (while Btill more people pcri~~ed without 

,-....., /-any court judgement at ell). We are still living in the moral atmosphere 
crentedin that cr£• 

.1 wi~~ especinlly to draw your attention to the fact that in the USSR the 
death penalty il5 e.ssigr.ed to many crimes which in no woyuvolve att(;,mpts on 
humnn B.fe. Many will remember for f:xarlple the case of Rokotov t".nd Fnibishenko 
who were charged in 1961 ,rith underground trade in valuables and illegal 
currency operations. In the time when theso two had already been sentenced 
to prison confinement the Presidium of the Supreme Soviet adoptea a Im-! 
which l'rovided the death pene.lty for major property crimes. They were put 
on tri?~ c.cain and in violvtion of the most ele~cntexy judicial principle 
they were vcntcnccd retroactively to death. Subl5equently many oth~rl5 were 
B~ntenced to death w1dcr this and l5imilcr lews, especially for private 
entrepreneurial activity, the organization of artp.ls, etc. In 1962 an old 
man was shot for huving prepared a few counterfeit coins ~hich ~e buried in 
his yard. 

The total number of executions in the USSR is nut kno~m - these facts 
arc officially secret - but there ore grounds to suppose thnt it no'" 
comprises several hundred peraone per year; that il5, more than in mOl5t other 
cowltries where thil5 bBrbaric institution still existl5. There nre o1so oth0r 
featureD of our cont~mporary reality which are relevant t~ tho matter under 

" 

.. .1... 
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discussion. I mec:.n the grievously low cultural and moral level of our 
present criminal procedure, its subservie~ce to the state nnd frequently 
its corruption, accessibility to bribes and dependence on local "leadership!l. 

I receive a great many letters from per~ons convicted in criminal cascs. 
Although I cannot check out these cnses in every concrete instance, taken all 
together they create an irrefutable Rnd terrible picture of illegality and 
injustice, cf superficial.and prejudiced investigation, of the impossibility 
of obtaining a revic\'l of clearly mistaken or dubious verdicts, of beatings 
during police questioning. 

Some of these cases involve death scnt~nces. Here is one such casco I 
have before Die a copy of the court verdict in the case of Rafknt ShcdlilUkhamedov, 
documents on his case prepnred by lawyers, letters by his mother. ~ 31 Mny 
1974 in Issyk-Kule Shaimukham~dovl a worker and by nationality, a Tatar, ~/as 
sentenced to be shot. He hed been convicted of murdering ~ female shop 
assistant with motives of robbery togethcr with two young accomplices. (The 
latt.er were sentenced to severnl years' imprisonment.) Shaimukharnedov denied 
his guilt, refused to ask for pardonnnd declared n hunger strike. He pe,ssed 
20 months in the death cell expecting either execution or n review of his 
case. Throughout this time his mother and la~~ers sub~itted dozens of 
complaints, but all higher instnnces sent them back without er.y ex~ination 

of the matter. III Janunry 1976 the sentence \'la6 executed \-lith the sanction 
of the Deputy Procur<:!.tor of the USSR, Mnloyrov. 

The court verdict on ShailIllikhamedov ·is striking for its illiteracy, beth 
in the J.iteral sense and the juridical sense of the word, its l ...ck of proofs 
and its contradictory nature. An even more vivid picture emerges from the 
complaints of the la,·~er~ and the mother's letters. The convictnd perscn's 
presenc~ ~t the scene of the crime was not proved. The court ignored the 
contradictory versions of the accusation, the testimony of witnesses 'pnd the 
facts of the expert examination (according to which the victim's blood group 
did not mntch that of <l spot of blood found on Shaimukhamedov's clothing). 

~_./Phe mother's letters stnte that the rebsons for this bias was the selfish 
nk~terial interest of two procurators (Bekboyevfl and K1ci8hn~). She describes 
scenes of extortion, bribes received by them from &nother eccused, the 
fabrication of 1'. criminal case agl1inst her second son with the SWle goal of 
extortion - already after the shooting of Rnfkat. I cannot verify thc:sc; 
reports, but to I:le the r.~ain thing is clear: \-/ith What case and absence of 
argument the death penalty was passed, and how easily so terrible a cas~ 

becomes routine. 

I have dwelt on this case in detail because it seems to me that it clearly 
reflects the complete horror of the d~ath penalty and its corrupting eff~ct on 
society. 

I hope that this symposium will make a contribution to the noble effort 
of mnny generations towards the complete abolition of the death penalty 
throughout the world. 

19 September 1977	 Andrei Sakharov 
Laureat, Nobel Peace Prize 
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Capital Punishment:
 
Wrong on All Counts
 

By JOSEPH CHUMAN 

T
HE current turor over capital 

.'	 pWllshment, and efforts to 
reinstate It III New Jersey, lead 
my t.hought.s back to when It 

first became a rnorallssue for me. 
I have my mother to thank for it. Her 

Intuitive wisdom and strung conscience 
made a lasting Impression Qn mE;. The 
death penalty was the firsl Issue that 

.- became a cause for me, and. It Is the 
: only one on ~. ·hlch I have never wav
.. ered. _ 

When I was alittle boy and· capital 
punishment was still In force, talk 
about executions with schoolyard 
chums carne easily. The execution 
scene was mysterious and dramatic 
and tapped our morbid Imaginations, 
as did converslltlons about cops and 
robbers and other confiJcts over good 
and evil. 

Scen.,rios of the final meal, "walking 
the last mile, to the technology of Impos
Ing death and the presumed dJgnlty of 
the condemned as he said his departing 
words were often discussed In graphic 
detail. 

The fact that executions were horri
ble and painful was something that a 
IO-year-old was lll-equlpped to 'enter. 
tain emotionally. The awful realities of 
putting a man to death were hidden be
hind a mythos, grotesque yet fascinat
ing. For most people, I think they still 
are. 

It was my mother who dispelled my 
innocence. The occ:1slon for that moral 
awakening was the execution of Caryl 
Chessman. ' 

Although my mother dld not gloril'y 
Chessman, she did convey to me that he 
was an intelligent and creative human 
being and that the Stale of california 
was about to commit a terrible wrong 
by putting him to death. Her simple ap
peal was convincing, :lnd I believe It 
still lies at the heart of the matter. 

Arguments over deterrence, retribu
tion th~"Qry and the gUl11ering of statis
tics are ull cruclnl to the debate over 
the death pen<.llty. But what lie<.; beyond 
all analysis Is a matter of sensitivities 
- scnsill\'ity as to the vulue of human 
lire :lJld how our so<:i(!ty should Incorpo
~·\te that v,l!ue through Its legalll1stltu
tions. 

A colleague o( mine, a survivor of the 
camps at Auschwitz and Buchenwald, 
has written that the willingness to save 

Joseph Chuman, who UI'es in Hack
ensack, is the leader of the Ethical CuI
ture	 Society of Bergen County and a . 
member of several groups opposed to 

human lives from the clutches of Nazi 
extennlnaUon was not a matter of cul
tural refinement or intellectual clari. 
flcation but, rather, was grounded in 
the basic decencies of otherwise ordi
nllry people. 

This Insight bears directly on our 
society's collective decllslon on whether 
to restore capital punishment. Wbat 
rests In the balance Is nothing less than 
our	 sqlf·identification as a humane, 
and I would propose, civiliz.ed society. 
'Thls pertnlns whether those con
demned arc Innocent children or des
pised murderers. 
. There are many defenders of capital 
punishment who contend that, by exe
cutlng murderers, the state Is uphold
Ing the value o( Ilfe - "the ultimate 
sanction for the extreme crime. to But It 
Is frankly hard to see how a respect for 
human life can be exemplified, much 
less taught, by means of reciprocal 
brutallzatJon. No, closer to the truth Is 
George Bernard Shaw's observation 
that murder and capital punishment 
are' not opposites that cancel one an· 
other, but slmtlars that breed their 
kJnd. . 

To oppose the death penalty through 
an appeal to basIc sensitivities and hu
mane values Is not to be equated with a 
desire to coddle criminals. It is an issue 
of practical consequences that go be
yond the lives of the 650 men and 
women who now tiJl America's death 
rows. 

For example, at stake is the integrity 
of an already beleaguered criminal·
 
justice system, which Is further
 
strain€'<! through the disproportionate
 
expenditure of resources that must sur

. round capital cases If the Innocent are
 
not mistakenly to be put to death. 

On the lntemational front, the exist 
ence of the death penalty compromises 
our nation's human-rights polley in a 
world where the expedJent of death is 
becoming more and more a tool of gov
enunental p0Jicy, both legal and cov
ert. It becomes more difficult for us to 
plead for the life of an Ali Bhutto or II 
Kim Dae Jung, or to rail against. execu. 
tlons in Iran, when we have a death 
pell;j](yourselves. 

I fel"Vt-litly hope that capital punish
ment is not r<'stored in my own state, 
and OdCP. "gain falls into disuse In those 
stales in which it has be<'n reinstituted. 
I maintain tl)is hope for the sake of pre
serving what i believe be<;t reOects the 
ideals of the American character as 
they jX'r1ain to standards of decency, 
humilnity lind fundamental rights. 

And l1ow.lhat I am a piirE:nt myself, I 
hope for a society free of the specter of 
legalized killing, a society that,offt 
c1ally supports my efforts to raise my 
chil(lren to be sensitive to the lnvioJa

.~"P"alPU",'hm;;.\1. 7i*'r~ _bilItYal~=~"~ L" •
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alnrlesty international
 
APPEAL TO TilE UNITED NATIONS 
~.:-':--=-=": -".:.:.'::"'-:-". -".-..:..== ;':;;;.::;-.::::-." ... ::" :;=:.:...=-:-:.~ . 

FOH ·!,IUL_A!1.O-',~1~9!':J 01" .T1}l': __ DE~~I'Il_I_)J~!'J.~_!_,,~I:Y 

We, th(' un(kl'sj~ne(I,* 

ALAHMED BY ('xecution~; of politicill OprOTlellts lind crimillnl offcndNs in "wny COUlIll'i('s; 

AFFIHMING THAT the deatll pcnnlty is inco/llpntiblc witll tile rigllt to lire Illld tile 
[JI'olliL>ition of cruel, inllllilliln 01' degrndiTll; treutm(~nt; 

CONVINCED THAT the nbolition of the death [JCIl8.lty in all countries would l'c!iI'csent [\ 
gTCflt advance in the respect of governments for thc lIumun pcrsoll; 

APPEAL TO the United NHtions /IIK] its member states to tllke ull neccsstlry steps hJ tile 
immediate and toUd abolition of the death penalty tllI'OllgllOut the world. 

Australia 
Gough Whitlam, former Pl'jme Minister
 

Keith Seaman, Governor of South Australia
 

Senator Alan Missen, Member of Parliament
 

Senatol' Wreidt, Membel' of Parliament
 

Barry Jones, Member of Parliament
 

Sir Justice John Minogue, former Chief Justice of Papua New Guinea
 

Bob Hawke, President, Australian Council of Trade Unions 

Reverend Keith Dowding, National Secretary, United Nations 

Austria 
Bruno K rei sky , redel'al Chancellor
 

Dr, Chl'istinn Broda, Minist<'r of Justice
 

Otto Roesch, Minister or Defense
 

George P,'aelen, fOl'mel' Minister of Defense
 

Professor Huns n. l\lccntsky, fOl'lller MinistE't' of Defense
 

Dr. \\In11cl' SC'huppieil, Pl'esident AlIst,'inn BUl' Association
 

Anton Iknyn, Pl'csiclCllt or tllc i\ustrinn Federation of 'J'r'Ilc!C' Unionists
 

Dr. Lt~opold Ung1:lr, Dil'cctol', Austl'i~JI1 Section of CmitlIs 

BarbllOOS 
Drunfol'cJ Mliyhew Tnitt, formc!' ro.'linistet' of Trude, In iustt'Y Ilnd ComlllCl'ce 

*OrgnnizDtionlll affilintion is noted for purpose of ident ifieiltiOlJ only 
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Belgium 
Leo Tindemllns, forlller Prime Minister 

Leon Defosset, Millistcr of tllc I.ll'ussels Region 

PAul Schrcurs, Bishop-Assist/lllt of ll11sselt 

Professor llyn Pri(~()[:'ill(~, Nol>C'] Pri/.(~ Winner in Chemistry 

Scnntor Alf"eo C/llifice 

Clllwdu 
PierrcElJiot Trudcllll, Prime Minister 

Revcl'end Dr. Lois Wilson, fOl'mel' PI'esidcnt, Canadian Council of Churches 

Dr. Joel Hm'tt, Dircctor, Criminal Justice Institute, Chairman of the Police Technology Pt'ogram 
lit John Abbott Collep;e 

Mar'garct Atwood, writer 

Mllrie-Clnir f.llflis, writer 

Chile 
J-Iortensiu Bussi de Allende, widow of former President Salvadol' Allende 

Isabel Letclier, widow of Orln/ldo Letclier 

Denmark 
Anker J0rgenson, Prime Minister 

Lise 0st<'rgaard, Minister Without Portfolio, with special r'esiJcnsibility for foreign policy 

Professor Ole Espersen, Membcr' of Parliament 

Erik SkinhqSj, Vice-CIHlncellor, University of Copenhagen 
,

Ole Bertelsen, Bishop of Copenhagen 

Mogens Hvidt, President of tile Supreme Court 

Ecuador 
Edm undo Duran Din?, Attorney General of Ecuador 

Alejandro Roman Armendariz, Secretary General, tile Ecuador Civil Service
 

Federal l{epublic of Germany
 
Willy 11"lIndt, Chl1irmDn of the Social Democratic Pal'ty, former CI1FlIlcellor
 

Heinz-Oskar Vetter, Chairman of the DGB (trade union federation)
 

Heinrich mm, writcr, Nobel Prize winner'
 

GUnter Grass, wl,itel'
 

Finland
 
Dr, MIlLIIlO ](oivisto, [>rime Minister
 

Paavo VUyryncn, Minister of Foreign Affairs
 

Christoffel' Taxell, Minister of Justice
 

Iceland
 
!(ristj[111 L1dj II I'll , Prcsident 

India 
C:lIlll~JIl, Cllif,r JlIsliee, llolnt>llY lIi[;'il Court, former Minister of External Affairs 

Vijayn Llll<sllll1i Pnn<lit, formel' President of the United Nations Gencrfll Assembly 

MOl'nrji J)()sHi. formc:r Prinw Minister 
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Italy 
ClllUdio Abbnc]o, ol'chcstl'o dir'eetor 

Professol' Corlo Bo, Rector of tile University of Urbino 

Camilla CCdCl'l1ll, joul'nnlist nnd writer 

Professor Fruneo FOrllllri, Dil'cctor, Ins! itllte of Psycholof~y, Stnte University of Milllll 

Tomus Maldonndo, architect and wl'itcl' 

Eugenio Montale, poet, Nobel Prize winner 

Cesare Musatti, Professor Emeritus or l'sycllulog-y, University of Milllll 

Maurizio Pollini, pianist 

Vittorio Screni, poet 

Professor CDrlo Sirtori, President, Carlo "Erba Foundation 

Geol'g;o Strehler, Directol', Milan Piccolo Thel1tre 

Professor "Ul1lberto Veronesi, Director,' National Institute- for the Study nnd CHre of Turnout's 

Japan 
Kozo Inomnta, lawyer 

Shigeki Miyllzak i, Professol' of International Law, Meiji University 

Dr. Shichi Kato, novelist 

Korea, Republic of 
Cardinal" Kim Soo-l-!wan, Archbishop, Seoul Archdiocese, Roman Catholic Church 

Lee Chun-Hwan, Bishop, Anglican Church 

I.Gm K wan-Suck, General Secretary, Korean N alional Council of Churches 

Ham Suck-Hum, Quaker lender 

Yoon Bo-Soon, Chail'man, Notional Alliance for Democrucy and Unificlltion. 

Mexico 
Carlos Fuentes, wdter 

Netherlands 
M[lX von del' Sloe!, Membcr or Pal'1inll1cnt, fOl'mer Forcig"n lVlinj:-:;tcl' 

Member of the United Nations Commission on Human nights 

Dr. A.H. van den Heuvel, formcr Secl'etat'y Generlll, National Council of Churches 

Dr. Mm'ga l<lompe, former gov8mmelll minister 

Nol'\vuy 
TorkcJ Ops,dd. 1"1I"of(~<;sor' ()f int('I·I1.'1tioll<tl !:lW, mClll[lcr of 111P. II1IInnll Hip;llls Comrnilk(~ 

establi~l1ecJ under th~ Illlcl"natiollnlCovelltlnt Oll Civil nnd I'ulitienl Big-ilts 
I11Cl11lx'l' of tll(~ EUI'OI)('i1IlCOlllJlli:-:;<:ioll of Ilul11!1n Rights 

I,ei r 1I11p,'cwi(~k, S(~Cl'etlll'Y (;clleI'1I1, Nonvcp:illll PoJi('(~ Officers' Ass()('j;lIioll 

A"c] Middleton, formcl" Seel"ClDI'y (-,cllcl'nl, Disabled \1/111" VlICI'i111S' Ass0ciutiun 

~\vedcn 

Olof Pulme, former Prime Minister 

010 Ullstcn, forlllel' Pl'illle Millistel' 

'l'hor'ojl\rll ),'IilJdin, Prime 1\1 illister 
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Switzcrlund 
Prince Sllclruddill Ar;n !(hl1n, former United N~tiolls IIi!{h Commissioner for Rcfugees 

Cuthcr'inc Agu Khnn 

Max FriSell, WI'iter 

IJenri Guillemin, writer 

Jt~HlI Pillp;et, pr'o('('ssoJ' of psy('ilolor;y 

Denis de llour;c III 011 f , writcl' 

Turkey 
Dr. !"mllk ";retrl, Presidcnt, 'I'lIl'kj·;!J Hal' Association 

Professor Milnci l( npani 

Gct in A ltn 11, jOIII'11111 ist 

Trini(J<:d :.od Tob:J!:() 
1<.0 (,i k ~hall, r.!] e In 1)(' l' a I' P(II'] i /1111<.:11 t 

Basdeo Pundtly, !\1CIIlUC1' of Purliulllent 

Bishop Atxltl1lilll, An('.liclIll 13i.';ilop 

Archbishop PHntin, Homan CuUlOlic Bishop 

Mr. George Wecks, Presidcnt, Oilfield Workers Onion 

United Kingdom 
Lord Gerald GardinN, fot'lllcr Lord Chancellor 

Lord Fellncr BrockWAy, Housc of LOI'ds 

Dr,' Rnlf ])HllI'crlrlOl'f, Director, London School of Economics and Politic<:JJ Sciencc 

Jane EW31't-Big-W:, widow of the forme)' British Ambassador to Ireland 

Iris !\1lJI'<!och, wri tel' 

Venezuela 
DI', Cnrlos Aclrcs Percz, former' rresident 

Jr. te,II:) t iOII~11 OI"l~;ln j /.:1 t iOllS 

N iul1 j\1;j(' 1)('1'1))01, ~~('nct[lI'Y (;cl1(,l'lIl, International Com III issiOll of Jurists 

Philip Pot (er, (;('11('1':11 SecrctllJ'Y, World CO~llleiJ of Churches 

Sean M(lc]l('id(~, form<:r UN Commissioner for Nf;lInibin, winneI' of the] 974 Nobel Peace Prize 

.June. 1!'1I0 
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TESTIMONY
 

HOWARD B. RAD[ST, Ph.D.
 

BERGEN COUNTY COMMITTEE FOR RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE
 

February 26, 1982
 

Re: Capital Punishment (S.m: et at.) 

Thank you for permitting me to testify on behalf of the Bergen County Committee 

for ReI igious Tolerance. The Committee is made up of clergy from Roman Calhol ie, 

lutheran, Presbyterian, Episcopal ian, Methodist, and Unitarian Churches, from the 

Jewish Faith, and from the Ethical Culture Society. For the record, I am Director 

of The Ethical Culture Schools in New York City, Chairman of the International 

Humanist and Ethical Union, a member of the Council of Leaders of the American 

Ethical Union and have been a resident of Fair Lawn, in Bergen County, since 1959. 

From 1971 to 1979, I was Professor of Philosophy at Ramapo College and am Adjunct 

Professor of Philosophy at the Union Graduate School. 

I have been and am opposed to the death penalty on ethical grounds, and I 

urge defeat of the legislation before you. 

will not comment ilt length upon certain pragmatic grounds for the defeat 

of the legislation. It is true that the evidence for the efficacy of the death 

penalty as a deterrent to crime does not exist. (Sources for this statement are 

numerous, e.g., see Charles L. Black Jr: "Objections to S. 1382" and William J. 

Bowers, GlennL. Pierce: "Deterrence or Brutalization" pp 441ff, pp 453ff, Crime LInd 

Del inquency, Vol. 26, Number 4, OClober 1980; National Counci I on Crime and 

Delinquency, Hackensack, N.J.) 

Indeed, all the evidence we have indicates that the presence or absence of a 

death penalty has no measurable consequences with respect to crimes of violence. It 

is also true that the death penalty is inequitable in practice. In those jurisdictions 
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which Ildve il death penalty, its victims <H1d I use that term advisedly -- are 

preponderantly the poor and the black. It is also true that nearly all of those 

who have been executed or who are today on death row are male. ( .I.e. , 42~o black 

as of 1981; 98+% male as of 1981. As to poverty, almost all death row inmates 

have had court-appointed or volunteer counsel on appeal, etc. Justice Potter 

Stewart, in his opinion in Forman vs. Georgia (1972) wrote, " ... if any basis can 

be discerned for the selection of these few to be sentenced to death, it is the 

constitutionally impermissible basis of race. l ) It is also true that nearly all 

western democracies have abolished the death penalty. Among some 38 nations 

with no peace-time death penalty (20 of which have no death penalty in peace or 

war) are: Austria, Canada, Denmark, Finland, West Germany, Iceland, Israel, Italy, 

Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom. Only 

France, Greece, and Ireland in the west retain the death penalty. Parenthetically, 

Eastern Europe, including the USSR, maintains the death penalty as do most 3rd 

wo rId nat ion s . 

Those nations that have no death penalty have not experienced any measurable 

increase in the incidence of homicide or of deaths related to violent crime. 

Important as the facts are for legislative purposes, the essential issue for 

me, as I trust it is for you, is resolvin~ the ethical arguments that lead to 

approval or disapproval of the death penalty. On ethical grounds, I believe there 

is on<.:: and only one defensible position in the I ight of 1lI0dern ethical knowledge. 

The case for the death penalty r~lies on the ethical status of retribution 

\vhich, d~ I shill I try to show, reduces, in the instance of execution, to simple 

reven<Jc. Approval of the death pell.J]Ly rests on the injunction: "an eye for an eye," 

"a tooth for a tooth." My colleagues from other faiths have no doubt alrcay indi

c<lLed or wi II indic<lLe Lhilt this elemt~nt of [libl ical ethics has long been sUf-lerseded 

and for CJood reil~;onS. Fur eX.:.lmp1c, see 0~.pilal ~ul1ishl~l~:nt; WhaL the Religious 
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Community~, Nationcll InterrelilJious Tdsk Force on CrilTlindl Justice, Work 

Group on the Death PenLllty, New York, Ne\>J York, which incluJes officiul ~t.1tel1lents 

against capital punishment from 22 major national religious bodies. 

It is argued that the death penalty is a fitting punishment for someone who 

has willfully taken another human being's I ife. Yet, no act of punishment can 

effectively and adequately redress the act of murder. Life cannot be restored to 

the victim, the pain of his/her family and friends cannot be assuaged, the loss of 

love and support cannot be compensated for by the payment of a death for a death. 

Retribution then cannot be effective, since it cannot restore what was taken away 

by the act of the murderer. Yet it is precisely such a restoration of the balance 

of things as it were that is the basis of a moral argument for retribution. That 

being the case, retribution, regrettably -- for I know that those who defend it 

are sincere and honorable -- reduces ultimately to mere revenge. 

It is argued that there is something in us psychologically that is emotionally 

satisfied by the death penalty. Yes, the past is irretrievably fractured by murder. 

Nevertheless, the future will feel better if death is paid for by death. That 

feel ing is what the support of the death penalty really comes down to. The moral 

status of an act of revenge remains questionable, ~)nd the value of the feel ing of 

satisfaction it is alleged to bring -- the latter often shortlived and bitter indeed -

cannot be ethically defenJeJ. 

Now, I ike you, I have feel ings of horror anJ anger in the presence of murder. 

Like you, want the killer's pain and death. But,like you, in olY calmt:r moments 

ask whether I can morally justify such feel ings. For, when the state -- acting for 

me and mine -- establishes a death penalty it does so -- or ought to -- in the calm 

of reason and in the majesty of legal reflection. The state, the legislator, the 

judge, the jury, the attorney are not privileged to enjoy the luxury of the heat of 
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the mOlllerll. Th,)t is why we do not permit a person Lo be a judge in his or her own 

CCluse; th,)t is why we surround all punishment with the safeties of due process. In

deed, till.' leqj·,LHion before us confesses its discoillfon by the scrupulous minutiae 

of dClCliled procedure it CLllls for. And yet, it CLlnnot succeed in calming our doubts 

because no matter hOVJ detLliled, it cannot account for all CiJses or for the future. 

There is a time-honored wisdom in judicial objectivity and due process. Historically, 

that is why the mark of progress in civi I ization is the el imination of the blood 

feud and the evolution of law. But law must ultimately be morally defensible and 

not merely our passions writ large -- or it is not law. 

Two mor,)l facts appear: that the heat of the moment is not a val id ground 

for moral judgment; and that the involved subject is not a val id mora) judge in 

his or her own cause. These moral facts suggest that the call for the death 

penalty is really an unwitting indulgence -- deeply felt to be sure -- that cannot 

be justified ethically any more than revenge can be justified ethically. 

The moral consequences of vengeance as public policy, of indulging emotion 

as pub'ic pol icy, and of ignoring moral facts as publ ic pol icy should be of the 

deepest concern to this committee and to all of us. If the willful taking of human 

1 ife is the penultimate horror, even more abhorrent is the reasoned and so even more 

wi llful taking of human life by the state in the name of justice and surrounded by 

al I the panoply of law and due process. As it were, the state confirms the legit

imdcy of death-taking at the highest levels. The message is alas all too clear: 

the Sl.'ltl: holds life cheaply in its acts. This is the contrary irony denying the 

claims of Lh05C who see Illl' Sl,)te defending the preciousness of human I ife by the 

USL' of I he: JCLlth penLJlty. I\nd the messaue is \-Iell understood. As W. J. Bowers 

,111(1 G. l.. rit~rcc report: "In <;Uml11dry, sludies uf t.he lon(j-tcrm effect and short-

term imp,)CI of execulions 'Jive ample indications thdl- executions may have 

cOnlrary to prl:v<,i I inC) bel ief -- not a deterrcnt but Ll brutal izing effect on 
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society by prolllotin<j rather rhdfl IHeventinq homicidc'., ... " ("D('tcrr(~flLl' or Brut<Jli 

zaLion: What is the Effect of [xccutiol1s7" Crillle~_~Y_el il1yuL'r~:, Ibid. IJIJ. 1167-468.) 

What the sLate may do in the name of rightfulness, others learn to do in the 

name of rightfulness. Immitation following executions (or suicides) is a well-docu

mented phenomenon. 

It was a crucial insight of classical wisdom that claimed that the state, what

ever its util ity, was also a moral educator. We know this too. We know that when 

the state is corrupt, then it corrupts society and increases cynicism in its members. 

When the state is neglectful, then neglect afflicts society and charity vanishes 

among its citizens. And when the state takes life ... That is why a return to the 

death penalty wOlJld be regarded,and ri~htly,as moral reversion, i:l betri:lyal of the 

ethical role of the state towards its citizens. 

It is also important to consider the nature of a death penalty in itself as 

a moral and legal act. The act of execution is irretrievable and irreversible. 

Ethical knowledge instructs us quite clearly that irreversible acts should be avoided 

whenever possible. Such acts, although sometimes unavoidable, permit of no redress, 

no possibility of admitting error, no way of atoning for moral evi I. Yet, if the 

history of ethics has taught us anything, it has taught us of the rooral urgency of 

redemption. To foreclose for all time the possibility of redemption is to commit 

an immoral act in and of itsel F. 

There was a time, not so long ago, when an ethics of retribution permitted us 

to cut off the hand of the thief, to blind the eye of the voyeur, to castrate the 

rapist -- in short, to cripple and to maim in the nallle of justice. When we learn 

that these punishments still are used today in some parts of the world, we are 

rightfully disgusted. It is precisely this way of conduct, however, that we adopt 

when we invoke the death penalty, a difference in kind and frequency, but not in 
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moral quality. Maiming and blinding and castrating are cruel to be sure, and 

morally they are irretrievable acts, too. As with capital punishment, the del iberate

ness of the modern state is a double affront. When we find a state punishing crime 

thusly, we expect to find it defining crime in primitive fashion -- e.g., by ignoring 

issues of sanity. For the morally immature, the act itself, whatever its circum

~tance, cries out for retribution. Does that not sound fami 1 iar7 And when \"e find 

a state punishing crime thusly, we also expect to find a state backward in its care 

for human rights and human dignity. We ought to be better than that -- we are better 

than that in our conduct, and we ought to grant the val idity of history in the 

struggles to do away with barbarism over the ages. 

It wi I I be argued that the incorrigible among us are beyond hope and beyond 

redemption -- and so, beyond our concern as it were. '~e would all be better off if 

such as these did not exist or if they ceased to exist. And the act of murder is 

evidence of incorrigibil ity. (Yet, most murderers do not repeat their acts. As 

the evidence shows, murder is nearly always an act of passion and its victims are 

nearly always known to the murderer.) 

Of course, there are incorrigiblcs -- I am not a sentimentalist -- and many 

ki llers moy well be blyond redemption and beyond hope. But, we do not know and 

cannot know who among those many is really beyond hope, nor wi II we know unti I they 

have I ived out the lives thty have. And \"e do not knO\" and cannot know which of 

them call move beyond thei r fate to real i1c as yet unreal ized possibi I i ties. That 

ie" of course, the horror of murder and it i~) ironically, the horror of a death 

penal ty, too -- the moral hOl'ror of it all. In.J sense, it turns the justice of 

ri'ldlly, W~ Ileed Lo ullller"t,Hld the disastrous consequence of a death penalty 

In <:'1 dt:moc rat i c soc i e t y . Democracy reI ies on the perenial hopefulness of the human 
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condition -- that however I ~m or you are, may yet do otherwise and Iwncr, and 

50 will you. History i5 not destiny. For a free hUlllan being, yesterday is 

instructive but not determinative. The novel and '-'ionJrous idea thi.lt dClllocracy 

i~troduced into human history is that al I human beings are able to be free, free in 

the deep sense of having the capacity to reach beyond the moment, to transcend the 

past for the sake of a different and even better tomorrow. Democracy then commits 

us against irretrievable acts for the sake of that future. That is its glory and 

its burden ... and that is its moral vision as well. 

Thus, then, my reasons for urging defeat of death penalty legislation not 

because of a sentimental concern for the downtrodden criminal who may need our pity 

but often doesn1t deserve it, and not because I am immune to the passion for venge

ance ... But there is that in me and in you that knows the urgency of hope 

and redemption as moral necessities. Struggled for endlessly in the history of 

human societies taken with difricuily over and ove .. again, this is that other 

passion that moves me and brings me here to urge against legal izing execution. 

Thank you. 

HBR:PMS
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STATEMENT ON PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

TO 
N.J.S. 2C:1l-3 

TO THE 

N.J. SENATE JUDICIARY COMMITTEE 

February 1982 

Submitted by:	 Sarah Dike 
Editor and Staff Specialist on the Death Penalty 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency 

Attachments:	 Sarah T. Dike, "Capital Punishment in the United States: 
Parts I-III" 

William J. BOwers and Glenn L. Pierce, "Deterrence or Brutal
ization: What Is the Effect of Executions?" 

William .1. Bowers and Glenn L. Pierce, "Arbitrariness and 
Discrimination under Post-Furman Capital Statutes" 
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The following statement of the National Council on Crime and Delin
quency is submitted in opposition to the proposed amendment of N.J.S. 
2C:11-3, to permit capital punishment by the State of New Jersey: 

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency opposes capital punish
ment as unacceptable in principle and intolerable as it has been applied. 
The right to life is equal among all men and women, and unless under life
threatening conditions we are obligated not to violate that right acting 
either as individuals or as a government. To the degree possible, law 
should not passively reflect contemporary social standards, which contain 
what are very likely confused and conflicting values, but should be educa
tive, promoting the cause of a reasonable and universal social justice. 
The function of a just government is to protect and enhance the value of 
life; the government violates that function in terminating the lives of 
any of its members. Furthermore, there is no indication of consequent 
social benefit, either through the exercise of retribution or through en
hanced social protection by the deterrence of potential capital offenders. 

As practiced, the death penalty reveals a divergence between what 
the public will allow the law to say with respect to criminal conduct and 
what it will allow the law to do in punishing criminal offenders. We have 
shown ourselves unwilling and probably unable to dispense justice equally, 
instead reserving the supreme form of punishment for a subclass defined 
by extralegal characteristics, race and social class the most prominent 
among them. The death penalty in its extreme severity has served the extra
legal functions of distinguishing the social worth of different racial, 
ethnic, and socioeconomic groups, and of oppressing minority group members. 
Execution is merely the endpoint of a process necessarily pervaded by the 
possibility of choice, from apprehension through the clemency decision-
choice constantly adapting itself to public conscience. We cannot allow 
the criminal justice system the latitude to perpetllate this practice in 
selecting who will receive and who will avoid the penalty of death. 

Arbitrariness and Discrimination 

The record of death sentences handed down since 1972 in the three 
states with the largest death row populations--namely, Florida, Georgia, 
and Texas--indicates that race of offender and race of victim have a sig
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nificant effect on the execution decision. A black offender arrested for 
murder whose victim is white is 19 times as likely as a white offender 
whose victim is black to receive the death penalty. This difference can
not be accounted for by type of killing; in fact, among nonfelony killings 
(i.e., killings unaccompanied by another felony), which are relatively un
likely to be punished by death, the killing of a white by a black is par
ticularly apparent as a basis for differential treatment. Racial discrimi
nation is evident at discrete stages of the criminal justice process and 
remains unaltered by appellate review. Moreover, substantial differences 
in treatment by judicial circuit within states have been found; likewise, 
these differences are apparent at separate points of the criminal justice 
process and remain uncorrected by appellate review. Yet the capital 
statutes in these three states were upheld by the Supreme Court as consti
tutional, as ensuring that true individualization of sentencing was possible, 
yet that sentencing discretion wo~ld be limited in accord with the law, 
resulting in even-handed justice. These capital statutes have served as 
the models for statutes enacted by other state legislatures and for the 
bill under consideration. We believe that racial discrimination will in
evitably be a determining factor in death sentences imposed by the courts 
if this bill is enacted. 

The figures above correspond with the findings of another study of 
capital sentencing, published in 1976. This too applies to offenders 
sentenced under post-Furman capital statutes. The study compared the 493 
offenders on death ro~~December 1971 with 376 offenders under death 
sentence on December 1976. Of the offenders on death rows in 1971, 53 
percent were nonwhite; by contrast, of the offenders under death sentence 
in 1976, 62 percent were nonwhite. The percentage of nonwhites sentenced 
to death in the western part of the United St~tes, in particular, increased 
considerably: from 26 percent to 52 percent. 

In 1969, a study of California capital sentencing between 1958 and 
1966 found low social class, measured in terms of occupation'4to be strongly 
correlated with the likelihood of receiving a death sentence. More recent 
studies of presentencing decisions in potentially capital cases have also 
reflected the tendency for social class to be correlated with differential 
treatment. Between 1955 and 1973, for example, among offenders in one 
northeastern city convicted of murder, conviction on the most severe 
charges (subject to the most severe punishment) was most likely among of
fenders from a ~ow social class whose victims were from a higher socio
economic level. Likewise, in a northern city in 1972, the prosecutor's 
decision to press charges against persons arrested for murder was cor
related with social status of the offender and his victim. A suspect from 
a low socioeconomic level wgose victim was more advantaged was least likely 
to have the case dismissed. 

What these and other comparable studies indicate is t~at revised 
systems of capital sentencing, approved in the post-Furman decisions, have 
not served to sever the criminal justice process from extralegal bases for 
judgment. 

Deterrence 

With the prominent exception of ~saac Ehrlich's econometric analyses 
of execution risk and homicide rates, none of the evidence from long-term 
studies of capital punishment and deterrence supports the hypothesis that the 
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statutory availability or use of the death penalty in a given jurisdiction 
will reduce the number of homicides in that jurisdiction. Although Ehrlich's 
analysis has continued to serve as a functional rationalization for the 
death penalty among persons inclined to support the penalty on other grounds, 
his find~ngs have been refuted by equally methodologically sophisticated 
studies. 

Ehrlich's 1975 analysis presumably corrected for the methodological 
weaknesses in earlier studies comparing homicide rates in (1) contiguous 
jurisdictions, at least one of which had abolished the death penalty, and 
(2) the same jurisdiction before and after abolition of capital punish
ment. Although neither of thI5e types of comparisons found a deterrent 
effect of capital punishment, they were critically flawed by, predomi
nantly, their failure to control adequately for a variety of demographic, 
sociocultural, and socioeconomic factors. Ehrlich included in his 
analysis of the effects of executions on homicide rates over the period 
1933-69 a variety of criminal justice, social, economic, and demographic 
variables. Yet his finding, that each execution may deter seven to eight 
homicides, is critically dependent on the period included. That is, the 
association is determined by the period 1962-69, a time when crime rates 
in general rose and executions fell to de facto abolition. Indeed, the 
strongest conclusion drawn from a review of econometric studies of the 
long-term effects of executions on homicide is that ever hir~er standards 
of proof are needed--and will probably remain beyond reach. 

Granted that some murders are calculated events, the reward to be 
gained can often be increased to balance the risk incurred. As Thorsten 
Sellin showed, in reference to punishment accorded hired killers in 
Chicago, the risk may not be great. During 1949-68, there were 1,004 
gangland murders in Chicago, 23 convi£2ions, 4 sentences to life imprison
ment, and no death sentences imposed. Although defenders of the death 
penalty point to the potential for such crimes as demanding the death 
penalty, the history of capital punishment indicates the penalty has not 
been used in this way. Instead, it has been used to punish murderers 
whose crimes were committed under great stress, resulting from rage, 
fear, intoxication, madnI~s, or other conditions mitigating the capacity 
to calculate rationally. 

Deterrence as justification for the death penalty fails to account 
for our decisions to execute or not to execute. And it is doubtful whether 
execution could be used effectively to inhibit homicide. What we know 
about most murders--that they are acts of passion, that they are impulsive 
acts--makes it unlikely that they can be prevented by capital punishment. 

Brutalization 

Although open to similar criticism of methodological shortcomings, a 
number of studies of the immediate effects of an execution in terms of 
homicides committed hf~e produced results in direct conflict with the 
deterrence theorists. 

In the most recent and extensive study, of executions and homicides 
in New York State between 1907 and 1963, each execution was shown to be 
succeeded by an average of two additional homicides in the month immediately 
after, with a third homicide in the next month likely. In contrast, in 
the third month following an execution, the rate of murders dropped. Thus, 
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rather than serving to reduce homicides among potential felons, executions 
may, through a variety of means, actually stimulate others to kill. Some 
potential murderers may have been deterred from their crimes, but, as in
dicated by the decrease in homicides in the third month, it appears that 
the increase in homicides also occurred among potential offenders, some 
of whom woy~d have killed anyway, but who did so sooner because of the 
execution. For" the potential killer [who] has a j ustific16ion, a plan, 
a weapon, and above all a specific intended victim in mind," the violent 
atmosphere surrounding an execution may convey a message that lethal 
vengeance may justifiably be carried out against the deserving, stimulating 
such persons who are already predisposed to engage in aggressive thoughts 
and ideas to proceed to open aggression. 

Retribution 

Undeniably, the desire for retribution is a significant factor in the 
desire to punish criminal offenders; however, the National Council on 
Crime and Delinquency rejects the notion that retribution can or should 
serve as moral justification for punishment, above all, for the death 
penalty. With such a basis for punishment, the potential is great for 
gross injustice in conditions of heightened community sentiment. 

In the United States, as in other nations of the western world, "the 
struggle about [the death penalty] has been one between ancient and 
deeply rooted beliefs in retribution, atonement, or vengeance on the 
one hand, and on the other, beliefs in the personal value and dignity 
of the common man that were born of the democratic movement of the 
eighteenth century. . It is this essentially moral conflict that 
forms the backdrop for the past change!7in and the present operation 
of our system of imposing punishment." 

The National Council on Crime and Delinquency affirms the view that the 
law should embody the aims of a morally just society, that the principle 
of restraining the degree of punishment a civilized society may impose 
precludes the infliction of blood punishment, even in the height of anger. 

Criminal Justice Proce~~ln& 

There is a conflict between permitting members of the judicial system 
to exercise discretion in the criminal processing and sentencing of an 
offender, and constraining that discretion \.ritlJ guidelines promoting relia
bility, predictability, and even-handed justice. The dual requirements 
~ave r~sulted in a~ imprecise syst~TRof punishment, ridden with the 

capaclty for capr.tce and I1iJstake. 

Those who art' tu di c iJi-Ive been chosen by ;] p ru,:ess \,Ihich, at every 
critical stage, procceds on no clearly drticulated or understandable 
critcri..1. Tlds starts with the stage elf cllilrging and pleading; the 
decision of the 1'[(".3ccutor as to Whell to charge and as to whether to 
offer a plea-bargain is not only unfettered and unreviewable but also 
without any clear authoritative standards for the exercise of dis
cretion. The luck of the draw of the jury is what I have called it, 
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the luck of the draw. In a great majority of cases, the jury is 
instructed upon and may find "guilty" upon a lesser included offense, 
rather than on the charge that makes the defendant eligible for death; 
there is no review of this decision, and even instruction from the 
bench upon the difference between first and second degree murder, rnt 
premeditation, on the provocation that justifies or compels a manslaughter 
finding, and so on. is necessarily vague, for the law itself is vague. 
The "insanity defense," allowed in every state but in no state given 
a really intelligible definition, is a wild joker in the deck. At 
the separate sentencing stage, the state statutes ... contain other 
wild jokers which make unfaultable and unreviewable a decision for or 
against death at this point The decision for or against clemency

19
is	 designedly standardless. 

A truly mandatory system, unlikethe2Dorms of sentencing ruled un2~nstitu
tional in Woodson v. North Carolina and Roberts v. Louisiana, would 
have to exclude the possibility of such mitigating factors as the differ
entiation of degrees of murder, the power to accept pleas to lesser offenses, 
and commutations, except to correct error at the trial court level. Under 
the current system, the specifics of each case may interact with the 
exigencies of the entire criminal justice process, to di~2ort the very 
purpose served by an apparently closely defined statute. 

The death penalty thus provides the state with a means of coercion 
that spreads beyond the limited number of cases proceeding to capital 
sentencing--as in the prosecutor's use of the possibility of capital 
punishment as an inducement to defendants to submit a guilty plea. 
Equally important, the potential for execution heightens the permissible 
severity of other forms of punishment, which will, in general, be deemed 
less drastic than execution. Execution is the most explicit expression 
of the possible relation of the state to its citizens, and the effect of 
that expression on other measures the state may impose is to validate 
all other forms of state action as apparently less drastic. Thus, the 
statutory availability of execution obstructs efforts to promote ameliora
tive forms of justice. 

The Problem in New Jersey 

What is the corrections picture in New Jersey at present? In part, 
it is that-

o	 The state prisons are overcrowded. 
o	 The county jails are overcrowded. 
o	 The state has ordered the counties to keep state prisoners in
 

their overcrowded jails because the prisons are overcrowded.
 
o	 The state is seeking to house prisoners in temporary spaces which 

it has not been able to find. 

The Department of Corrections has predicted the adult prison popula
tion could double in 5-10 years as the result of the recently enacted 
mandatory gun laws. The prison population has been spiraling upward over 
the past year because of longer sentences being handed down by the 
judiciary, mandatory sentencing provisions of the new criminal code, and 
a significant reduction in the number of parole releases being granted. 
A study by the Administrative Office of the Courts indicates that, as a 
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result, the populations in the three state prisons for men could 
practically double by 1983 and triple by 1990, if present trends continue. 
If the figures prove accurate, the Department will experience a space 
shortfall for adult prisoners of almost 4,000 cells within two years, 
and perhaps 9,000 by the end of the decade. Today the cost of building 
each additional cell is quoted by the Department 2~ Corrections as $80,000, 
and the cost is rising about I percent per month. If New Jersey passes 
this act, the situation will be even worse. The experience of other states 
shows a general heightening of punitiveness along with passage of the 
ultimate punishment. And the effect on the overcrowded judicial system 
of years of appeals to stave off each execution will divert badly needed 
resources into this protracted review of cases. The discretion permitted 
the jury in ruling on felony murder cases poses a particularly strong 
threat of an overburdening of the courts. The financial costs and the 
effects on the efficient operation of the justice system, in the face of 
the death penalty's failure to fulfill any of its professed functions, 
argue strongly in favor of rejection of this bill. 

Conclusion 

Supporters of the death penalty have criticized abolitionists as 
unconcerned about the victims of violent offenses. But to execute the 
murderer is of no help to the victim. In the long run, the public is 
better protected by ameliorative and preventive than by punitive measures. 
Apart from the lack of evidence of any deterrent effect of the death 
penalty, the execution decision, by focusing on a single event, engenders 
a false sense of security among citizens, serving to divert attention away 
from the difficult task of reducing violence in our society. 
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My name is Frank Askin. I am 0;1 the faculty at Rlltger~ Law School - Newark 

where I hold the position of Distingui.shed Professor. I am also one of three 

General Counsel to the American Civil. Li:>crtie:; Union. also serve ,1S Vice 

President of J'uf, lie Interest L""J'ers of "ew Jers,:y and i I: is in that role ann 

in behalf of that organizatiolL that T c.", h"rore yo', toney. I thank the Committee 

for this op;K,ctuni ty to comrr.ent on till' l"gis ~at ion nOt,' under cons ideration. 

As already explained by Mr. Cohcn, our organization stands unequivocally 

opposed to ~ legislation that would restore the death penalty as an available 
,

sanction under the states criminal corle. That opposition grows, aa might be ex

pected, from many of the traditional, tin',e proven arguments that may :.'1' all to 

fami liar to some of you. At the risk of try ing your flat ience, I will !Jrie fly 

summarize the most importar.t of those rc~son3. 

First, while proponents of capital punishment frequently laud its deterrent 

value, the facts do not aubstantiate this clcim. Studies are available that, with 

the detatched statistics that can be uced to compare applea and oranges, don't 

prove anything at all. One study may show a rial' in homicide aimultaneous with 

the passage of the death penalty whil-, anoth'-!r will show a decline. Still other 

studies prove conclusively that ltmicides d0.cline around the time of an actual 

execution while others aa conclusively prove the oppor-ite. That you or I might, 

in our emotional guts, expect the thre~t of death to deter crime is of little 

value here. We are deliberating rationally, not in the heat of passion or under 

the influ~nce of the impaired judgement of an alcohol or narcotics addled brain. 

Few homicides are committed undp.r cueh clear hp.aded conditions. 

Neither are we likely to be the k~nd of people who would be apt to commit a 

clear headed murder. It i3 importRnt to note that that reluctance grows not so 

much from our fear of puni~r.rr,cnt, I w0uld Cl'.ggect, a" from our own moral sensibili

ties. That is, we do not go out and kill because we have our own ethical code 

which condems murder, not '>ecause we arc kept in check by the prospect of fright

ening punishment, capi.t"l or otherwise. Inth that as 1\ starting point, can our QW1l 

instinctive reaction to the fear of capital punishment he validly factored into a 

detetmination of the potency of the dcterrEnce of a given form of punishment? In 

the absence of a statistical ",easure that can be callet! rpliable can we defpr 

to our own gut reactions? I til:nk not. 

Why would we expect to be uniquely capable of detering heinous crime through 

use o'f the death penalty? 0the~ senct-lOI' .• aV:lila"le shL ..'.-1 be as apt to be deter

rents as the capital ~ 1ction. Almost all penologints agree that the real indica

tor that will control whether or not a sanction has any dete'rrent value is the 

swiftneas and certainty of punishment, not the severity of the punishment. 
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History has shown us that when it comes to swiftness and certainty of punish

ment the death penalty is perhaps the least reliable sanction. In fact, the U.S. 

Supreme Court in striking down the death penalty broadly a decade ago, noted that 

the imposition of the death penalty was so freakish, so arbitrary and capricious 

that it resemhled nothing more than it did the accident of getting struck by 

lightning. 

The randomness of it's distribution does not prevent the death penalty from 

being racially and economically discriminatory in its impact. Theile is no question 

hut that the result of enacting the death penalty statute will fall hardest, per

haps only, upon those who are nonwhite, poor, uneducated, and socially undesir

able: those unable to obtain the quality of legal counsel that will represent 

the wealthy, and the privileged. 

l~e death penalty also sets into motion other forces that are destructive 

to the judicial and penal systems themselves. Lengthy and protracted appeals 

necessary to secure fairness in a fallible system consume vaat amounts of time 

in an already overburdened and backlogged criminal court system. And some suggest 

that the presence of execution as an available alternative sanction may prod some 

jurors to be less willill\ to convict despite the evidence. 

I~at is clear is th~ as it stands today the system itself is still fallible, 

susceptible to fraud, prosecutorial misconduct and outright error. In our own 

state, a case of Some considerable notoriety makes this point more clearly than 

any hypothetical th~ we might construct. George Merrit was three times convicted 

of killing a police officer, and three times his conviction was reversed on 

appeal and remanded for retrial. After more than a decade in prison for a crime 

for which many in the public would certainly have wanted the death penalty, the 

murder of an on duty police officer, Merrit was released when defense counsel 

through slow and painful search of police files discovered and brought to the 

attention of the court, evidence that had been withheld which impeached the cred

ibility of the crucial prosecution witness who had identified Merrit as the assail-. 

ant. If the death penalty had been in place in New Jersey at the time, Merrit 

would almost certainly have been executed long before the suppressed evidence 

had come to the public attention. Can we afford such an irreversible and uncorrect

jhle form of punishment in a system that by it's very nature is subject to the 

errors that permeate any human institution? 

Finally, the death penalty is the ultimate barbarism. An anachronism from 

a common law age noted for trial by combat, it is nothing l.ess than the calculated 

and deliberate infliction of death upon a person by the state apparatus itself. 

Such a mndel cannot help hut cheapen life. I~ather than setting a moral example. 

society throuf;h i.t's representative agent, the state, is condoning the very act that 
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it purports to abhor. In the words of a nOt~ well worn lapel button, "Why is killing 

people who kill people the way we show that killing people is wrong?" By partici

pating in the act of murder itself, the state is staining its own hands with blood. 

The moral lesson that is being taught is that murder is permissible when dOne by 

the "right" people to the "right" people for the "right" re"lsons. 

You and I know that the reasons why there should or should not be a death penalty 

arc hardly relevant here today. The outcome of this debate is already known. We 

will have a death penalty bill signed into law in this state in the very near future. 

We also know that this will not happen because, in the considerred judgment of most 

legislators, this is an effective weapon for the state in the effort to combat crime. 

Rather, this: bi 11 or some other legislat ion like it will be adopted because the mem

bers of this legislature read that to be the popular will; such a strong will that 

they dare tiot ignore or defy it. 

In some sense I come before you today ultimately to talk about a theory of gov

ernance that may be out of favor in the public debate in recent days. The time once 

was when public officials were community leaders and opinion makers and when true 

American patriots did not so much reflect the popular will as help to shape it. In 

all honesty you and I both know that the overwhelming majority of legislators who 

intend to vote for this legislation do not believe for one minute that it will ac

tually reduce crime. 

The public is frustrated with crime. Our law abiding citizens are terrorized 

by what they perceive, incorrectly through the distortion of New York Post type dis

tortion, to be a Jungle-like atmosphere of runaway crime. And the truth be told, feAr ~[ 

of crime, however unsubstantiated by statistical data, is in a very real sense making 

h~bound captives of a significant portion of the populace. It matters little 

whether the terror is justified by the real social conditions. If that is the 

public perception. it will follow your constituent into the voting booth. 

Increasingly, demagogic political leaders have come forward to offer the quick 

fix of blood- to propose the solution that only requires a flip of the switch. But 

T also know that many of you are responsible public officials who recognize that a 

fraud upon the public like a placebo given by a doctor to an ailing patient may pro

duce a temporary psychologica 1 boost but it is dangerous ly decept ive. The patient 

who now believes that a cure is at work may turn attention away from the festering 

illness. Untreated it will grow to kill the natient and to haunt the doctor. 

The <.Ieath penalty wU.l not eliminate or ('.ven reduce crime. Rather it will 

"lac<I!"I' All I1nknowing elccl·ur:atc who, hf'set with fear and frustration, have heeded 

the word of the emotionally appealing but barharic call for revenge. a call for the 

:>luod of people who are tl",mselves Victims. I'he public will come to recognize this 

fl": II 1<1 ;\11.<1 wLth the same ~h""1P, horror and fur\' with \~hich they turned out of office 
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-those who would fight an illeagal and immoral war in their name, they will one day 

remove these deceivers. Ile also know that despite my bold predicitiona, this day, 

if it ia going to come at all, is not here yet. And until the public comes to re

alize that it has been taken, those who cry hardest and loudest for revenge may 

well be returned to office on the crest of this misguided public wave. I for one 

believe that there are more important obligations for public officials than stay

ing popular. Popularity can be self serving. It will take a great deal of courage 

for legislators to vote not as followers but as leaders but I know that my conQg1ence 

will sit better for having said what I thought was right, and not what I thought 

was popular. I hope that each of you will find the courage to vote your conscience 

so that you will do what the public truly elected you to do, to act in the public 

interest through your own good judgjment. Defeat the death penalty and move onto the 

difficult task of tebuilding our state, it's laws, it's economy, it's educational 

system, to eliminating injustice and suffering so that crime might plague our 

citizenry no more. 

Thank you. 
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(it!Social Statements 

THE LUTHERAN CHURCH IN AMERICA 

1-
/ .~... /.Y
7 CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 

Adopted hy the Third Biennial Convention, Kansa~ City, Missouri
 
June 21-29,1966
 

Within recent years, therp h<1s been throughout North AmeriC<1 a marked 
increase in the intensity of dphate on the question of abolishing the death 
penalty. This siluation ha~ lwcn accompanied by the actual abolition of 
capital punishment in ten slates and two dependencies of the United States, 
qualified abolition in three states, and in six states a cessation in the use of 
the death penalty since 1955. Although the issue of abolition has been 
widely debated in Canada in recent years, a free vote in Parliament on April 
5, 1966, failed to end the legality of the death sentence. However, during 
the last two years or more, death sentences in Canada have been consis
tently commuted. 

These developments have been accompanied by increased attention to the 
social and psychological causes of crime, the search for improved methods 
of crime prevention and law enforcement, efforts at revising the penal code 
and judicial process, and pressure for more adequate methods in the reha
bil itation of convicted criminals. There has been a concurrent concern for 
persons who, because of ethnic or economic status, are seriously hampered 
in defending themselves in criminal proceedings. It has been increasingly 
recognized that the socially disadvantaged are forced to bear a double 
burden: intolerable conditions of life which render them especially vulner
able to forces that incite to crime, and the denial of equal justice through 
adequate defense. 

In seeking to make a responsible judgment on the question of capital pun
ishment, the following considerations must be taken into account: 

,/1.~~ik. 
7'\ The bihlic<11 and confessional witness asserts thaI the state is responsible 

under God for the protection of its citizens and the maintenance of 
justice and public order. For the exercise of its mandate, the state has 
been entrusted by God with the power to take human life when the 
failure to do so constitutes a clear danger to the civil community. The 
possession of this power is not, however, to be interpreted as a command 
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from God that death shall necessarily be employed in punishment for 
crime. On the other hand, a decision on the part of civil government to 
abolish the death penalty is not to be construed as a repudiation of the 
inherent power of the state to take life in the exercise of its divine 
mandate. 

2. Human Rights and Equality Before the Law 

The state is commanded by God to wield its power for the sake of 
freedom, order and justice. The employment of the death penalty at 
present is a clear misuse of this mandate because (a) it falls dispropor
tionately upon those least ahle to defend themselves, (b) it makes irrevo
cable any miscarriage of justice, and (c) it ends the possibility of restoring 
the convicted person to effective and productive citizenship. 

3. The Invalidity of the Deterrence Theory 

Insights from hath criminal psychology and the social causes of crime 
indicate the impossibility of demonstrating a deterrent value in capital 
punishment. Contemporary studies show no pronounced difference in 
the rate of murders and other crimes of violence between states in the 
United States which impose capital punishment and those bordering on 
them which do not. 

In the light of the above considerations, the Lutheran Church in America: 

urges the abolition of capital punishment; 

urges the members of its congregations in those places where capital 
punishment is still a legal penalty to encourage their legislatures to abol
ish it; 

urges citizens everywhere to work with persistence for the improvement 
of the total system of criminal justice, concerning themselves with ade
quate appropriations, the improved administration of courts and sen
tencing pr,lCtices, adequate probation and parole resources, better penal 
and correctional institutions, and intensified study of delinquency and 
crime; 

urges the continued development of a massive assault on those social 
conditions which breed hostility toward society and disrespect for the 
law. 

Divloion for Million in North America
 
lul'wran Church In America
 

2J I Madison Avenue. New York. N. Y. 1001 b
 Printed in U.S.A. 
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Doris Havran 
800 Vosseller Ave. 
Ma~tinsville, N.J. 08836 

I would like to speak tn you fro~ the vanta~e point of a prison 

volunt~er. Over the years I have spoken wit~ and counselled many 

prison inmates, some 0f them convicted of capital offenses. I 

really wish tt'ere couln be a way to sdp murder, but there isn't. 

Killing will go on as long as there is hyman passion, hatred, 

jealousy, greed, envy, anger, despair. 

The thing that concerns me most is not simply that we devalue 

A~Y human life, but that we will ask other, decent people to 

be our e~ecutioners. ~e will turn many people into killers 

in order to destroy one murderer. In order to kill a human being 

~eth0dically and with great planning requires those responsible 

for the execution to consider the convicted person as less than 

a siginificant human. Once we demand that a man practice an 

inhumanity to earn his living, we dehumanize him. The fact is 

that exec'Jtioners will always themselves be considered as 

ugly reminders of our inability to find a way to feel safe from 

murder. There has been little research done on what happens to 

exec~tioners, but the few cases I did find showed that one 

executioner later murdered his own family and another committed 

suieide. 

I am president of Lutheran Church Wo~n of New Jersey. The 

Lutheran Church is opposed to the death panalt~;. I attended 

an Executive Board Meeting yeBterday at which time all the memkers 

present voted to affirm the Church's position a~ainst the death 

penalty and that congregations be encouraged to communicate 

the church's stance to the Legislature. 

I am also on the Execitive Board of Church \·J,'men ~_Tnited and 

we have for many ye~rs b2longed to a coalition to oppose 

the death renalty. 
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PUERTO RICAN CONGRESS o(i NEW JE.RSE.Y 
Nina Rios· 
Chairperson

.,,'. 

ENRIQUE ARROYO 
Executive Director 

Statement by	 Enrique Arroyo, Executive Director, 
Before the ';.Se·n ate· J ud i cia r y 

.;(Jo"~ ,

.".	 Comm it tee •:.~,,~~,
" 

.. ,'<...." :., .. ;' . ;:.,,, , :,.: .;>..~ ..~. 

Feli peN i eve s RlOS, 27; J 0 aquf n Rod r f gu~ ~I;~ 3 3 and J 0 see r uz, 25 

>were executed by the State of New Jersey on May 3, 1955. All there 

~bout 65 per	 cent of all persons who suffered capital punishment, 

well above the proportion of blacks and Hispanics in the general popu

lation. 

In fact, Nieves, Rodriguez and Rfos made up about 15 percent of 

;4\11 persons executed in New Jersey, at a t f me when they were members 

~If a minority population that numbered less than one (1) percent of 
.';~: .. , 

~the entire population of the State. 

What I am saying, quite clearly, is that as a representative of 

~a Puerto Rican/Hispanic organization, we do not find justice to be,-t(; ..
'''I.. 

.,'
'~~lind to color or nationality-it discriminates. And it has discrimi

na ted i n i'l ew J e r s eyin two ways: min 0 ri t y person s . are more 1ike 1y 
.~ . 

"to face capital punishment, well out of proportion to any indicator 

and, as you may verify in various studies, a capital offense against 

a'white person is more likely to result in a capital penalty than if 

'the capital offense is committed against a minority person . .:~' 

" 

'. 
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While this is undeniably and statistically verifiable, the 

argument for capital punishment as a deterrent to serious crime 

is, at best, one that stands on shaky ground. 

Is there evidence to show that states that impose the death 

penalty have a lower crime rate, a lower rate of serious crime? No. 

To the contrary, a study in New York of executions between 

1900 and 1965 has shown an increase in murders for every three 

month period following an execution. Thi~ i~ perhaps suggestive 

evidence that state executions have the effect of an incentive to 

kill to the pathological. 

Many sociological studies tend to show a causal relationship 

between criminality that is punished (on the 'one hand) and poverty, 

undereducation, underemployment and young age (on the other). 

If this is true, and it seems to be, Puerto Ricans, along with 

Blacks and other minorities, would seem to have a better chance to 

be prime candidates for capital punishment. We don't get too many 

chances to be at the top of most lists. 

According to the 1980 Census, Hispanics represent the youngest 

population in the Country and the State, with 42% of our population 

18 years of age or younger, compared to 29% for all others. 

Only 57% of Hispanics under 30 have completed a high school 

education, in contrast to 87% of the non-Hispanic counterparts. 

Hispanic families had a median inc 0 meo f $11 , 421 in 1979 , as 

compared with a median income of $16,284 for non-Hispanic families. 

We are predominantly poor, undereducated, underemployed, ill fed 

and ill housed. We are potentially grist for the mill of capital 

punishment. 
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When 15% of all persons executed in the State were Puerto Rican 

our total population was a little over 55,000 persons, today we 

number close to one-half a million Hispanics in New Jersey (491,867 

Hispanics) or 6.7 percent of the population as ayainst less than 1% 

then. 

The prospects of this bill to us as a people are frightening. 

We ?sk that such killing not be sanctioned by the State, but rather 

that the State turn its attention and its resources to obliterating 

the causes of the root problems of poverty, disease, malnutrition, 

poor housing and education, unemployment and racism. 

,'; 

# # # 
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': ;', .-,) 
.,-:,.;) 

",,;--;.: 

Mr. Chairman, Gentlemen: Thank you for the opportunity to disoUBS 
' .. .... 

with you th1s extremely important sUbJect--our oustom of inflicting 
, , 

. . ~~
death as a punlShment--whioh many ~f us feel is a survival of the ." 

... ~'.KiddIe Ages-wa custom so barbarous as to have no place in modern 
,civilized sooi.~y. 
, 

"But," 'We are told, "think of th'" vi"'t imf 
v w ~ If it was one of your own, 

you would f •• l diff .......ent." "'his 18 ft ff d 
~~ • 0 en 0 ere as the fin~l, oon

-
"- " --,clusiv~, unansw~rable argument. But -they are not really thinking 

--:-- . '0'-~',-----", -.~-_,::~. (J;f'. tne vl-ctlm.- The -vlctim'-!s .-beyonci--hei·p--or .harm.-f --. 
.. :.. .. ~ . ~ .. _ ~-:'o ~J~~'r ...• __,'.... /., 

. !.I" 
There 1s validity in considering the v~o~t~~'of ~e6ser crimes--rape, 

"_'" ••. _ •.• "•.••" ,'"' ,.,,-;.\.:~ •••• ': •• ., •.•.- ••• - -'..~ . ~ .• -" "_ "_ .• :..: .. _"",.~~ .. r ~.;,L:.:-.JC~J:l~,.~:.~;~,.:.:.t;....z:.~ .,:;" .- . ' .. '.. 
assault, robpery--in Which there i8 some possibility of ~rstituti~but 

,",.;."
".:,t'.;: 

trying to help the murder victim or the families of the murder viotim, 

is futile. Could they give me back my daughter? Could they give mer 

back one hour of her preoious life? No, we have to think beyond the 

needs of the victim, for which we oan do nothing, to the larger needs of 

our society, which are the deep ooncerns of us all. 

I 
. ........
 

It.iS...Jlssum.ed --by- many- ·that the family of the victim, h~vihg suffered 

the ravages of the ultimate crime, must favor the ultimate r~tribution. 

~s if, somehow, vengeance could erad1cate the death, could assuag, 

their grief and anguish. It is true that, in the first shock of 

horror and fury, some families do f.el that vengeanoe will be Some 

compensation for their 108s, and surely we must sympathize with this 

reaotion. But after ~ period of oalm, When lo~ic and reason have 

returned, how will they feel? After a month, a year, if there has 
fJirr£.R 

been an eX8cutlon, will they not oome to the stark, painfuyrealiza

tion that they are carrying another oorpse along with that of their 

loved one? Most distressing ot a11 t What if, later, incontrovertible 

evidence is produc4d th~t ~n innooent person had been exeouted? Could 
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they live with that knowled.e? Ev 
o en 1t there is no doubt of gUilt, 

the burden of this second 
corpSe must l1e heavy on the hearts of the 

viotim's fam11y. This 1s not "a l1fe for ~ lite.".' 
.. It 1s Q.D.other 

death, the more brutal and shook1n~ for bein~ offic1ally imposed. 

No matter how much talk there 1s. about "JUst1ce" the 1nf11ction of 
death--cold-blooded d1t 
._.... .__ ' pr~m~i~. ~~,e~" .~_o)'"~1all!-sanct1on.d death--oannot 

be anything but barbarous a~d' d~!r~dln"~l' .. ' '. '. '.../.~' ;:--;.>_..~_ .., .,:... , ....._'.. J 

- . : . / ~.. --------.__.----.~~ "./;./._!.~ (J. ~ e( . 

·~.I 
Degrading not specificalYy to the perpetrator of the crime, nor even to , '. 

.. " - -,... -", .'.
the executioners, but to all of us who participate as members of a
 

consenting society.
 
r···"·.,. .. ·· -...., 
; Speak1ns tor my own family-- , 

_- --a~~. th-1s ·includes the Bon of -the murderedi"-~~an--and speak1ni;' I ,~..~":_ .-i .. <c 

~. 

bellev_, for many othe; fam111es--thitL16 someth1ns we oould never 
!/kth);; 0 f}&.l-rl! i .\ _have' borne. I:, , 
I . IThe po1nt has been made--and 1t 1s a val1d p01nt--that soc1ety is	 ,, ., 
t·f: .. ' ' also rava~ed and debased by the violenoe 1n our streets, in our	 
I,

! . 
homes, the violenoe of ~rime that we are livin~ with and suffering 

• jfrom. True. Thf~'~;~~~;(gre;~'A(;:bleJi today, and should take 
.

top prior1ty. But we can never solve the problem by compound1n~ it ~ 

with official v1olence. Most of us realize today that polioe brutal
Pff5 oJl

1ty and v1ciou~ conditions are not only worse than useless, they 

double and treble the d~fIloulti.s. But tar too many at us still 

have fa1th that death of the aooused 16 the answer--though Bome 

advocates of th. death penalty seek to reduoe 1ts brutality. ~t the 

time olthe Spank.11nk exeout1on, many thoughtful flor1d1ans were 

appalled, not so much by the FAOT of execution, as by 1ts MANNER, 

and were advocat1n~ "more human," methods. But there is no humane 

method. Kil11ng 1s killing. There 1s NO WAY to human1ze this inhuman 

and barbarous act. So far from b.ln~ a solution to the orime prob

lem, it 1s the ~reatest barrier to any solution. We cannot solve, 

we canr~ot even be@;in 110 attaok the question, so Ion!; as we keep
/(.-v--~~~j.~ ,4.~t<., 57x 
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~"/:--'~:"'~,' T:.t.~.~:.f~ .. :,f.;',r' ... ;.,' ":"f- l~:-':'\~Jl.';~' r::.I~";-:'J~~·J,.'~',(t;'~:';·.~~~\I.:(i:":·t\o.~;.~.t:~:).~1 'l~~: •. ~~r:•.:'~~~:.~~.~~~~~ ;..:~>.~ ....~,-; 

.::;'-·~;i,:~'~~·.:·:"7,::~';' ,<';,":£ ":	 "\I? "~.f?,~.~.;':>~~~t:, f.-~I~,t"7?'~·." /~(:,~!:~>~~~·.:5',. ~t~~~·~~;~<~jt~~.lA 
't'; . ·;T~\.'Li':..· .:r!-~ '~'!::~1::,~~./'~~''If:.~:':""'':' .\'_:f};' /' ,..~,!;>~:L,.", ''':;:i~,'!- ,:~,j:j·.'~:b.ojJLJ<".J;;.,.. ~,~"::;l,,'~~
".:tr:{if~ ~ ..•..~.;~ I ',. ''';•• ~ "·l-,,,,.,.l·l~••;.(l . -::,':.\. ..... .;:;~' ....,;i;•••• '• ..:,.,.,;i" .... ~ ....\":;..~. ~.'''./0.4. ..~. '" ~":i:.~".,...., 

. \~~'n~~~,' ',: .:''':'~j ... ~~,:~. :::;' . , . :'J' •.<~. 'F' "'.' "·,:.t·i.1~l~( (1::'r~:;'i~~:~:'::':~~;: ~ :1t:!~'\~l:'r .;:~~ :"}~i·..~r~ ·:~.~f.:j~t~1~<~f:~··.;i~:.:, 
... ~.:. '"j.....( , .... '.	 . .. ~ ,:.... : '.: ""." ,. Irf~. '''It"1J1' • -, T' . "t·.);l~.: '! .J:"' • •. ~~... 

)f··;'.'· ...';.)O ,'.:" ::'We must not onl1' abolish this, ouet9J11' we JiUl!Jt .'o~plete11;,~t~1.i1a ..te>!,/: 
,I"".:. '-. :::.: " ~ .~.~ '. . .~/:. ;.>: .~ _.~:.'.:~:\J;~... ~ ..~~.: :.'.. ~ ~: ..~' ;, ~ ,'.:' ..:~.~~: !;~:.:: .. ;:~:. ;'.' ..::. .J~;<.~: 

f :'.,.'j'~." ;'';It 'as an option. Our f1rst step toward a: solut1on ot tb, 'criJae prob
":'(:,,' .'; ~;' . ,,' '~.,' ., ".' " , .:"."';y:~;:;,~:~, .::~ . -:~~:;;;:i 

i·1em must be to renounoe utterl1 the ,Whole 1dea of tbe ult1.mat·. ,,'.:::; " :0: 

• ....... ':;.1>; .: . '~'~., • ." .'"
 

violenoe of jUdioial murder e:':,.' ~.~;·., .. ·;.:.~,~::{t~:~~.r:-.;.·t:<r:<::' ':/~..~::~;:~;~ ::.;,:~: 
.•.. , ..... '.'.' 

·t' " 

.. ":':t.;': ...
.:;.{.::
,."}jt~::~:' 

..•. 
.•..' 

..···./ci::;
:.;./ .:.' 

':.... , • "f' 

l, •• I.' 

....1>.. , ._. 

...t.·~ !-.;~ 
j.,(" 

.:~~~ ~.:.":' '-;":, '..~. . ~ . : .~ .. 

Thank you for 11sten1n~. 

',' , 
...S;:,.. ~':.:.t~[;:~~ 

.:~::\)~; :}i 
~ ~ \,,: . 

/, 

.:. 

.';-,', .0 ,.' 

':.' " '~;':: ..,: ,..~ . :.:rr 
", ',j."";' ;", "<.:. 

.~~~f:~r·· 

I ~';~~;;;<:}~f;,' 
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_ '''/y,:;Jt;.. ~\.,,~ 

';:;:':~~.;~fti 
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Statement on Capi tal Punishment ny N.J. SANE / ~dwin C. Kru~e
 

Hearing, State House, Trenton. N.J. February 26, 1982
 

My name is Edwin C. Kruse. live in Chatham, Harris Cou~ty, New Jersey. 

~ 
Today I am testifying on this "death penalty" bill on behalf of New Je rsey SANE 71 

. '(lMA., a.
SANE was founded in 1957 nationally, and New Jersey SANE was founded a year later\.~., 

. . . 

The organization's initial efforts were to get an A-bomb test-ban treaty 

(aecomp I i shed, to some exten t, in 1963). Since then SANE has been concerned wi th 

preventing nuclear holocaust (either from weapons or power plants), and, in general, 

wi th the abol i tion of war and ki II ing and the di recting of governmental resources 

and efforts (as well as individuals') to the enhancement of life on this t1space 

ship earth" we all inhabit. 

One of the precepts of a better way of life that this democraCy~press' 

,ageA0gI0r~in is that of justice. The pledge of allegiance to the flag speaks 

of "l iberty and justice for all," almost as if the goal were al ready obtained, rather 

than as an ideal to strive for. 

We all know that there was denial of liberty in the first "four score and 

seven years" of our nation's existence when slavery flourished, was condoned by our 

system of justice, and duly recognized in our constitution. We know of current 

attempts to re-institute the concept of involuntary servitude, on a discriminatory 

basis, to foster potential ki II ing. 

When it is exped i en t[fo:iJ a gove rnmen t Go oo~thirrg-;"no- matter how ~ei~,-' i t 
<!,MIv 

is usually quite easy for executi~'and 1-eg1-s+a to rSt-t;;l i gno re ~on cep t s 0 f jus t ice 
,:J~ / 

In 0 rdc r to accomplish so-called "desired" gOill'>. Mass killing of innocent civilians 

is condoned -- such as the K;<,c,inqer / Nixon Christmas-time saturation bombings of 

Vietnam --.JS justifiable. The prime movers or instiyators of that slaughter in 1972 

Henry Kissinger and Richard Nixon -- are now mul ti-mi I I ionai res. Indeed, the 

latter, though an unindicted co-conspirator in the Watergate matter. now bills the 
59x 
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SANE testirrony; February 26, 1982 

government almost half-a-mi 11 ion dol lars annually in pension, business, and 

security costs. The former has exhorbltant "advisor" contracts with tv-networks and 

multi-national corporations, and obtains huge lecture fees. 

So one might question the concept of what is "just" treatment for a murderer. 

Certainly all murderers should not be given multi-million dollar suburban retreats 

in Bergen County -- that would be unfair to Bergen County. 

Is the death penalty "just treatment" if it is applied only to killers of certain 

persons -- say a policeman? Wouldn't that imply that a policeman's life is llmore 

important" than other people's lives: a clergyman's, a mother's, a legislator's, 

a governor's, an embezzler's, a phi landerer's, a street hood's? What sort of 

cri teria can be used to establ ish the "worth" or "meri til or IInon-violatablell status 
~ 

,,~ f ?~ 0 any human life? Where is the justice of any such criteria. 

~ 
\. 

.... Then there i~ the ljuestion of fallibility; fallibility on the part of the legisla

ture and governor for enacting a capital punishment law, on the part of the judges, 

juries, prosecutors and lawyers who implement the law, on the part of the executioners 

who deal the fatal coup de grace. 

For example, in New Jersey there has been speculation fol lowed by belated inquiry 

about whether the real ki I ler was executed in the celebrated Lindbergh kidnapping 

case alrrost forty years ago. How many less celebrated cases don't get questioned? 

How many potential miscarriages of justice, of the death penalty, go unexamined by 

"common consent?" 

The ~ocic11 Ills in this state and nation, though 

many, are less than elsewhere, so I'm led to believe. (How thankful I am that I 

don't I ivc in £1 Salvador, where the rul inq government junta, wi th American-made 
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SANE testimony; February 26, 1982 page 3 

"hardware" -- Isn't that a pleasant term for killing machines: guns and 

attack helicopters and all-- regularly kil I helptess civi llans.) 

SANE recognizes that we all have a long, long way to go to eliminate injustice. 

SANE bel ieves the proper function of government is to sustain life enhancing 

programs -- education, housing. health care, transportation, job fulfillment, 

combatting hunger, recreation and many others ~- and ideals .- justice, liberty 

and freedom, equality of opportuni ty, etc. -- all of which uplift society. 

The recent emphases on death-dealing capabi lities -- whether they be the 

astronomical deficit exploding increases in the pentagon war budget at the expense 

of human services, or the retrogressive re-instituting of capital punishment -

serve neither to maintain, sustain, or enhance ~ife. 

Surely the legislators and governor can do better than glory in the passage of 

death-making laws. 

Thank you for this opportuni ty to testify. 

107 Center Avenue 
Chatham (Borough), N.J. 07928 

(201) 635-8430 
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21 NO~:~ CLINTON AVENUe, TRENTON, NEW JERSEY 08609.f6,~~1,~~~,.... ~",""_~,.;,M ••~'<.J, 
David H. McAlpin, 

PRESIDENT 
JUtrrr"Iv1~"'~n:m 

Jr. Oliver B. Quinn, Esq. 
-~~ EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

-rmmm"Y'Ml~~. 

Febr.uary 24, 1982 

TO:	 Senate Judiciary Committee 

FROM:	 Lucy Mackenzie, Director 
Citizen Action Division 

RE:	 5-112, the Death Penalty 

In preparing a statement in opposition to 5-112 for this meeting, I 
found it hard to be original. So much has been written and said about 
the terrible decision which the Legislature will soon make. But the 
problem was resolved when I came across a record of the debate which 
took place in the Senate and Assembly in 1977, on the same bill. 

Nothing in the volumes written about capitol punishment approaches the 
eloquence of the opponents who spoke at that time. I would like to 
quote briefly from the statements.of five of them, without identifying 
the speakers. 

/1551(1f.1 H Ii lfJJA'-'J} or;Jf:;J5 
1.	 "The entire history of capitol punislunent demonstrates a 

pattern of discrimination beyond challenge. You know 
that 54% of those executed between 1930 and 1960 were 
black, although they are only 10.5% of the population." 

675'1/1/;,,1 C")onJJ FRr5 IJJJ -6
2.	 'My seven ye~r old daughter sees rape, murder, carnage 

of all kinds on TV. We must think throu~h our passions. 
I don't want to be debased any further, to fall into 
the pit which makes me no better than they are." 

-(t I.) -j'''f} t»: "V 0 (,;y/
v' 

3.	 "Over 600 people in the United States are on death row 
now, awaiting to be p:assed, garroted, hunp; or electro
cuted. Of the 600, a substantial number are poor and 
from minorities, but they have a common denominator - 
they don't have the money to buy a life sentence. The 
death penalty should not be reinstated here. Swift and 
certa'i n puni sllmell t :;llOllld he our concern, if we wan t 
to deter others. J 'Ill concerned about th8 victims of 
c:rime, but not so 1>1 inded as to accert the illogical 
response that this hill represents. It panders to the 
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outrage of the people of this state without protecting 
anyone. We will do a disservice to humanity by com
mitting an act which approaches the act we're trying 
to punish." 

SeN· (vI/1!>\'(J./ (/.~ ,~·u)l)ti},({
4.	 "Senator Russo is sincere, but he can't convince me. 

The law is not infallible -- the margin of error is 
1% in the conclusion of cases. The irreversability 
of the penalty is a crucial factor. I won't be 
stampeded by talk of bleeding hearts and no compassion 
for the victims, especially when the sponsors say 
that deterrence can't be proven. I come back, over 
and over, to the question, don't you have to be sure 
before you execute somebody? I think that the public 
wants the death penalty, but not death. They think 
that people will not really die, but can appeal or 
will be pardoned. This is a sorrowful choice." 

{),fjJ. (fIIJ"tC-5 "'iI]T~ ) 
5.	 "There is a history of man's inhumanity to man, but 

we've made some slow progress. Today we'll take a 
small step forward or backward. I welcome this 
moment, because I have this unique chance to speak 
and cast my vote against this one mean bill." 
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Shevat 26, 5742
 
. '.~ : ;,.
 

...
. ~.' 

Senator Russo and distinguished members of the committee. I	 am ... 
Rabbi Eric Wisnia, Rabbi'at Congregation Beth Chaim in West Windsor, 

,., 

New Jersey. I am president of the Hightstown Area Ministerium, and 

i.president of t6e Shore Area Board of Rabbis. 

,,:j 
...••• I 

..~. Today I wish to speak before you as a representative of the New Jersey' 
~:, ... 

li.;"ASsociation of Reform Rabbis and also of the New Jersey Council of the 
. /,~ "~" 
·~;!:.'Vnion of American Hebrew Congregation, a Federation of all Reform 
~ ~ , ." 

ayna80gues here in central and northern New Jersey. I will speak against 

capital punishment, for I feel it is contrary to the spirits of morality, 

justice and the Jewish religion •.... 

,,~ "'J', Future generations may look back at the death penalty with much the same 
',. 

..t,' •.::s:revulsion that many of us now have when we consider	 how trial by c61nbat was 

':1<., 
>,") 

~.u8ed in the middle ages. In those days when might made right, the death 
, 

',I':.:penalty was carried out against many more criminals than is now suggested. 
, .1,' 

They included blasphemers, witches and pickpockets. It was not uncommon 

in England during the three centuries when to be a pick pocket was a 

capital offence, to have the pockets picked of the very crowd that had 

gathered to watch the execution. 

The death penalty then was no more a deterrent to pick-pocketing than it 

is now to other crimes. Recognizing this, at least 45 countries, including 

almost all the western democracies have abolished the death penalty. An 

exception among the Western Democracies is the United States, where the •
death penalty still exists in some states and where you would like to 

introduce it in our state. 
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Back in 1959 j at a national meeting, the Union of American Hebrew Congre8atio~1 

a Federation of over 700 Reform Synagogues across the nation, adopted .. J} ... :.. : 
the following resolution~.... "We believe that in the light of modern. .~~..~ ...~~;: . " 

", 

scientific knowledge and concepts of humanity, the resort to or 

:continuation of capital punishment either by a state or by the national 
~I.. : ;,~.:. '!' 

,.,..:" 'government, is no longer morally justifiable. We believe that there 
,"~~~~ ,'. "'J'~,~, _is no crime for which the taking of human life by society is justified,

I"":; • .: J I .... : 

,}/!',L',;.:\~:~~,:, arid that it"is the obligation of society to evolve other methods in, dealing '\. 

'::'::f,"ff .,,, ,~,{\, with crime. 
" 

" 

.,.:~~~((~~:';:;ed:;t:h:e::~::::yn::1: ::::::::::a ~:i:::ec:;t:::~:n::~ :::i:~eOf 
, 

• ;;'1; .. death penalty cheapens our respect for human life and brutalizes the 
. " ',-, :,'...~~," '"....' 

~j spirit of all of us. 

The United States Supreme court acknowledged in its decision in 1972
 

:..... ~. that overturned the then existing capital punishment laws, that the
 

death penalty violated the principle of equal protection. Executions, 

".:.: the court said, were carried out mainly against the poor, the black, the 

.'. uneducated, the "pariahs of society". Former Supreme Court Justice, 

William O. Douglas observed" .... one searches our chro~icles in vain 

for the execution of any member of the affluent strata of this society." 

Capital punishment is merely a garbage disposal system for eliminating 

of those we no longer want, those we can no longer handle, those whom 

we do not care to rehabilitate. It is because of the failures in our 

penal system, because of our. lack of committment to rehabilitation and 

correction that we even discuss the death penalty. Even though it is .' 
effective, are we to admit that the death penalty is the only cure for 

recidivism? 
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Law is a human instrument. Human beings, even judges and juries, 

make mistakes. The legal system is administered by a vast number of 

different people in diff~ent circumstances and they can produce 

inequalities and errors. The taking of a life by capital punishment 

1s radically different than any other sort of punishment because it is 

final and irreversible. If there has been an error, the carrying out 

of an execution is beyond correction. Let us seek better, more effective 

and humane ways of dealing with crime. Executions cheapen life. If we 

'are ever to still violence in our society, we must learn to cherish life. 

, 
j 
! 

I conclude with a quote by former Supreme Court Justice Benjamin Cardozo 

in his book Law and Literature (1931) ..•. "The death penalty will seem 

to the next generation, as it seems to many even now, an anachronism 

too discordant to be suffered, mocking with grim reproach all our 

clamorous professions of the sanctity of life." 

• 
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J / 112 Larchmont st. R.D. 4 
Toms River, N.J. 08757 

Phone 201,-244-8170 

.1 btl vr' OIl papPl til c' ::It 10n9 €8 t ;lJ1d Lhc on J y a. rg umen t llg a ina t 
the (leath rH:~nalty. New ,ri::tscy is cJbout to relnstate thE:: death penalty. 
If you agree with the position I hav8 stated, then you have the means 
t,!) mako this p091 tion known to the people 0 f Now Jersey. And if the 
people of New Jersey fully undorstand the case against the death penalty, 
they will not bring it back. You can draw attention to the case aqaineL 
the death pelHllty as 110 one else can. Briefly, here ia an introduction 
to the only case against the death penalty: 

The principle of " An eye for an eye, a tooth for a tooth" 
means that 1f you murder, you will be murderedr if you 
condemn a hum~n being to death, you will be condemned to 
death. If you do good, good will come back to you~ if you 
do harm, hHrm will come hack to you. 

om 1?F, IS THE RF:ALITY UPON WHICH THIS PRINCIPLE IS PREDICATED" J 

This principle 1.':1 bused on the premise that t.he life is more 
Hldn the body ':Ina that the life takes on the human condition 
('1/('1' ,lnd ('\1'0.1' anc.,in in itFi journey fur perfect.ion within the 
human state. I ~m speaking of What is known as reincarnation 
or tIl(> cV01Uti'Fl of the soul. it is here understood that justice 
is spread out over many lifetimes. The joy or sorrow experienced 
Loday if! I,:~l'! rCBu}t of wh,tt OCC1.1rl'ed t.en days ago, ten years aqo, 
or b'll 1ift-~timps ago. In Fill actions ther:e io perfect justice. 
Beaven '::l11d, llclJ 'is within t,he hUlTInn "ond:lf'ion and not 80methin i 

;:lp"rt- from U:. N(~ d~termd.t1e or crellte our own Heaven and Hell 
"'TlthJn Uw lHlm'lll state by the IH,Htncr in wl1i.t,:h we treat God's 
1 Lf c 'N i 111 I n thr' 111Jn1.\n Bto1-,e. No one undersl'ood Lhli:! cage aqa l.nR L 
Lhr dPilth pen<.ti I 'y' I)(.!ttpr than thf' 80n of d rarpcnt,er: 

,do r;ul '_:'.)hrlr~!i\I1. ,',n<l VrHI shall noL be cond.,mncd. j,'oryive, and you 
qhdl.J hc; fOJ"!ivrn; '. '. .. !'C't' with "lha' mr'P.lBUre you (lledSUre, it shall 1)0 
mf':"]'J\.lr('~d t,n V'>11. 1

' 

,. "lnu h·")ve h;'dn3 that i t.:. was 8.'11r1, 'An eye for an cy~, I and , t A tooth 
f,'I'" 1",,')1:!1.' flut' I ~:;"'/ t'e you not: to resist t.he evildoer; on the 
'''rl'l\~dr'!f jf sn;'(f,r',lr:' :"\'~'jJ'_;' thee on Hw right dw.:!k, turn to him ih" 
,·"!t-!I(lt· (1!~J(;~ .. 11 

"",! L t!,',S(~ \"k, Itd~(' ti'f' ~'lword wi] 1 P(-~t;:~h ])y the sword. II 

1 N·t ~'10rj\T:-'!(; ","\ iTf'!C Tl!ri~ CJ\SP l\Gl\fNSrr 'T'llr. DEA'l'}1 PENALTY BEFORE '1'!!f: 
ii 'I;! ,Je TN r'['~ rr JMf'LE'rI- '1'.l!..')mS'rJ\NDIl':C;. CAN YOU HELl' ~1E AND WILL Y(lT,I 
\. r 'OJ .. -''!;: 

~/~ 
R.-:l.Y KalClinikas 
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR: 

'l'he pol i tic.:al candidatee I Kean and Florio I and t~he
 
State 8en~tor, John F. RUBSO, together with 70% of the Stnte's
 
population ~re ready to bring back to New Jersey the daath penalty.
 

Rut hera's the catch. Those who condemn a human being to
 
death will also be condemned to death, I.et me put it in another way.

If the phycd.cal life of a human being is destroyed by the St.ate, 5.11
 
those who supported emd particd>patrid in the destrtlction of this human
 
bHingle physical life will have their own physical existence destroyed
 
1n very much the ~l!dna way. Preposterous 1 Ridiculo\18 Y Well, let'.
 
toke a look at a position opposing the death ponalty, a poeition that
 
very few people know of.
 

The principle of " An eye for an eye.» means exactly what 
it says. If you do harm, harm will come back to you. If you do good, 
good will come back to you. If you condemn a murderer to death, you 
will be condemned to death. Perhaps now you will understand this 
etatE'Jnent, "You,'have heard that it was Bald, , An eye for an eye,' 
and, 'A tooth for a tooth.' But I say to you not to re8ist the evil 
doer, on ehe contrary, if someone strike thee on the right cheek, turn 
to him the other also •• ". This statement is predicated on a perception 
of reality that very few understand. The life i8 more than the body and 
as the life of the tree takes on the leaf, BeaBon after seaDon, 80 do 
our lives take on the human condition, over and ovltr 8gain, until 
perfection is attained. The greate~t deterrent to crime or lolhhe doing 
of harm to aurselvee or others is the principle of " An eye for an eye.". 
Dut poople do not understand this principle or the reality it is based 
upon. For this reason crime and violence increase slonq with support 
for the death penalty. 

Heaven and hell is within the human condition t not outside of
 
it. The statement, All those who tak.e the sword will periah by the
II 

s'·lord. II, means perish by the Bword wi thin the human condition, and not 
outside of it. The statement, " •. do not condemn, and you shall not be 
condemned. Forgive, and you shall be forgiven; .... for with what measure 
you measure, it shall be measured to you.", refers to the human condition 
and not something apart from it. This position is expressed clearly in 
what is called the New Te8tament. The words are attributted to a man 
called Jesus. Hie t~aching he refers to as the teaching of Christ. 
lrQnica1ly, Florio, Rean, and RUBso call themselves ChriBti6n8~on 
whut understanding, I do not know. 

The Chriatian can never U8e scripture in support of the death 
penalty. And the Christian can never use the false premise of the divine 
right of kings to justify assisting or supporting the state in the 
destruction of any human life. 

'l'h(:~ man Jesus held to but one authority over h'lil\dn oxistence. 
1'h(" life-Cjiving movetnent of t.he eBaehes of life (God) that flows through 
the body itnd pushes and pulls on the mind to feed and rest the body he 
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regarded as hiB only authority. This movement of God on the human mind 
he called Christ ( .. do not you be called 'Rabbi': for one is your Master. 
and all you are brothers. And call no one bn earth your father; for one 
Js your Father, .. Neither be ralled masters; for one only is your Master, 
the Christ.l. 'rile teaching of Christ is to build and foster the 1ife
giving movement of the essence of life (God) within the mind and body of 
all humanity. He regarded this teaching a8 absolute. 

He challenged all political and religious authority that 
violat.ed the teaching of Christ. He disregarded any law, rule, or precept 
that vir'Jated the teaching of Christ. As for the scriptures, he quoted 
them \V~v"rt' they reflected the teaching of Christ and he challenged them 
where they did not reflect the teaching of Christ. The case of the 
udultress is a good example of how he challenged the scriptures. The 
Scribes and Pharisees te~ted him with a woman caught in the act of 
adul tery. They said to him, •• this woman has just now been caught inII 

'-ldul tery. And in the Law Moses commanded tl~ Ln 8 tone such peraona. What i 

therefore, dost thou say?". He responded by saying that those without 
offense should cast the first stone. In time, all 'thos.(·~t'eady.;to atone 
the woman walked away. Jesus said to the WOloan, " Has no one condemned 
thee?". Her reply was, " No one, Lord.". Then he s.id," Neither will I 
condemn thee.". He understood thoroughly what the principle of an ey~ 
for an eye means. If he condemned this woman ~) death, at another point 
somewhere within his human existence he would have been condemned to 
death in very much the same way( .. for with what measure you measure, 
it shall be measured to you,). :'.' i' ~ . 

Because of their support for the death penalty, I have 
publicly judged Russo, Kean, and Florio ae having a false understanding 
of Christianity. Likewise, I expect my understanding of Christianity to 
be judged publicly. But aB long 8S my judgement is correct, 1 have nothing 
to fear. 

Sincerely, 

Ray Kalainikae 

SPE~IAL No'rE: t f this letter is to(\ long 
lOr fhe let. fer to the edi tor section I I 
would apprecIate If If you could print it 
as a special col won. 'fhe concepts 1 have 
expressed are rarely exposed to the general 
public. 
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